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ADVANCED SPACE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS SOFTWAPE-
TFCHNICAL, USFF AND PPOCPAMMFR GUIDE 
Curtis F. FarreJl anc Harold F. Zimbelmana 
Martin Marietta Corporation 
~UMMAPY 
LSS preliminary and conceptual design requires extensive iteration hecause 
of the significance of structural, thermal, and control intercoupling. The 
objective of Task III is to expand the capabilities of the existing NASA-
Langley LASS program (ref. 1). LASS is an interactive LSS analysis and design 
computer program that provides rapid geometric modeling capability, performs 
preliminary structural, thermal, and controls analyses, and provides an inter-
facing mechanism for execution of detailed interdisciplinary analyses. Com-
pletion of this task has resulted in automated modeling capability for hox 
truss ring, contiguous box truss, radial rib, and hoop/column structures and 
associated appendages. An interactive module permits modification and evalua-
tion of mass properties for all structure types. Modules have been developed 
to permit analysis of orbital transfer propulsion requirements and rf gain 
loss due to reflector surface distortion. The rigid body controls analysis 
module has been modified to permit analysis of the control requirements im-
posed by solar pressure, aerodynamic drag, and gravity gradient. This report 
contains a description of each added or modified module including user in-
structions and programmer information. 
astaff Engineers, Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Aerospace 
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1.0 SCOPE OF TASK III - COMPUTFB-AIDEP DFSIGN AND ANALYSIS 
The objective of Task III is to provide support in the development of an 
interactive analysis and design computer capability to he used to perform pre-
liminary and conceptual design of LSS. There are two levels of analysis tech-
niques that must be addressed. The first level involves an overview of the 
salient features of various conceptual designs. The second is a more detailed 
approach that involves in-depth structural design and analysis. The former 
technique can be performed through use of first order system approximations 
that lend themselves to interactive analysis. The latter makes use of larger, 
longer-running computer programs that are implemented by interfacing with the 
interactive mode programs. To provide and expand each of these capabilities 
at NASA-Langley the following subtasks were performed in Task III. 
(1) Develop an understanding of the LASS program capabilities existing at 
the start of the program. 
(2) Prepare and present for LAFC approval a development plan identjfying 
the upgraded LASS capability. 
(3) Implement the approved plan. 
(4) Prepare and deliver Task III-related documentation. Also, a computer 
program would be developed relating to work performed in Task II, LSS 
Control/Structure Interaction. 
2.0 COMPUTFR PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION 
Completion of subtasks 1 and 2 of the Task III effort resulted in defini-
tion of a development p]3n that would expand the LASS program by adding and 











r---l AVID execut1ve system I ; 
H AVID data mgmt program AVID I I data base 
H Analog Tetrahedral truss structure synthesizer 
--j Interface r- Box truss structures synthesizer 
processor (ring, plate/d1sh) 
Wrapped-r1b structure synthes1zer 
hoop & column structure synthesizer 
~ Appendage synthes1zer 
---l General truss synthes1zer 
--i Mass proper t1es I 
-l Environmental forc1ng funct10ns 
~ R1g1d-body control dynamics Prop /tank masses 
AHCD masses 
mass propert1es 
~ Thermal analys1s area propert1es RCS torques 
-l Orbit transfer/propulsion effects 





r-- analys1s OK? 
program 
Static N NG deflec t1ons, Reiterate if 
modes necessary 
--I Surface accuracy 
H Rf analys1s I 
H Dynam1c loads (& act1ve damp1ng) 
~ H Postprocesser I NG Reiterate if y Cost I necessary 
Figure 2.1. - Flow diagram of LASS with expanded capability. 
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As development and mod1f1cat10n of modules were performed, 1t was mutually 
dec1ded to reV1se the plan to fac1l1tate new module 1mplementat10n. Spe-
cifically, modificat10ns to the GTS module would requ1re sign1f1cant effort 
because 1t was t1ed so closely to the TTSS model. Also, 1t was more eff1cient 
to 1ncorporate the env1ronmental forclng funct10ns module as a subsect10n of 
the RCD module. The resulting expanded LASS capab1l1ty prov1ded by complet10n 
of Task III 1nvolved e1ght new modules: 
(1) Box truss r1ng model generator; 
(2) Contiguous box truss model generator; 
(3) Radial rib model generator; 
(4) Hoop and column model generator; 
(5) Mass propert1es; 
(6) Orbital tran~fer; 
(7) Rf analysis; 
(8) Appendage synthesizer. 
In addition, the RCD module was modified to add the effects of solar 
pressure and to permit executl0n w1thout requ1ring pr10r execution of the T1SS 
and GTS modules. User and program documentation pertainlng to each new or 
modifled module follows. 
2. 1 BOX RII~G MODULE 
The box r1ng model generator prov1des a user with the capab1lity of 1n-
teract1vely specifY1ng the 1nput parameters to create NASTRAN format (MSC 
vers1on) bulk data input and to determlne structural model mass propertles. 
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2.1.1 Box Ring Module Techn1cal Description 
The Box Rin~ structure 1S descr1bed graph1cally 1n F1gure 2.1.1. The 
model coordinate system origin is located at the center of the regular polygon 
formed by the box 1nner or outer surface tubes, w1th Z = 0 at the bottom sur-
face plane. Using th1s model or1g1n, the model generator calculates the out-
puts shown 1n Figure 2.1.2 for the def1ned inputs. The requ1red tube data 1n-
clude cross-sectional area and tube material dens1ty. 
Figure 2.1.1. - Box ring structure. 
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Inputs 
Antenna d lame ter (RFmI) 
No. of box es (ANBOX) 
Outer rad lUS (RO) 
Inner rad lUS (RI) 
Box depth (DEP) 
Mesh stand off height 
Concentra 









Grid ID & coordinates 
Box 
Tube ID & connectivities 
rl.ng 





c. m. coordinates 
Figure 2.1.2. - Box rl.ng module input/output. 
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The box tubes are grouped into five categories as shown in Figure 2.1.3. 
All tubes are modeled as rod elements. Node and eleroent numbers are shown for 
a sample box truss. 










Figure 2.1.3. - Box ring tube identification. 
As the grid coordinates are determined, they are stored in a local array 
(GRIDD) for subsequent use in determining structural element lengths and loca-
tions. As each grid is defined its record is written to local file TAPF7. 
When all grids are defined, the program starts definition of structural 
elements. The appropriate parameters for NASTFAN ROD records are written to 
TAPF2. As each FOD record is generated its connectivity information and tu~e 
type is stored in local array IELM for subsequent length and plotting defini-
tion. After completing POD records the CO}~2 records are defined, written to 
TAPE2, and stored in GPIDD (i,S). 
The final section of the model generator routine creates the Fxternal 
Force records at grids. These forces are induced in the structure due to mesh 
or membrane tensioning. The user may select a configuration with or without 
7 
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standoffs. Figure 2.1.4 shows the force resolution at the inner and outer 




= 2 F Rr sin (_'TT_) 
m NBOX 
= mesh tension (N) 
Rr inner radius of structure (m) 
~~OX = number of boxes in ring 
For a model with standoffs the forces on the nodes are found from: 
Where: 
F2 = FT cos (a1 )/cos (a2 ) 
a 1= tan -1 [(de~th + £) ] IR1 
a2 = tan -1( _£_) 
R -R 
o I 
Ro = outer box r1ng rad1us 
£ standoff he1ght 
depth box truss depth 
(1) 
(n 




Flgure 2.1.4. - Mesh tensl0n force resolution at nodes. 
On completion of module execution, the data generated are stored in a 
dynamic model file, data base file, and mass properties matrices file for sub-
sequent mass properties analysis or structural analysis. 
2.1.2 Box Ring Module User Instructions 
On entering the box ring model generator module the user is asked to input 
the name of an input data base file by the prompt: 
ENTD~ IIATA HASE F1LE NAME" !-OR INPUT 
O-I1EfALJL 1 F- JLE NAME (LASSIIH) 
PfN-USER nEF INlU FILE NAM~, 
The next prompt requests selection of Box Fing sizing mode, either manual 
or automatic by: 
SF-'E.C] FY SE lUP MClIIE 
1 - AUTOM()TJC 
2 - US~R SELECTrn 
'i" ~ .. 
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(At present, the automatic sizing is not inpleIT.ented.) 
The parameters required for model geometry definition are next jnput or 
modified as shown in the follmdng. Tests arc performed to ensure that valid 
values arc specified for number of bays and ra(!ius. If not the user is 
prompted to supply data as required. 
INPUT DESIRED VALUES FOR RFDM,FOVERD,ANBOX,ANBAYS,RO,RI,DEP,FMESH,NFDS 
l 
~ BOX RING ASS A TEST CASE 























ENTER 0 IF 
1 TO 
2 TO 
























INPUT IS OK 
-RADIO FREOUENCY DIAMETER (METERS) 
-SHAPE FLAG 1=PARABOLA, 2=SPHERE, 3=FLAT 
-FOCAL LENGTH TO RF DIAMETER RATIO 
-NUMBER OF BAYS IN REAL DISH STRUCTURE 
-ANALYSIS NUHBER OF BAYS 
-MESH STAND-OFF DISTANCE (METERS) 
-DISH MOUNTING FLAG O=APEX, 1=EDGE, 3=FREE 
-NUMBER OF MODE SHAPES (O=NO SAP MODELS) 
-x COORDINATE FOR ANGULAR ACCELERATION (METERS 
-Y COORDINATE FOR ANGULAR ACCELERATION (METERS) 
-Z COORDINATE FOR ANGULAR ACCELERATION (METERS) 
-STRUT TYPE O=L/R, l=EULER, 2=ISOG, 3=TRUSS 
-OUTER BOX RING RADIUS (METERS) 
-INNER BOX RING RADIUS (METERS) 
-BOX TRUSS DEPTH (METERS) 
-M~MBRANE AXIAL FORCE FACTOR 
-NUMBER OF FEED SUPPORT BEAMS 
-CONCENTRATED MASS AT OUTER TOP GRIDCKG) 
-CONCENTRATED MASS AT OUTER BOTTOM GRIDCKG) 
-CONCENTRATED I1ASS AT ItlNER BOTTOM GRIDCKG) 
-CQNCENTRATED HASS AT INNER TOP GRIDCKG) 
-HIDLINK HINGE MASSCKG) 
CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA 
ENTER A NEW TITLE, 
RETURN TO THE EXEC 
KEYBOARD, 
The user is presented with the following in order to specify element pro-
perties, repeated for each of the five tube types. If zero area or density is 
specified the user is reprompted to supply valid values. 
~OX RING ASSA fEST CASE 
OUTfR lU~E PROPERTIES 


























AREA -CROSS SECTIONAL AREA (SQ M ) 
J -TORSIONAL CONSTANT (M**4) 
C -TORSIONAL STRESS COEFFICIENT 
RNSM -NON STRUCTURAL MASS PER UNIT LENGTH 
E -YOUNG'S MODULUS(NT/SQ M ) 
G -SHEAR MODULUS(NT/SQ M ) 
NlI --POI SSON' S RA1] 0 
RHO -MASS DENSITY(KG/CU M ) 
n·_c -TH~RMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT 
TREF -THERMAL EXPANSION REFERENC~ TEMP 
GE -STRUC1URAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT 
ST -TENSION STRESS LIMIT (NT/Sa M ) 
-COMPRESSION STRESS LIMIT(N1/SQ M ) 




o IF" JNF'lJ1 IS OK 
'7 () 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE, 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
BOX RING ASSA TEST CASE 
I\EYBOARD, 
lNNlR TU~[ PROPERTI~S 
1 280()OE-04 1 AREA -CROSS S[C1IONAL AREA (SQ M ) 
2 52000E-07 ~ J -TORSIONAL CONSTANT (M**4) 
o 3 C -TORSIONAL STRESS COEFFICIENT 
o 4 RNSM -NON STRUCTURAL MASS PER UNIT LENGTH 
1 38000F-t11 5 F -YOUNG'S MODULUS(NT/SQ M ) 
2 06000Er10 6 G -SHEAR MODULUS(NT/SQ M ) 
o 7 NU -POISSON'S RATl 0 
1939 :~ 8 mID -MASS DENSITY(KG/CU.M.) 
o 9 TEC -lHERMAL EXPANSION COFFFICIENT 
o 10 TREF -THERMAL EXPANSION REFERENCE TEMP 
o 1j GE -STRUC1URAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT 
o 12 ST -TENSION STRESS LIMIT (NT/SQ M ) 
o 13 SC -COMPRESS10N STRESS LIMIT(NT/SQ M ) 
o 14 SS 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
-SHEAR STRESS LIMIT(NT/SQ M ) 
? () 
1 10 CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE, 
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1 I m 
1 '~ t_ ST 
1 :~ Sl; 
- Ch:m;~; m L I TnN~1 M,I ~ u.m M ) 
. rOI~~3 [DNA!. e()N~:l fAN T (M**4) 
. f (It~~, I ONAI STfa m; em. F 11:11 N f 
-fWN ~3 r Rue rURfiL liAS~3 PEl::: UN l r LENG TH 
--Y(llJN!l'~; r10IIlJl lib (WI /SU M ) 
<;I'IEtt!, l'iGDULlJS (N r /sn t1 ) 
-tiASS [tI-::N'31 fY (I\O/CU M ) 
- -IIILF,~I~1 [Xr'~N!; J ON COl F I I r, T eNl 
-THEI~Mfi'- EXPt~NSI()N I~EFEI..:I:NCE Tn'lf' 
!-> r l\lIe IIIF<~l II{)Mr' nw con FICl nn 
- TENS [ON ~1 f 17.:I-::SS I. [lilT (N T /~3n Ii ) 
C(lMF't,! ~,!) I ON !, 1I\F m; ! 1M j T ( N T /nn rl 




or..: 9 TO 
J NI·'Ul I S OK 
CHliNGE DArA lll:.M~; VtA hl-:.n~ot-lI..:II, 
fNTFk ~ NtW lT1Ll, 
RETURN TO THE FXEC 
'} () 
VERll C~L llJll[ I-'r, ()f-'E- F< T 1 F t; 
,.., 51 OOO[ --04 L. ~W-.~ - Ct,m;s ~;[Cl) ()N~I M\F Ii (SO M ) 
" 990001-:·0? t- ''\ J .: -T()R~~ [ONAL CONn ft,N f (1.,**4) 
o ~5 C -IORS)ONnl SlRl8S CO~FF-)CIENl 
0 4 I7.:NSI1 -tWN STRUC rURtiL MASS PER UN I r LENG TH 
1 3ElOOOL -t 11 ~J E -Ynl.lNW~; ~lml(JI (If;(Nl /m~ t-l ) r, 
A_ 06000[+:10 6 G --SHfM< MOIllilLJf)(NT/f)(~ H ) 
0 I NU 'PO f S!30N '!3 I,,\A r [0 







LN T ET, 0 IF 
1 fO 
" rn ... 




1 :I G[ 
1 ''\ 
.:. sr 
rr ~, ~)l~ 
14 S8 
INPUl 1:8 OK 
- HIU,tl{)1 ~ XF'Ml~; I ON em_ FFl CH N r 
- rHERMAI. I::XF'ANS [ON REFERENCE rniP 
- f) I RlJCTut<(,d 11Mif' 1 Nt) l:nE.rF· j C 1 LN T 
• I I: N S (() U ~) rr~ E S B L t M '( T (N T / S n M ) 
COrl!" '-"~;j()N ~)lr<H)S LH1Tl (N"I/f)(~ t-l 
·';;IIEfil..: <; 11~ESS i_ I1H r (NT /!3tl M ) 
CHANGE DATA ITEMS VrA 
fNTE F, ~ Nf ~J Tn I [' , 
RETURN TO THE EXEC 
l\r-. YBOMi:XI, 































-CROSS SEC1IONAL AREA (SQ M ) 
-TORSIONAL CONSTANf (M**4) 
-TORSIONAL SlRESS COEFFICIENl 
-NON STRUCfURAL MASS PER UNIT LENGTH 
-YOUNG'S MODULUS(NT/SQ M ) 
-SHEAR MODULUS(NT/Sa M ) 
-PorSSON'S RATtO 
-MASS DENSITY(KG/CU M ) 
-THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT 
-THERMAL EXPANSION REFERENCE TEMP 
-STRUCTURAL DI'lMPING COEFFICIENT 
-TENSION SfRESS LIMIT (NT/Sn M ) 
-COMPRESSION STRESS LIMI1(N1/SQ M 
-SHEAR STRESS LIMIT(NT/Sn M ) 
Once all tube properties have been satisfactorily specified, the program 
generates the information necessary to represent a Fox Ping ¥odel. 
The last inputs requested of the user are the data file name in which in-
put items are to be stored, 
r NTEF< NAME nATA ltl'lSr Fn [ IS 1 U ftE. REF'LM:EII AS 
o - DEFAULT FILE NAME(LASSD~), 
PFN - PERMANENf FILE NAME 
the name of the file to which the model ~ata (presently in NASTPAN format) is 
to be written, 
LN1~R NAM~ DYML FILE TS TU B[ REPI ACE.D I'lS 
o - DEFAULT ~ILE (DYML) 
PFN - PERM FILE NAME 
13 
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and the name of the file to which the mass properties matrices will be written. 
I N~'ln NAME m MASS I'ROPE I·: T j 1- S MtI T I,IeF B r- II I:-
') i"l()~ )~:} ~Ol \ 
At this point program execution terminates. 
2.1.3 Fox Fing ¥odule Programmer Information 
The program is overlayed with three primary overlays; PPINr. (J,n) BRING 
(2,0), and BRING (3,0). The functions of each are as follows: 
(1) Overlay BFING (1,0) 
This overlay provides for initialization and user input of required 
data. The first called subroutine, INIT, sets up I/O parameters 
based on the user terminal type. Subroutine INTBF initializes Box 
Ring input parameters. 
Subroutine BRINPT provides for user selection of the input Data Pase 
file name. If such a file does not exist the user is told so and the 
required inputs are listed out. A call to SETUP will eventually per-
mit automatic as well as manual definition of Box Ping input para-
meters; presently, it is not functional. 
Library routine PDDTBS retrieves data from the user specified data 
file. 
Subroutine PRNTIN controls display of user information. 
Subroutine CFNGIN permits interactive input/modification of data. 
(2) Overlay BRING (2,0) 
This Overlay performs the model geometry definition function, gener-
ating GRID card images, CROD card images, CONM2 card images, and 
FORCEI card images for NASTPAN bulk data input deck formation. These 
records are written to local file TAPF2 for subsequent storage in a 
permanent DYML type file. The grid numbers are in the ranges shown 
below. 
Outer top grids 100-199 
Outer bottom grids 200-299 
Inner bottom grids 300-399 
Inner top grids 400-499 
Subroutines SETNOD and SETELM write grid and element data to arrays 
IELM and GRIDD to permit rapid access to coordinate, mass, and con-
nectivity information when calculating member lengths and mass pro-
perties. These arrays may also be used to set up plot files for 
model plots. NEL and NG are the number of elements and number of 
grids contained in the model and are determined through the calls to 
SETNOD and SETELM. 
(3) Overlay BRING (3,0) 
On completion of calculations the output data base file name is de-
fined and written and the model data are written to the p~ file. 
The mass properties matrices file is created from local file TAPER. 
This file contains arrays GRIDD, IELM, and TUBP, plus variables }~L 
and NG. These data are used on subsequent execution of the Mass Pro-
perties Module. This module should be executed immediately after the 
execution of the model generator module to permit calculation of and 
output of pertinent mass properties data. 
2.2 CONTIGUOUS BOX TRUSS MODULE 
The Contiguous Box Truss model generator module creates a NASTFAN struc-
tural model input file. It can create models having up to 1250 elements or 
300 nodes. The model is assumed to be symmetrical in 4 quadrants. An example 
of a Contiguous Box Truss appears in Figure 2.2.1. 
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2.2.1 Contiguous Box Truss Module Technical Description 
This module will automatically generate a contiguous truss structural 
model comprised of box trusses. Each box has the structural elements shown in 
Figure 2.2.1. The horizof\ta1 surface e1eIl'ents are modeled as cylindrical 
tubes with their cross sectional area calculated from the wall thickness and 
outer diameter or A = TItd, The vertlcal tubes have cross sectlons as shown 
















Figure 2.2.2. - Vertical finned tube cross section. 
Vertical tube area is calculated as a function of the wall length (£ ), 
w 
wall thickness (tw)' fin length (£f)' and fin thickness (t f ). Included 
in the program is the capability of defining different structural element 
cross-sectional areas as a function of their distance from the geometric model 
center. This capability was originally included to perform dynamic analyses 
of the coupling effects due to location of an orhital transfer propulsion 
engine at the model center. It was assumed that the structural elements woul~ 
require decreasing load carrying capability as the distance from the engine 
increased radially. The zones are specified as some mUltiple of hox length 
(L) as shown in Figure 2.2.3 where there are two property zones represented. 
In this example all elements, part of which lie in the region within O.SL of 
the center, will have one set of physical properties and the remaining 
elements will have different physical properties. The program automatically 
determines which elements fall within the zones. A separate number of zones 
may be specified for each of the three types of elements modeled. These types 
are the cylindrical horizontal (surface) tubes, the finned vertical tubes, 
and the flat diagonal tapes. 
17 
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The physical and material properties of the model elements are specified 
before execution. TIle material properties specified include F, G, ry, and P, 
(Young's modulus, shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, density). These are used in 
definition of the dynamic model input file and for creation of a mass proper-
ties matrices file, both of which are later used for execution of the ~ass 
Properties ~odule. In the current version, the contiguous truss ~odule can 
accommodate models of up to 1250 elements or 300 nodes. This is sufficient to 
prepare contiguous truss structures of up to 42 bays. If more bays should be 
required the dimensions of the mass properties matrices (GPIDD, IFLM, TUBP) 




,- - 0.5L 
Zone 1 (lnslde clrcle) 
Zone 2 (outslde clrcle) 
Figure 2.2.3. - Example of property zone definitlun. 
Each bay cons1sts of the structural members d1scussed prev10usly plus end 
f1tt1ngs, mldllnk hinges for folding members, and the diagonal tape attachment 
f1tt1ngs. The masses of the endf1ttlngs (AMNODE) are represented as con-
centrated masses at grld pOlnts whose coordlnates are at the endfittings. The 
origin (0,0,0) is at the top center of the model (top lS the surface normally 
away from Earth) with the x-aX1S be1ng tangent to the orbltal path, z-aX1S 
vertical to Earth, and the y-axis orthogonal to x and z. Midlink hinge mass 
(AMHING) lS used only for mass and lnertia calculations because hinge pOints 
are not ldentlfied as GRID records ln the dynamic model. The diagonal tape 
fittlngs mass is dlstrlbuted through the tape itself. 
The reflector surface subsystem mass is distrlbuted over the surface 
nodes. ThlS mass lncludes all component masses that are part of the reflector 
surface, its tles, drop cords, etc. These lndivldual components are not 
presently lsolated for purposes of mass propertles analysls. 
The outputs created from module execution are written to two files; one 
the dynamic model and the other the mass propertles matrlces flle. A third 
output is the LASS data base flle, which contalns the required module lnput 
items. This flle may be unchanged durlng executlon lf the structural model 1S 
not modifled during the input phase. The user lnstructlon section that shows 
a complete module user session follows. 
2.2.2 Contiguous Box Truss Module User Instructions 
On entering thlS module the user lS prompted to enter the des1red lnput 
data base hIe. 
INPUl TH~ NAME or lHE C T 
'I nnH()CT IIATA llf'\SE. FILf 
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The present values of the module input items are then displayed and the 
user is permitted to modify them as desired. 
ASSA CONTIGUOUS BOX TF-USS 
CONTIGUOUS ~OX TRUSS INPUT ITEMS 
17 680 1 F\F[IH - RAVIO FREOUENCY DIAMETER (METERS) 
1 0000 2 SI-MP£ -SHAF E FLAG 1 =PARABOLA 2=SPHERE. 3=FLAT 
I 0000 3 FOVERD -FOCAL LENGTH TO RF DIAMETER RATIO 
o " SOnN -MESH STAN[I-OFF DISTANCE (METERS) 
o S NMQ[IE -NUMBER OF MOIrE SHAPES (O=NO SAP MODELS) 
o 6 TUBTYP -STRUT TYPE O=L/R I =EULER. 2-ISOG 3=TRUSS 
B 8400 7 [IEf' -(lOX TRUSS I,EPTH (HETEF\S) 
o 6 FMESH -MEMBRANE AX I AL FORCE FACTOR 
o 9 NFl'S -NUMBE~ OF FEED SUPPORT BEAMS 
5 00000E-03 10 AMNO['E -CONCENTRATED HASS OF CORNER FITTlNG(KG) 
o 11 AMVER -CONCENTf..ATED HASS OF VEf...TICAL HINGE(KG) 
o 12 AMHOR -CONCENTRATED MASS OF HORIZONTAL HINGE(KO) 
I 0000 13 IFF IN -PIN FLAG(O=NOT PINNED. I=PINNED) 
2 0000 14 NBOXY -NUMBER OF ROIJS OF BOXES IN QUADRANT 1 
I 0000 15 NZHOR -NUMBER OF HORIZONTAL TUBE PROPERTY ZONES 
Z 0000 16 NZVER -NUMBER OF VERTICAL TU~E PROPERTY ZONES 
I 0000 17 NZDIA -NUMBER OF DIAGONAL TU~E PROFERTY ZONES 
10000 16 SURFDN -REFLECTOR MASS DENSITY(KG/Sa M) 
I 0000 19 SURTYP -REFLECTOR TYP( (I=MESH-Z-ECMM) 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
7 0 
I TO CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA THE KEYBOAPD 
Z TO ENTER to NEW TITLE 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
The next set of input prompts is controlled by the value of ite~ 14, the 
number of rows of box structures in the model. A prompt will be displayed 
requesting definition of the geometry for quadrant 1. The user must input the 
number of boxes for each row in quadrant 
ture until values have been provided for 
1 of the contiguous box truss struc-
the number of rows specified. As an 
example, the following prompts and inputs correspond to the contiguous box 
truss structure of Figure 2.2.1. 
[NPUT lHF' 
F<OI4 1 




m f<nX[S r or.: r.:t!'lC~1 rww or CWADI<t!'lNT 1 
After the number of boxes in each row of quadrant I have been specified, 
property zones may be defined. The user inputs the zone radius factor for 
each zone. In the test case there are: one horizontal, two vertical, and one 
diagonal property zones. 
ROW 






1 ~OOOO 4 OOO~ 
ENTER 0 tF INPUT IS OK 
'J 0 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA HIE KEYl(Oflr,D 
2 fO ENfER A NEW TITLE 
UR 9 TO RETURN TO THE [XrC 
Completion of the property zone inputs results in entering the strucutral 
element size selection section. Fach zone requires tube size input. For 
horizontal cylindrical tubes the user must specify the tube wall thickness and 
diameters of each end as follows. 
HORIZONfAL TUBE DJMENSJONSCM) 
1 2 :~ 
RmJ THICKNESS DIAMETEI:;: 
1 ,.., 50000E-03 5 00000[-02 5 00000[-02 ... 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
1 TO CHANGE DA1A TTEMS VIA THE KEYBOflr-:D 
2 TO ENTER A NEW fIflE 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
'7 () 
For the vertical finned tubes the parameters required are the side length, 
wall thickness, fin length, and fin thickness. After the vertical tuhe sizes 
are defined the user must specify the diagonal tape cross sectional areas. 


















Vt"F: I I eM llwr III rHo NG lONE; (1-1) 
1 r, l 
F l N fl-II Ct\ FIN LEWHH 
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~ ,0000 l - 0:.1 ~... :-.4000 E·· 0 ~" ;' ~jO () () 0 ~ . () ~ ~~ ~,4 0 () 0[··02 
!300001-: -0~3 ,5 r'540001:: ·O~~ ~3 500001::-03 3 !'540001~-0~' 
rN~'U1 r~.~ OK 
CHr~Nm {I{) TAil E. I-IS V] A 1 HE t\[ YI<OAFm 
ENTf:.I:-': A NEI,J T r rLl~ 
Fa 1UHN TO 111F rXLC 
30000[·04 0 o 
[NPUT r (' ,,) ot\ 
CWiNl!l II{)l{) Il F M~; VJ{) n'l[ t\l Yl{(){)F,[I 
I:::t~ r 1::1:-': 1"=1 NEL·J f[fLE 
I,F nmN 10 1 HF FXFC 
The final input matrix to be displayed permits selection of material pro-
perties. The properties required are Young's modulus, shear modulus, 
Poisson's ratio, and material density. The input format is: 
1 
+ t1ATERIAL PROPS (llHOR. (2lVER • (3lTOP DIAG • (4lLOWER DIAR 
2 3 
ROW E G NU 
1 1 38000E+l1 2 06000E+l0 30000 
2 1 38000[tll 2 06000E+l0 30000 
3 1 38000[+11 2 06000E+l0 30000 
4 1 38000E+11 2 06000E+10 30000 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
7 0 
1 TO CHANGE MTA ITEMS VIA THE ~EYBOAPD 
:2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE 
OR 9 TO r.ETURN TO THE EXEC 
4 5 
RHO 
1939 3 0 
1939 3 0 
1939 3 0 
1939 "' 0 
PtlATS MATRIX 
6 7 8 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
After all inputs have been selected the module performs the functions 
necessary to create a dynamic model file and a mass properties matrices file. 
Successful generation of these files is indicated by display of the prompts: 
INPUl NAME DATA BASE FILE IS TO BE REPLACED AS 
(0 = DEFAULT (LASSDB) 
'") ()HB()CT 
lNPUT NAME or DYNnMIC MODEL FILE TO BE SAVED 
'") J lye T 
fNPUl NAME or MASS PROPERTIES MATRICES FILE 
'I' Ni')S~ ;1: T 
The user inputs the name of a data base file, which can be the present 
file or a new file. Next, the dynamic model file name must be specified. 
This file contains the dynamic analysis program input data including GFID, 
CBAF, CROD, CONM2, and related records. After input of the dynamic model file 
the user must specify the name of the mass properties matrices file. This 
file contains the information necessary to calculate and/or modify the model 
mass properties in a subsequent execution of the ¥ass Properties ¥odule. The 
final user input requested determines whether to terminate module execution or 
create another model. 
110 YOU WISH TO GENERATE ANOTHER CONTIGUOUS TRUSS MODEL 
''J Nfl 
2.2.3 Contiguous Box Truss Module Programmer Information 
This module is a revision of a quarter section model generator and has 
been extensively revised and has maintained the majority of original fea-
tures. There are two primary overlays that are sectioned as input and ini-
tialization, model generation, and output. The code has been internally 
commented to facilitate revision. This section is then a1med at provid1ng 
general information relevant to program modification or for interfacing with 
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other programs. The discussion will be sectioned to correspond to the primary 
overlays. The main overlay contains the calls to these primary overlays. 
2.2.3.1 Overlay (1,0) 
This overlay contains the input/output codes. The data statements contain 
variables, arrays, and h~a~~rs necessary for communication with the data hase 
file, dynamic model file, and mdSS properties matrices file. These data are 
found in subroutine BOYINPT. This subroutine contains some tests on critical 
input paramet2rs. The maximum number of structural element types permitted is 
10. This restricts the sum of the number of property zones (NZPOP, N7VFP, 
NZDIA) to 10. If more zones are desired the test must he changed and the di-
mension of TUBP in COMMON/PROPS/increased by 14 for each additional zone or 
type desired. 
The maximum number of bays allowed is controlled by the dimensions of 
GRIDD and IELM from COMMON/MASDAT/. At the present, a maximum of 300 nodes or 
1250 structural elements are permissible. Creating a larger model will re-
quire increasing dimensions of one, or both, of these arrays. These arrays 
are used to transfer node coordinates and element connectivity information for 
model generation and. optionally, for plot file creation. Establishing con-
nectivity through incore array search is much faster than searching through 
local files and was found necessary for models with a large numbers of bays. 
2.2.3.2 Overlay (2,0) 
This overlay contains the model generation code and associated subrou-
tines. The original program from which this module was derived created only a 
quarter section model. Due to this, considerahle time and effort has reen 
expended to perform the necessary refl r ~:ons to create a complete model. The 
grid identification numbers are sequenced based on quadrant location, location 
on top or bottom surface, row location, and column location. Nodes common to 
more than one quadrant are identified with the lowest common quadrant number. 
The scheme for numhering bottom surface nodes may ~e seen in Figure 2.2.4. 
The top surface nodes differ only in the second digit. For example the bottom 
surface node number of 111112 corresponds to 121112 in the top surface. 
211312 111311 11312 
211213 211211 111211 111212 111213 
(0,0,0) 
211113 211112 111111 111112 111113 
y 311213 311212 211211 411212 411213 
L x 
311312 211311 411312 
Flgure 2.2.4. - Box truss numbering. 
2.3 FADIAL FIB MODULE 
The radial rib model generator automatically creates a NASTFAN-formatted 
bulk data input file, and generates the data for input into the Mass Pro-
perties module. The Mass Properties module performs the calculations neces-
sary to define center of mass (c.m.) and inertias for the model. 
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2.3.1 Radial Rib Module Technical Descriptjon 
Several types of radial rib configurations can be constructed using vari-
ous components. The "basic" structure consists of a hub and ribs arranged 
axisymmetrica11y. To this may be added an external hoop that connects the rib 
tips and/or a central feed mast that may, on option, be supported by tension 
stays. The possible structural combinations that may be modeled with this 
module are shown in Table 2.3.1. Figure 2.3.1 shows a radial rib model with 
hoop, mast, and stays. Figure 2.3.2 shows node and element identification for 
t"70 ribs of a model wi th a mast modeled wi th six segments. 
TABLE 2.3.1. - PADIAL FIR STRUCTURAL CO~BINATIOPS. 
Pibs ! 0 o ! () I () () 1 0 i I 
i I I 0 0 0 I Poop i I 
I 1 \ I 
J I J Mast I 0 0 0 () I ! , , , 
, I 
Stays () I 0 
I 





Flgure 2.3.1. - Radial rlb model with hoop, mast, and stays. 





Rlb 12 1 Z ~x 1206 106 1205 105 1204 1203 103 104 120211201 10 101 102 
Figure 2.3.2. - Radial rib model node and element identification. 
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The assumptions inherent in the generation of data are as follows: 
(1) Overall geometry is controlled by specification of diameter and focal 
length/diameter - these parameters define the equation for the para-
bolic reflecting surface; 
(2) If a feed mast is included, it is assumed that the feed array lies at 
the focal point; 
(3) If feed support stays are included, it is assumed that the feed array 
is connected to the tip of all ribs; 
(4) If a hoop is included, it is assumed that it is connected to the tip 
of all ribs; 
(5) All ribs are assumed to be identical and to have two cross-sectional 
planes of symmetry - the section properties need not be the same for 
both planes - rib properties are assumed to vary linearly from root 
to tip; 
(6) The hoop, if j~cluded, is assumed to have constant cross-sectional 
properties with two planes of symmetry - section properties need not 
be the same for both planes; 
(7) The feed mast, if included, is assumed to have two cross-sectional 
planes of symmetry - the section properties are assumed to vary 
linearly from root to tip; 
(8) Feed array mass and hub mass are user specified; 
(9) Reflecting surface mass/area is user specified - the appropriate mass 
distribution is "lumped" along the ribs - no stiffness of the re-
flecting surface is considered; 
(10) The tension stay supports, if included, are assumed to be axial mem-
bers (tension/compression). 
The radial rib model coordinate system has the origin at the hub with 
positive z axis along the feed mast. Fach rib is ~odeled using a series of 
BAR elements with decreasing cross-sectional area. The areas are weighted 
averages that depend on the position of the segment on the rib. The bending 
inertias and torsional inertias are similarly calculated as weighted averages 
for each BAR element. The feed mast properties are also calculated as 
weighted averages of properties at the tip and root. The concentrated mass of 
the feed array is assumed at the mast tip. 
·The grid coordinates and concentrated masses at grids are stored in array 
GRIDD. The concentrated masses on the rib nodes represent the distributed 
mass of the rf reflector surface. The hub mass is characterized as a con-
centrated mass at the (0,0,0) reference coordinate. Element connectivity in-
formation is stored in array IELM. Element properties are stored in array 
TUBP. These three arrays are written to a mass properties matrices file when 
leaving the module. Mass properties may be calculated, displayed, and modi-
fied as desired by subsequent execution of the ¥ass Properties ¥odule using 
the mass properties and dynamic model files produced by the Fadial Fib 
module. IELM contains connectivity data for the BAF elements (ribs, feed 
mast, hoop) and ROD elements (stays). 
The dynamic model file produced is a NASTPAN formatted bulk data input 
deck that contains GRID, CO~~2, BAP, ROD, PBAP, PF0n, MATI, SPCl, and GFAV 
cards. The last two record types provide added capability that may be 
selected from the NASTRAN case control. If not selected here, they will be 
ignored during a NASTPAN execution. If not used by SAP, the code generating 
them may be eliminated. 
2.3.2 Radial Rib Module User Instructions 
On entering the Radial Rib Model Generator module the user is asked to 
input the name of an input data base file by the prompt: 
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I NIl- f< ll{) 1 Ii ll~im- F J L f N{),ya 
o - n~FAULr NnM~ (LnSSDB) 
for N - F'U<1-lfiNnn F-Il 1-:. Nrli"l[ 
Next, the user selects the values of the input items necessary to define 
the radial rib structural configuration. The present program configuration 
requires that NSEG + IFHOOP + NFEEDS be less than 11. Increasing this capabi-
lity is discussed in the following programmer section. 
:100 00 
1 0000 ~~ FOVEIi:D 
~'4 000 :~ Nt< [ll 
6 0000 4 
1 0000 !:., 
t OOO() 6 
HSEG [r- I-I(}(H' 
IFI-FI-:n 
1 0000 __ , NF F FII!) 
46,5 00 B IHJBI-1nS 
:I 0000 9 mmFIIN 
t 00000E-02 10 GRnV~C 
I N1EF< 0 If" INPUT In ()K 
- r.:{)ll If) fF,r fHJF HCY fll firW IF F< (M[ 1 F F<~» 
-FOCM_ LI-::NG TH 1 D RF II t liI1ETEIi: r':li r 1 U 
- NUMII[ f, OF t\ r lIS 
-NUMUER OF SEOM~NTS PER RIO 
-l-lMJ 10 lNCllJDt IIOOP (O:::Nf), t--Yrt;) 
-FLAG rt f NCUJDI-: FI':ED 11MH (0 ::.NO, t :::YEB) 
NlJMHI:. F< OF Sf OMrNl S ()l ONf'; f H II 
--IIUB Ml~SS (I\G) 
-RE I-ll (1 I NG ~;ur.:r ACF 1-1~lm; liENS l 1 Y 
-~;CfiU~h: 11UL T t PL [EI::: FOI::: fJRnV [TY VEe TOI;: 
t Tn CI-UiNGE Dn T Ii t TI::":MS V I n THE I\I-::YBOliIUI 
~~ 1 () E Nl [F< () NHJ 1 Jl LE 
OR 9 TO R~rURN TO TH~ EXEC 
'i 0 
After definition of these model parameters the user is prompted to select 
the rib properties from: 
{)SSA F,{)llJ {)l Fn i( TE m CM;E 
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5 00000[--04 1. AF~ I lIR --F\IB cr~oss- SE.C, IONAl f"Ir~EA f"I' r~()OT (SQ 
4 00000E--04 '") 
'. 
AIUBf -IHB CROSS-SECTIONAL AREli Af T[P(SQ.M 
7 10000E-06 3 f"IH~lllR -RIll BE.NlIING INERTIA. Plf"lNE. 1 f"Il ROOT 
6 00000E--06 4 A,[RBlf -RIB BEND[NG ,[NEra LA. PLANE 1. AT rtF' 
:=-, 300001:-06 .- A1RB2R -F~IlI FIE.NlI I NG INEFaIA. PLANE '"' AT ROOT ~l A-
1 00000E-06 6 A,[RB2T -RIB BENDING [NER rtA. F'LliNE 2 AT TIP 
1 24000E-05 7 AJRIBF~ -FnFl TORSIONAL INERTIA AT FWOT 
7 04000E-06 8 AJRIBT -RIB TORSIONAL INERTIA AT T,[P 
7 00OOOE+l0 9 RTBE -YOUNG'S MOLIULUS rClF\ r-\] B 
1 00000E+l0 10 R,[BG -SHEAR MODULUS FOR R,[B 
1939 3 11 RtllRHO -RIB MATFRIAl DENS,[lY(KG/M**3) 
ENTER 0 IF INPUf [S 01\ 
1 TO CHANGE DA1A IlEMS V,[A THE KEYBOAF~D 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE 
Or.: 9 TO RETURN TO lHE EXEC 
'") () 
If the user has defined a nonzero value for IFHOOP, the user next selects 
the hoop properties from: 
I 
t- ASSA Rf"IlilAL RIB TESl Cf"ISE 
HOOP PF~OF'ERTIES 
4 48000E-04 1 AHOOP --!-IOOf-' CROSS--SECT I ONAl 
9 63000E-07 2 AIHOOP1-HOOP BEND,[NG INER rIA. 1 04000E-05 :~ f"I J HOor-'~>-HOOP BENDING INEFaIA. 
AREA 
PLANE 
PLANE 1 14000E-05 4 AJI-IOOF' -HOOP fORSIOONAL INER rH~ 
7 00000E+10 ::, HOOPE -HOOP YOUNG'S MODULUS 
1 00000EI-09 6 HOOPG -HOOP SHEAR MODULUS 
1939 3 7 HOOPF~HO-HOOF' MAl EFn f"IL IIENSITY 
ENTER 0 ,[F INPUT IS OK 
1 TO CHANGE nATA ITEMS VIA THE KEYBOAFm 
2 TO ENTER A NEW rtTLE 







If the value of IFFEFD is not zero the feed properties are selected next from: 
FEED & Srny rkO~ERTTES 
'"' OOOOOE- - 0::, t''.j[ [LlIF< --FE!:ll CROB8-rIE C f J ONAL fiREn fil ROOT ... 
.., OOOOOE -0:"5 2 tiFEED f -FI=.:I:D CROSS -~3EC 1 [ON,iL ,iREA ,iT rIP l. 
4 70000E-06 :~ A [~ t Ulr,--F t t n F<[NII J N() TNFFn In lil r\oOT 
4 00000E-06 4 ,HFEE[IT-FE:ED BENDING tNERT u~ Af TtF' 
1 .5ElOOOF + 1 1 ~! F I: flit --YOUNG I S MonULUS FOR F [[II 
,.., 06000Et-10 6 r:,: f-:!) G - S I-\!::: ,; F: MODULUS FOR FEfD l_ 
1900 0 J ~ r L tJW-IO--Ft [II rln T Fr< T AL IIENST TV 
125 00 B FEED fLP -FEED l;r.:RtW rep MIY3S 
9 40000E --06 9 AJr ~ Fllf<--F rF [I TOF<S 1 ONnL fNnn TA AT ROOT 
8 00000E-06 10 I;.JFEED f -FEED ror<~-3 [ONI;L INERT(A Af rIP 
1 0000 11 Tnn tlY --rI AG -, 0 TNCLULIE. SlAYS(0~NO,1~YES) 
1 10000E--06 1~ M3TIW -SftW CROSS--SEC r t ONliL AREt' 
l. 30000E-t 1~' I :~ SlnYF - YOlJNO If; rlOlIULlJS FOR mnyS 
1 50000EI--10 14 SUiYG -~3HEliR MODULUS FOI:;: ST{WS 
.L 
1900 0 1 ~, 81 nYF<1I0- STny rlnlF_RH1L IlrNSllY 
0 16 Ii.J~3TI;Y -SfIW fOI~:S (mUiL tNERTIA 
r-Nl E.F.: 0 1 F tN1"'11l ) £, 01\ 
1 ro CHANGE Dlifli tTEMS Vtli fHE ~EYBOlikD 
~ 10 ENTER A NEW TITLE-
OR 9 ru RETURN ro rHE EXEC 
'i () 
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If IFSTAY is zero the stay para~eters will be ignored by the program. On 
completion of input definition the program executes, which results in genera-
tion of the geometry required for input into a dynamic analysis program. The 
next input requested is the name of the data base file that will contain the 
inputs selected on this execution. 
I Nt-'Ul NtiM[ IffYI () IlflSl 1 S 1 n lIE ~)AVEII n8 
, > ()';~ 'ril <111-
ri~ISM<HF 
After input of the data base file name the user is requested to supply a 
name for the dynamic model file from: 
I NF'tJ 1 Ilnll F 1 L ~ N/lt-IF: 
, i :r 1)'1.:111 
and finally for the name of the mass properties matrices file from; 
] NPUT NAME OF MASS p~<OPEr\TIES MATRICES FILE 
') i'-'I('l~)~;1 ~lll 
At this point the user is prompted to generate a new model or to terminate 
exectuion of the Radial Rib Model Generator module. 
2.3.3 Radial Fib Module Programmer Information 
The Radial Rib module contains a main and three primary overlays. Overlay 
(1,0) contains the calls and logic to initialize required parameters and spe-
cify values of input variables. Labeled common t-YRIB contains the variahles 
stored in the data base file specified during execution of this overlay. 
Labeled common HEADER contains the alphanumeric variable descriptions and 
variable names used during reads from, or writes to, the data base file. 
These alphanumeric data are loaded from the Block Data in the main overlay. 
Overlay (2,0) performs the actual calculations and model generation. 
Models with up to 33 ribs with less than 10 segments per rib may be generated 
without modifying any program array sizes. If models with more elements are 
desired, the dimension of GRIDD and IELM must be changed. The 300 value for 
the GRIDD array corresponds to the maximum allowable number of node points in 
the model. The 1250 dimensions of IELM corresponds to the maximum allowable 
number of ROD and BAR elements. In addition, a constraint on the number of 
types of segments is inherent from the size of TURP. Its present value (140) 
permits 10 different sets of element properties. Thus, if all model options 
(RIBS, FEED, HOOP, STAYS) are selected the maximum allowable numher of rib 
segments will be six. Changing the size of TUFP will also require modifica-
tion of the Mass Properties ~dule. 
From overlay (2,0), the external calls of significance include subroutines 
SETELM and SETNOD. These subroutines load arrays GRIPr and IFLM, which are 
subsequently used for mass properties and cost analysis. The variable ITYP 
used in the call to SETELM is assigned a different value for each rib seg~ent, 
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and for any FOD or BAF elements created in the FEFP, POOP, or ~TAY sections. 
The value of ITYP is later used to define the element properties. The de-
scriptions of key variables used in the overlay are included in program com-
mentation. All required NASTFAN fonnat records are written to local file 
TAPE2 during model creation. 
The third primary overlay (3,0) contains the code required to create or 
update files and permit normal termination of execution. The data base file 
must be written first, followed by creation of the NASTPAN format dynamic 
model file. The last file created is the mass properties matrices file. The 
data base file uses a call to WRDTBS. The dynamic model file is created 
through a call to PFM. The mass properties matrices file uses an unformatted 
write to TAPE8 and a permanent file created through PFM. 
2.4 POOP AND COLU¥N MODULF 
The Hoop and Column Module generates a dynamic model input deck in ~ASTPAN 
format. The module interfaces with the Mass Properties Module for calculation 
and display of mass and inertia information. 
2.4.1 Poop and Column ~odule Tecrnical Description 
The "basic" structure consists of a central column and a circular boop 
supported by fore stays that emanate from the DOop and terminate at the "feed" 
and by back stays that terminate at the "hub." Additionally, on user option, 
central stays (which lie approximately in the hoop plane) can be added. Any 
of the sets of tension stays may be arranged (on option) in a spoked (two 
stays/attachment point) configuration to provide hoop torsional stability. 
The possible combinations of these variables are as shown in Table 2.4.1: 
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TABLE 2.4.1. - HOOP/COLUMN MODEL CFNEPATOF OPTIOPS. 
Fore stays - single 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- spoked 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~entral stays - single 0 0 
- spoked 0 0 0 0 
Back stays - single 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- spoked 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 2.4.1 shows a typical hoop/column model. The hub node number is 101 
and is located at the model origin (0,0,0). The column may be segmented above 
and below the hub with nodes increasing by 1 for each segment. Hoop node and 
element numbers start at 500 and increase in increments of 1 for each segment 
around the hoop. Lower stay numbers start at 12 000, central stays at 13 000, 
and upper stays at 14 000. Tiedown elements for surface shaping are not 













Figure 2.4.1. - Hoop and column conflguration without central stays. 
The assumptions inherent in the generation of data are as follows: 
(1) Overall geometry is controlled G/ specification of hoop diameter, 
column length and column diameter at hub, central stay attachment 
point, and feed. This allows for a doubly tapered column; 
(2) The column is assumed to have a doubly symmetric cross-section with 
constant material properties; 
(3) The hoop is assumed to have two cross sectional planes of symmetry 
with constant material properties along the circumference; 
(4) All stays in a given set (fore, central, back) are assumed to be 
identical. They are axial members (tension/compression); 
(5) The reflecting surface has constant IDass/area. Total surface mass is 
based on hoop area and is lumped around the hoop and at the central 
stay attachment point on the column (proportion determined by user 
input). No stiffness of the reflecting surface is considered; 
(6) Feed array mass and hub mass are user specified. 
The body coordinate system and component identification are similar to 
those of radial rib models descrihed in section 2.3. 
2.4.2 Hoop and Column Module User Instructions 
When starting Hoop and Column Model generation the user is asked to input 
the name of the data base file containing the configuration data. 
\ NF'UT NflMF: OF HOOP ICO\ UMN l'A 1 fl BASE F [t F. 
'/ ()~ )~ )('11 Ie 
Upon entering an appropriate file name the following geometry data and 
descriptions are displayed and the user prompted to accept or modify data. As 
with the other model generators the maximum number of element types is 
restricted to 10. This requires that the sum of NSEGL, NSEGU, and ISTAYC must 




t ASSA HOOP COLUMN TEST RUN 
HOOP/COLUMN MODEL lIEFINITION 
1 0000 ['B -COLUMN ['IAHETER AT BACK STAY/HUB ATTACH POINTeM) 
SOOOO DC -COLUMN DIAMETER AT CENTRAL STAY ATTACH POINHH) 
I 0000 3 ['F -COLUMN ['IAHETER AT FORE STAY/FE[[1 ATTACH POINTeM) 
30 000 4 HC -HElIIGT OF CENTRAL STAY ATTACH POINT ABOVE HUB (H) 
100 00 5 I" -ft[ IGIH OF nEI' AFOVF HUB(M) 
~~ 000 6 HH -HEIGHT OF HOOP Af'OV~ HUB(H) 
100 00 7 [.H -HOOP DIAMETETER(M) 
3 0000 8 NSEGL -NUMFER OF SEGMENTS ALONG LOWER PORTION OF COLUMN 
3 0000 9 NSEGU -~UMBER OF SEGMENTS ALONG UPPER PORTION OF COLUM~ 
24 000 10 NSEGH -NUMBER OF HOOP SEGMENTS 
1 0000 II ISTAYC -FLAG TO INDICATE CENTRAL STAYS(O-NO. I-YES) 
10000 12 SURFRHO-REFLECTING SURFACE HASS/AREA(KG/SQ H) 
70000 13 SU~FALP-PERCENT TOTAL SURFACE HASS LUMPED AROUND HOOP 
1000 0 14 HUBMASS-HUB HASStKG) 
300 00 IS FEEDTIP-FEED ARRAY TIP HASStKG) 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
I TO CHANGE [lATA ITEMS VIA KEYBOARD 
2 TO FNrFk A NfW TITII 
OR 9 TO kLl URN TO lIll orc 
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The next set of data permits user definition of column properties from: 
"'ISA ~mop COlUMN T(ST f(IlN 






















I 32000EH I 
I 51000EtI0 
1900 0 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
-COLUMN CRO::;r,-SEC1IONAL AFc£A AT HUB(Sa H) 
-BEND[NG INERTIA AT HUBtMn4) 
-TORSIONAL INERTIA AT HUBtM**4) 
-C-S AREA AT CENTRAL STAY ATTACHtSQ M) 
-BENDING INERTIA AT CENTRAL STAY ATTACHtM**4) 
-TORSIONAL INERTIA AT CENTRAL BTAY ATTACH 
-C-S AREA ATOFEEDtSQ H) 
-BEt.r'ING INERTIA AT FEED 
-TORSIONilL INERTIA AT FEED 
-YOUNG'S MODULUS 
-SHEAR MODULUS 
-DENSITY (KG/CU '1) 
I TO 
2 TO 
OR 9 TO 
CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA 
ENTER A NEW TITLE 
RETURN TO THE EXEC 
KEYBOARn 
7 0 
Next the user must specify the hoop properties data from: 
1 
t ASSA HOOP COLUMN TEST RUN 
HOOP PROPERTIES 
4 SOOOOE-03 I AHOOP -HOOP C-S A~EAtSQ M) 
9 60000E-06 2 AIHOOPI-BENDING INERTIA IN HOOP PLANE 
I 07000E-05 3 AIHOOP2-BENDING INERTIA IN PLANE NORMAL TO HOOP PLANE 
I 21000E-05 4 AJHOOP -TORSIONAL INERTIA 
7 OIOOOE+lO 5 HOOPE -YOUNG'S MOI'ULUS 
I 01000Eti0 6 HOOPG -SHEAR MODULUS 
2000 0 7 HOOPRHO-I'ENSITYtKG/CU H) 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
I TO CHANGE DATA ITEHS VIA KEYBOARD 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
? 0 
With the next set of data the user defines the stay and spoke config-
uration. If the value of ISTAYC is set to zero the central stay properties 
will be ignored by the program. The stay and spoke data prompts are: 
1 
t ASSA HOOP COLUHN TEST RUN 
FORE AND BACK STAY PROPERTIES 
o 1 ISPOKF -FLAG TO IN[oICATE SPOKED(OcNO. I-YES) 
1 10000E-06 2 ASTAYF -FORE STAY AREA (SO H) 
o 3 AJSTAYF-FORE STAY TORSIONAL INERTIA(PI"~) 
1 30000£+11 ~ STAYEF -YOUNG'S HODULUS(NTISO H) 
1 50000E+10 :; STAYGF -SHEAR HOIoULUS(NT/SO H) 
1909 0 6 STAYROF-[oENSITYlKG/SO H) 
1 0000 7 ISPOKB -FLAG TO IN[OICATE SPOKED(OcNO. I-YES) 
1 10000£-06 8 ASTAYB -BACK STAY AR£A(SO H) 
o 9 AJSTAYB-TORSIONAL INERTIA(H**~) 
I 38000£+11 10 STAYEB -YOUNG'S HODULUS(NT/SO H) 
2 30000E+10 11 STAYGB -SHEAR HODULUS(NT ISO H) 
1939 0 12 STAYROB-DENSITY(KG/sa H) 
EHTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
? 0 
1 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEHS VIA KEYBOARD 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
ASSA HOOP COLUHN TEST RUN 
CENTRAL STAY PROPERTIES 
1 0000 1 ISPO~C -FLAO TO INCLUDE CENTRAL STAYS(O-NO. I-YES) 
1 10000E-06 2 ASTAYC -CENTRAL STAY AREAtSO H) 
o 3 AJSTAYC-TORSIONAL INERTIA(H"~) 
1 38000E+11 4 STAYEC -YOUNG'S HODULUS 
2 30000£+10 :; STAYGC -SHEAR MODULUS 
1939 0 6 STAYROC-DENSITYlKG/Sa H) 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK 
7 0 
I TO CHANGE DATA ITEHS VIA KEYBOARD 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
Definition of these data results in execution of the module. Successful 
execution is indicated by the prompt requesting user input of the Data Base 
file name as follows. 
NAME DnTA BASE IS 10 BE SAVED ns 
'1 ()HB()\ Ie 
NAME OF DYNAMIC MODFL FILE 
'1 ItYllC 
NAME OF MASS F'FWPEkTIES MATFnC[S FILE 
'"} t'lt.~)~)1 I( ~ 
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2.4.3 Hoop and Column Module Programmer Information 
This module contains a main overlay (0,0) and two primary overlays, (1,0) 
and (2,0). The (0,0) overlay functions primarily to call the secondary 
overlays as required. The (1,0) overlay performs the initialization, input, 
and output operations while the (2,0) overlay performs model generation. 
Overlay (1,0) performs input and initialization functions when flag ICASF 1 
and performs output functions when JCASF = 2. If the input sequence is 
terminated ICASF is set to 4 before return to the ~ain overlay. The 
subroutines used for input/output operations are contained in libraries 
AVIDLIB and LASSLIB. 
Overlay (2,0) contains the code required to generate the model geometry, 
dynamic model file, and mass properties matrices in forms that are similar to 
other model generators. All key variables are identified by commentation in 
program HCCALC. Subroutines SETNOD and SETELM are contained in the overlay. 
They create the node and element matrices for subsequent mass properties file 
defini tion. 
2.5 MASS PPOPERTIES MODULE 
The Mass Properties Module calculates mass properties of structural models 
created by the automated model generators. In addition, the module permits 
the user to add or delete masses representing auxiliary equipment, which per-
mits interactive determination and iteration of spacecraft mass properties. 
The module outputs include tbe mass properties data required for subsequent 
analyses (e.g. controls, orbital transfer) anQ an updated input file for dyna-
mic analysis. 
2.5.1 Mass Properties Module Technical Description 
The model generators that interface with the Mass Properties Module in-
clude the Box Ring, Radial Rib, Hoop and Column, and Contiguous Box Truss 
modules. These modules create a mass properties matrices file, which contains 
the grid, element, and element properties data required for mass properties 
definition. These data are read at the start of execution of this module. 
The concentrated masses of the end fittings and midlink hinges (for truss-type 
structures) are retrieved from the structural model data base. 
If any of the nodes' concentrated masses are to be changed (to represent 
location of subsystem's components) the mass properties matrices file and 
dynamic model file will be regenerated to reflect these changes. After chang-
ing concentrated masses, the calculation of total mass, center of mass (c.m.), 
and inertia properties are started. Each concentrated mass is mUltiplied by 
its appropriate X, Y, and Z coordinates to obtain I}ft and the masses are 
summed to determine total mass from all concentrated masses. The ~asses of 
tubes and their effect on inertias are determined from tube area, length, 
material density, and coordinates of the tubes' midpoints. It is assumed that 
the mass of a tube is concentrated at its midpoint. 
The masses of nodes defined in model generators include the distributed 
mass of the reflective mesh or membrane. The total mass of the reflector is 
obtained by subtracting the total mass of all end fittings from total mass of 
nodes-concentrated mass. The concentrated masses enter through array CFIDD as 
item (n,5) where the range of n is from 1 to NG, the number of grids in the 
model. For nontruss models (e.g., radial rib) the concentrated mass includes 
only the reflective surface and the central hub mass. 
2.5.7 User Instructions 
The Mass Properties Module performs the calculations necessary to deter-
mine the center of mass (c.m.), total spacecraft mass component masses, and 
inertias for LSS structural geometries defined by model generator mocules. On 
execution of this module, the user is requested to input the name of the data 
base file that contains the structural model parameters. 
rNF'U 1 NAME:. OF STF,UCllJRAL MOIIE:.I IIA 1 A BASr FILE 
I} (" ,~)nH()X 
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The parameters required for execution of the Mass Properties ~odule are 
then displayed as: 
1'1tlSS PROF'fHl IES fI[f· TNIl TON 





CNTEr< 0 IF 
1 TO 
~ 10 






1 NF-'UT J S OK 
--F<AII] 0 F RECHJrNCY DltlMETER (ME TERS) 
-FOCAL LENGTH fO RF DIAMETER RAT[O 
-I:NlI r Il T J NG MtlSS (KG) 
-TUBE HINGE MASS(KG) 
CHANGE DAfA ITEMS VIA 
ENTER A NEW lI1L~, 
REfLlRN TO THE EXEC 
I\EYBOARfI, 
The next two prompts request input of the mass properties matrices file 
and the dynamic model file, which were defined during execution of the model 
generator module or Appendage Synthesizer. 
rNPLlT NAME OF- MASS PROPEHTIES MATRICES FILE 
'") jVirl~ ;('l~ )~ ;() 
I NPLIT NAM~ OF IIYNAMIC MODEL FILE 
') XIYc",BBA 
At this point the user has the option of modifying the model by adding or 
deleting concentrated masses at existing nodes by answering "YFS" to the 
prompt: 
?I~ YOU WJSH TO CHANGE 1I1SCRETE MASeES) 
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If mass changes are requested, the user is asked whether a listing of 
nodes is desired. The prompt is: 
110 YOU W] SH 10 L J81 GF~tIl IllS ANLI MM;SE.S (Y DR N) 
'I Y 
If it is desired to list nodes, they will appear in the form shown as fol-











































































































The user then is asked to input the node numher, where a discrete mass 
will be modified and also the new mass. 
ENTER GRID ID, A COMMA, AND NEW MASS (KG) 
(ENTER 0,0 TO STOP) 
? 101,27 908 
? 0,0 
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DO YOU WISH TO LIST GRID IDS AND MASSES (Y OR N) 
? Y 
GRID HI X, Y, Z COORDINATES (METERS) MASS (KG) 
101 0.00 60.00 14.00 27.9080 
102 13 35 58.50 14 00 9080 
103. 26 03 54.06 14 00 9080 
104 37 41 46.91 14.00 9080 
105. 46 91 37.41 14 00 9080 
106 54 06 26.03 14 00 9080 
107 58.50 13.35 14.00 9080 
lOB. 60.00 .00 14 00 90BO 
109 5B 50 -13 35 14.00 9080 
110. 54.06 -26.03 14.00 90BO 
111 46.91 -37.41 14.00 90BO 
112. 37.41 -46.91 14.00 90BO 
113. 26.03 -54 06 14.00 90BO 
114 13.35 -5B.50 14 00 9080 
115. .00 -60 00 14.00 90BO 
116. -13 35 -5B 50 14.00 90BO 
117. -26.03 -54.06 14.00 90BO 
11B -37 41 -46.91 14 00 90BO 
119 -46 91 -37.41 14.00 90BO 
120 -54.06 -26.03 14 00 90BO 
At this point, the program automatically regenerates the mass properties 
matrices and dynamic model files via the prompts: 
ENTER NAME FOR UF'!IA I [ll Mf"tSS F'FWF'S 
'7 M()St'i~)~)t'i FILE ( 7 CHARf"tC1ERS MAX 
') [~.J~~n~AME FOR Ufo'flATED lIYNAMl C MOll[l ( 7 CHARACTERS MAX ) 
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The mass properties are now calculated and displayed in the following forro: 
MASS PROPERTIES DEFINITION 






TOTAL SIC MASSCKG)::: 52~61Et04 
MASS OF RF REFLECfOR AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT =, 
MASS OF 114 ENDFITl JNGS :::- J 0351E.tO:'~ 
Mf~SS OF 56 fYPE 1 TUBES -:: 2130~5E .. 03 
MASS OF 56 lYPE. r, TUBES ::: 16031Et03 L 
MASS OF 56 TYPE 3 TUBES 
- 10062E .. 03 
MASS OF 56 TYPf 4 lUFlE.S - 38162E-t03 
MASS OF 280 fYPE I::-,J TUBES -:: 21272Et03 
MASS OF 1 TYPE 6 TUllES ::: ~~8963E-t 02 
MASS OF 1 TYPE 7 TUBES :: 69232EtOO 
MASS OF 1 TYF-'[ 8 TUBE:"S ::. ~~8963Et02 
TNERTIA PROPE.RTIES 
XXM - 16160Et08 




PYX::: - 'l8560E-t04 
39957Et04 
2.5.3 Mass Properties Module Programmer Information 
The Mass Properties Module consists of a main and three primary overlays. 
There are four labeled common blocks that contain the variables and arrays 
required for module calculations. MASSIN contains data variables brourht in 
through access to the structural model data base file. MASDAT contains the 
arrays accessed in the mass properties Matrices file. PROPS contains ]4 pro-
perties for up to 10 different types of BAR or ROD structural elements. ¥ASPR 
contains the mass and inertia properties calculated during module execution. 
Primary overlay (1,0) contains the code required for initialization and 
termination. The variable leASE in labeled common FLAGS is used to select 
either the input or output section of this overlay. If leASE equals 1 ini-
t1alization and input mode is entered. For leASE equal to 2 the output mode 
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is entered. Overlay (1,0) contains DATA statements to define alphanumeric 
data used for description of input data and for writing to the data base 
file. The output section also controls display of IDass properties informaion. 
Overlay (2,0) contains the code that determines the basic mass and inertia 
properties. A maximum of 10 element property sets is currently allowed. If 
more should be required, the dimension of array TUBP must be increased. TUBP 
contains 10 sets of 14 properties. The properties used in this module are the 
cross-sectional area (1 in each set) and the material density (8 in each set). 
The first operation involves extraction of the reflector and end fitting 
or hub masses from the concentrated mass records stored in GRIDD (N,S). These 
calculations are performed through a sequential call to subroutines SURMASS 
and MASMAT. SUPMASS controls iteration through all grid points. ¥~SMAT cal-
culates the summation of discrete mass times distance from the origin (0,0,0) 
as SX, SY, and SZ. The total mass due to grid masses, X, Y, and Z inertias, 
and inertia products are also summed in ¥ASM~T. Fach grid in the model re-
quires a call to MASMAT. The end fitting mass for truss models is contained 
in variable ~lODF. For nontruss models AMPODF will he zero. At exit from 
SUPMASS the total reflector mass (RFFMAS) and end fitting ~ass (GPAS) will be 
defined. 
The next set of mass contributions to be determined are for midlink 
hinges. All elements are interrograted for type (IELM (l,N)). Tubes that fold 
have a type number greater than 10. For these tubes the hinge mass (AMHIPG 
from the structural model) is used to determine contribution to total mass and 
inertias. The hinge is assumed at the tube midpoint coordinates. 
The final mass properties calculations are perfo~ed in subroutine 
TUBMAS. The arrays IELM, GRIDD, and TUBP are used to obtain each element 
area, length, density, and mass. Each different type of tube and the 
cumulative mass of that type are stored in arrays NTUB and TURMAS respec-
tively. The last step in this overlay is calculation of the center of mass 
coordinates. 
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Overlay (3,0) provides the capability of modifying masses at grid points. 
Masses representing auxiliary equipments may be added, deleted, or located at 
different nodes. Considerable commentary is provided in the code and \oTill not 
be repeated here. If masses are modified the dynamic model file (TAPE2) is 
searched for appropriate CONM2 records and the record changed to reflect the 
new mass. Each record, whether changed or not, is written in the same format 
as TAPE3. After all changes are made TAPE3 is written as a new dynamic model 
file using subroutine PFM. Similarly, any modified masses are reflected in a 
change to array GRIDD (n,5). A new mass properties matrices file is generated 
by writing IELM, GRIDD, NEL, NG, and TUBP to TAPFP and then to a permanent 
file again using P~. After executing tris section, control passes to overlay 
(2,0) to calculate mass properties. 
2.6 OPBITAL TPANSFER MODULE 
This Module uses user-specified initial and final orbital altitudes, ini-
tial and final inclination angles, and spacecraft mass to calculate propulsion 
requirements for a Hohmann transfer and a 3-impu1se optimal plane change 
maneuver. 
2.6.1 Orbital Transfer Module Technical Description 
The orbital transfer program provides a means for assessing various pro-
pulsion systems, evaluated according to mission requirements. Inputs to the 
program consist of mission transfer requirements and propulsion system data. 
One set of output variables will be produced for each set of propulsion 
system variables used. 
The program considers the Hohmann type transfer between two circular 
orbits of radii r 1 and r 2 with r l < r 2 • This type of transfer 
represents the minimum total 6V required. A two impulse or three impulse 
bielliptica1 transfer is selected depending on the ratio of the initial and 
final orbit altitudes. If this ratio (r2/r1) is greater than about 11.8, 
the bie11iptica1 transfer will be more economical. The following equations 
are taken from reference 6. 
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In the classical two burn maneuver, the initial impulse is applied 
tangentially to the initial circular orbit. This injects the spacecraft on a 
transfer ellipse with sufficient velocity to reach the desirep orbit. The 
magnitupe of ~V, is r,iven by: 
where: radius of lower initial orbit 
r 2 radius of higher final orbit 
M constant defined by G and mass of the earth. 
The second velocity ~V2 is obtained by the conservation of angular 
momentum at points r 2 and r 1 or h = r 1vl = r?v2 • This gives a 
value of ~V2 as: 
The total velocity requirement ~VT = ~V1 + ~V2. 
The bielliptical transfer consists of three velocity impulses ~V1' 
~V2' ~V3· The initial burn is applied to attain, after a 1800 transfer, 
an intermediate point. At this point another burn ~V2 is applied to 
transfer the spacecraft to the desired orbit, and a final burn ~V3 is used 
to circularize the orbit. Using the same methods as for the two impulse 






- 1 + ~[j/31 R2 \ R3I+R2I -h~RJ 
[ II 1 2R2I +-JR3I R2I+R3I 
intermediate point(R2)/ initial orbit (RI ) 
= final altitude (R3)/ initlal orbit 
initial orbit velocity .f¥: 
1 
The intermediate value R2I is an optimization problem constrained 
by the boundary conditions R3 and RI • The derivatives for this optimi-
zation and the resulting equation for R2I are contained in the program 
and R2I is calculated. In this treatment the propulsive requirements 
to effect the llVT assumes impulsive burns and unperturbed Keplerian 
motion. The effects of finite burning time are not included. 
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2.6.2 Orbital Transfer Module User Instructions 
On entry the user is prompted to specify the initial altitude (km), the 
desired final altitude (km), the initial inclination angle (deg), the final 
inclination angle (deg), and the dry spacecraft mass. 
INITIAL S/C ALTITUDE IN KM 
? 278 
FINAL ALTITUDE IN KM 
? 650 
CHANGE IN INCLINATION ANGLE IN DEG. 
? 0 
TOTAL DRV S/C MASS IN KG 
? 5226 
ISP OF PROPULSION ENGINE IN LBF-SEC/LBM 
? 230 
The program then calculates and outputs the total spacecraft and propellant 
mass required. 
DELTA V FOR ORBIT CHANGE IN M/SEC------ .20787E+03 
TOTAL YET S/C MASS IN KG--------------- .57305E+04 
TOTAL PROPELLANT MASS IN KG-- .50452E+03 
The user is then prompted to terminate module execution or to perform another 
analysis. 
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DO YOU UISH TO RUN ANOTHER CASE 
? NO 
2.6.3 Orbital Transfer ~odule Programmer Information 
The program does not require overlays as it now exists. If other propul-
sion requirement calculation algorithms are to re added they must interface 
with the following variables. 
HIN - initial altitude (m) 
FALT - final altitude (m) 
INCLIN - initial inclination (deg) 
INCLOUT - final inclination (deg) 
SCMASS - total spacecraft mass (kg) 
Isp - specific impulse of engine (lbf-sec/lb
m
) 
2.7 PF APALYSIS ~orULF 
The rf analyses performed for this contract were Qetailed analyses and the 
software is not consistent with interactive techniques. The code in this 
module includes an algorithm developed to determine the rms surface distortion 
(ZRMS) of the ECMM baseline design (ref. 2) and a simple calculation of gain 
degradation for the calculated surface distortion. 
2.7.1 Pf Module Technical Description 
The Ruze equation is used to determine the loss of an antenna due to ran-
dom surface roughness. It assumes a small correlation distance (small with 
respect to reflector diameter). The loss is determined from equation (3), 
where 0 is I'l'lS roughness and ). 1.S wavelength wi th consistent units for both. 
Loss = e [-(47T".2.. )2 J 
A 
The loss in dB is given by: 
dB 686 ( 
(3) 
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The surface calculations performed by program FFSUFF are for the ECM~ 
baseline surface design and are discussed in detail in reference 2. The 
equation developed to model the surface distortion at a point is: 
o(x,y) (0.17 + 0.03 DARC/F) SIN [rrl2 XAPC/DE] SIN (rr/2 YAPC/DF) 
where: o(X,Y) is Z distorti0n from ideal surface at point (X,Y) (c~) 
R is aperture radius (cm) 
DARC is are length from surface vertex to point (cm) 
DE is deformation grid spacing (cm) 
XARC, YARC are arc lengths from vertex to X,Y grids (cm) 
( 4) 
The (X,Y) distortions are used to calculate Z rms by iterating over a grid 
whose spacing is defined as 0.75 of the wavelength in question. Figure 2.7.1 
shows the ECMM surface model. For a frequency of 5 GHz this requires about 1 
million points to analyze the normal ECMM aperture of 50 meters. If a smaller 
aperture is selected for analysis the number of points required is decreased 
exponentially. For example, decreasing the illuminated aperture by 1/2 will 
require 1/4 as many points. In order to execute, the specified aperture 
diameter may not be less than 10 meters. The e1ectro~e spacing and 
frequency may then be varied to deterwine rms distortion; however, it must be 
noted that execution time will exceed 10 minutes, which is inconsistent with 
most interactive environments. 
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Figure 2.7.1. F~ ~urface ~ode1 
2.7.2 Rf ~odu1e User Instructions 
The inputs required are the reflector radius of curvature in meters 
illuminated spot diameter in cm, ECMM electrode spacing in cm, and operating 
frequency for which gain loss is to be determined. The user interaction will 
appear as follows. After calculation the output will be displayed as shown. 
The user is then prompted to perform another analysis or terminate module 
execution. 
ASSA ECMM SVSTEMATIC DISTORTION DUE TO ELECTRODES AND TIES 
INPUT REFLECTOR RADIUS OF CURVATURE (M) 
? 200 
INPUT ILLUMINATED SPOT DIAMETER(CM) 
? 1000 
INPUT ELECTRODE SPACING (CM) 
? 500 
INPUT RF FREQUENCV(GHZ) 
? 4.95 
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MAIN BEAM GAIN LOSS FROM RUZE EQUATION 
ZRMS(CM) FREQ(GHZ) LOSS<DB) 
.11988E+00 .49500E+01 .26839E+00 
2.7.3 Rf Analysis Module Programmer Information 
The gain loss calculation is performed in subroutine PUZE. This loss de-
pends on the frequency being considered (FREQ) and the rms distrotion (ZRMS) 
in em. Presently, the call to RUZE is from program PFSUPF. If it is desired 
to perform the calculation for a surface other than the FCMM, then RFSURF must 
be replaced or bypassed. The new calling program must supply a value for FREO 
and ZRMS through: COMMON/RFINPT/ZRMS, FPFQ(5), DBLOSS(5). 
DBLOSS will contain the gain loss in dB for the corresponding input 
frequency. 
2.8 RIGID PODY CONTPOLS (RCD) MODUIF 
The LASS ReD module has been modified to include effects of solar pressure 
on vehicle attitude. Additionally, the atmospheric density model and its im-
plementation have been changed. The module can be run in its original mode 
with no input or output variations. A new mode, designated "stand-alone" has 
been implemented. Following are the technical approach, user in&tructions, 
and programmer documentation relating to standalone operation. 
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2.8.1 pcn ~odu1e Technical rescription 
The spacecraft to be analyzed is assumed in a circular orbit, suhjected to 
environmental and vehicle interaction forces and torques without an ACS on 
board. Orbital velocity is assigned to the x-axis. The following development 
and approach is coded into the stand-alone related code. This code is not, at 
present, capable of automatically interfacing with the existing automated 
model generators. It is primarily intended for analysis of the spacecraft 










The symbols employed in this section are defined as follows: 
Gravity gradient torque, N-m; 
Solar radiation pressure torque, N-m; 
Aerodynamic torque, N-m; 
Vehicle interaction torque, N-m; 
Total torque exerted on the vehicle, N-~; 
Total of external torques exerted on the vehicle due to the 
environment, N-m; 
Solar radiation pressure force, N; 
Aerodynamic force, N; 
Angular momentum relative to inertial space, N-m-s; 













8, 4>, \j! 
t 
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Angular velocity of the vehicle relative to inertial space, 
rad/s; 
Angular velocity of the rotating reference fra~e relative 
to inertial space, rad/s; 
Angular velocity of the vehicle relative to th~ rotating 
reference frame, rad/s; 
Orbital rate, rad/s; 
Inertia matrix; 
Padius vector from center of the earth to the orbit, km; 
Padius of the spherical Farth, km; 
Orbit altitude, km; 
Vehicle frame axis system; 
Potating reference frame axis system; 
Inertial frame axis system; 
Anomaly angle, (wot) degrees; 
Euler angles, radians; 
Time, sec. 
2.8.1.2 Figid Fody Fquations of ¥otion 
The rotational motion of the rigid vehicle is described hy: 
(5) 
where [I] is the inertia matrix and is considered to be constant over anyone 
particular orbit. Equation (5) then can be written as: 
(6 ) 
..... ~ 
The external torques, TE ' are gravity gradient (TGG), solar radiation 
....:- --"" 
pressure (Ts )' and aerodynamic (TA). Fquation (6) defined in the vehicle 
frame is given by: 
(7) 
The three frames of reference considered for this analysis are the inertial, 
rotating, and vehicle. The angular rates of the various reference frames are 




(8 ) t»v = W.z + e...JV % = III.J vz ) $ ~ ~c:.c:. (N:r. 'Vo 
~ 
- +- t::J/aZ = 
.-
(9 ) 










--' ---A -a.,. -.a.. 
tJl/Z - Wv = IN,,/Z + (;VitI 
(11 ) 
Considering the spacecraft to be in a circular orbit and a z-1ocal vertical 
mode, equation (9) becomes: 
where w is the orbital rate. 
o 
(12 ) 
Define the transformation matrix from the rotating to the vehicle frame as: 
'til a,z all. 
all 'hz au 
a,~ I ~:12 ala 
which is an orthogonal transformation. Then equation (11) written in the 
vehicle frame is given by: 
-v -v 
W"R + wR -
-
~ 
Solving equation (14) for WVRVin component form yields: 
yo Ilwx V' of WOo"Z ~VIC'.x - - W\l~ 
-
\I 













2.8.1.3. The Ouaternion Solution of the Potating Peference to 
Vehicle Feference Frame Coordinate Transformation. 
--The term wVRV is the error rate generated due to the motion of the vehi-
cle frame with respect to the rotating reference written in terms of the vehi-
cle frame. The error rate will he used to generate the four parameters ql' 




0 l:::.Wi! -/).lAy 6w)/ (20) 
.Q 
-Awe 0 ~IR}( AlAr 
- Aw~ b.Wy -AVJx 0 
-
- 6wx - Awy - Aooa 0 
which has symmplectic properties. 
Then, J ~I cit -T 'ILo) '£, = 
(21) 
b~ ::::. J 1z,d;b -T 07.(0) (22) 




The quaternion Q is defined as: (25) 
....."....!>- .....". 
where ql' q2' q3' and q4 are real numbers and i, j, and k are hyper-
imaginary numbers satisfying the conditions 
(26) 
Equation (18) written out becomes 
! [ 11 AClJa .. ,sAWy + 14 Aw X ] (27) • 
~I -- CO 
• i [ -1. Aw~ + ~a Awx + 14 Aw y ] (28) l~ - D 
• t ( l' AWy - Cf>LAwX fo '4 A(,.)f! ] (29) D3 'C , 




where division by the quantity, 
which is the magnitude of the quaternion, guarantees orthogonality. 
The advantage of the quaternion lies in its ability to define the rota-
tional relationship between two coordinate systems using only four numbers 
as opposed to the nine elements of a direction cosine matrix. Listed in Table 
2.8.1 are the coodinate transformation identities for the transformation 
matrix [TVRJ for a yaw (~), pitch (8), roll (~) sequence. 
2.8.1.4 Generation of the Fuler Angles Using the Four Parameters 
The Euler angles are determined from the following relationships: 
lp - to.~_I~)= -I:~I\-I [Z{1&"~t\I'\") 1 
- 1~ -,i-~I~~41. 
(31) 
a . -I( ) :sill\-' [2 (\20'4 -~I Cf>s)] - ,,~ -q.tI = 
-
(32) 
¢ - -\a...--I (~ ) = inM-,[ Z{ I 4 ~ t~l) 
- 4JJ _112_1~+V+1f't. (33) 
It will be shown in the following section that the Fuler Angular Pates 
, e,and ¢, can be easily determined using the Euler angles obtained from equa-
tions (31) through (33) and the angular rates detained from equations (15) 
through (17). 
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TABLE 2.8.1. - COORDINATF TFANSFOFMATION IDE}'TITIE~ FOF YAv1-PITCF-POLL 
SF(lUENCE. 
DIRECTION EULER ANGLES FOUR PARAMETER 
COSINE 
all co~eco:.q> ,.Z-~l-,l '" "4 ~ 
~IZ. c:.o~ e s '''' ~ 2(,a\4~11~z.) 
Qla -5\",e z (\.\.s - \1 t4) 
a.t, '5h"SI'si~a~cp-u:6¢ '5i~<p 2 ('I' l6& - "~4) 
azz '3 i '" s6si '" e 15\.., ~+c.o:.; C.O!\«p -\f+'bf-,l+ '\41-
au 'S(.., ¢ c:.os e Z(flh +\z.~&) 
Q2' c:.o~ ¢ sa» e ~C>fa~ +sil'1 ¢~'I'" 'f Z.e t~tt4+ ~,~a) 
all c.o~; 5.i ... Q '$ iH '" - ~ ..... ~ c.~<f Z ( ~1\!>-1;1 f1') 
a,,! GO:" ¢ c..os Q ~'\~ 'Io,t - ,- zt~st q 
2.8.1.4.1 Generation of the Euler Angular Pates-Define the following 
orthogonal transformation matrices: 
[T(!f')] '-\P S,¥ 71 - _ S c.p c: «¥ 0 0 
[ne)] '6 0 -~e '= 0 0 
sa 0 ce 
0 0 
[Tlf6~ = 0 cp sf • 
0 -~~ c~ 





Using the transformation matrices defined by equations (34) through (36), 
the vehicle rate ~ , in terms of wI< and the Euler Angular Rates is given by: 
(37) 
• T ~(~tO)O) 
where (3P) 
From equation (14) 
Using equation (39), equation (37) can now be written as: 
Equation (40) in component from becomes: 
i:l1AJ X. • • (41 ) 
- ¢ - 4J Sa 
-
~lAJy • • 
-
ScI + lpGeSf (42 ) 
.1 lcJa • • '=' -8 S; +CPC 9 'f 
(43) 
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Solving for the Fu1er Angular Fates and expressing the results in matrix form 
yields, 
(~4 ) 
¢ i s;~s6 -luH& ,~,~& /JAJJ 
• e - 0 co~ rp -SiM~ 61111 
• si", ¢_ co<J.d tp 0 A,,* Coosa cose 
It should be noted that the matrix defined in equation (44) is not an 
orthogonal matrix, and that four of its elements are undefined for e = 90 deg. 
The generation of the external torques applied in the vehicle reference 
frame requires the use of the transformation matrix [TVp] and its inverse 
[TVR ]-l. Shown in Figure 2.8.1 is a block diagram of the uncontrolled 
rigid dynamic model. 





- T v W v ~v TAv + + - WR T [1]-1 v 1 -S Wv 
+ + v 
~ v 
TCC 




Euler angles Euler rates 
Figure 2.8.1. - Block diagram of rlgid body dynamic model. 
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--
2.8.1.5 Torque Due To Gravity Cradient 
The torque generated due to gravity gradient and subjected to a vehicle in 
a z-10ca1 mode produces a restoring torque that has a stabilizing effect. The 
z-10ca1 mode is shown in Figure 2.R.2. 
D1rect10n of f11ght 
Yr 1nto the paper 
of the earth 
Figure 2.8.2. - Z-local mode. 
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The torque generated due to gravity gradient is defined by: 
z 
= "3""0 o - C)(. 
ot.. 0 
I",x -L~ -I,,! 
-Ix~ I~'1 -l~! 
-Il'!. -l~t: I!e 
where a, ~ and ~ are the direction cosines. The direction c~sines of the 








For the assumption that the vehicle and reference fra~e coincide, equation 
(48) implies that constant gravity gradient torques will e~~st ahout the xR 
and YR axes, which will in effect cause a residual momentum to exist at the 
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end of each orbit with respect to the inertial reference frame. Considering 
the case where only principal axes of inertia exist for the vehicle, then 
equation (48) would be: 
(49 ) 
Gravity torques will be produced as a result of the vehicle and rotating re-








l;.G. = 3w; I:lIy D<~ 
AI-l ~~ 
D.I)( lA13 a 33 
~v to 






AIx - I~~ -In -
AIy - I",'X - Tt~ (52 ) 
AI~= I~'1 - T)()( 
The gravity gradient torque with respect to the vehic]p frame and including 
the cross products of inertia is defined by: 
Ix~ -I'JC~ -Ix~ ala , 0 -aU a,a 
-~ z. 0 -'c.! -Ity l~~ -l~! al3- (53) TGGt = 3wo Q •• 
-
Ci t3 ~''I 0 -Ix~ -l~~ X,za a'3 
In the following analysis the only external torque considered to act on the 
rigid body is gravity gradient. Considering only principal axes of inertia 
and no out-of-p1ane motion about the Xv or Zv axis and using the direction 
cosines defined as a function of the Euler angles, the gravity torques as de-




Then considering~VIV to be small, equation (7) becomes: 
[I1 (55) 
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Equation (55) in component form and for small angle ppproximation becomes: 
(56) 
Ix" ¢ - 0 -
I'i'i e - -3wo?' (:tI()C - I-l-f) e (57) 
•• 
I-!i! ttl - 0 (58) 
The solution of equation (57) for I > I yields. 
xx zz 
• 






8(0) =-wO the orbital rate (rad/s), 8(0) =0. The vehicle will execute 
simple harmonic motion about the local vertical. 
lxx, the solution of equation (57) yields: 
For the case where I > 
zz 





3w; ( Ie:c -"I' XX) 
J:'1'i 
(61) 
Shown in Figure 2.8.3 is a time response plot of equation (56) indicating that 
the solution is an unbounded function of time for t > o. 
Figure 2.8.3. - Plot of 8(t) as a function of time using equation (56). 
The result as shown in Figure 2.8.3 is due to the fact that the minimum 
axis of inertia is not along the z-loca1 vertical axis as is the case for 
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2.8.1.6 Aerodynamic Forces and Torques 
The gravity gradient torques discussed in the preceding section are well 
defined due to the fact that the mass moments of inertia of the vehicle and 
the orbital are, to a degree, easy to determine. On the other hand, aero-
dynamic forces and torques are a function of a number of parameters, which in 
some cases need complex mathematical models and/or testing to determine the 
numerical value of required parameters. Shown in Figure 2.8.4 is the ASSA 
spacecraft with its physical dimensions, geometric shapes, and projected areas 
tnat were used in the following development of aerodynamic force and torque 
mathematic models implemented into the Fcn module. Figure 2.R.5 illustrates 
the aerodynamic body axes system related to the vehicle velocity vector. 
This spacecraft is modeled through definition of areas All' A12 , and 
areas representing the feed masts. At present this spacecraft configuration 
is hard-coded into the module. Analysis of other configurations will require 




















Figure 2.8.5. - Aerodynamic body axis system related to the 
vehicle velocity vector. 
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~x 
Iv I = Vi r 
000 
Note 
Box truss rlng that supports 
the membrane is omit~?d. 






7 2 1. 218 x 10 kg-m 
7 2 1.218 x 10 kg-m 
7 2 0.959 x 10 kg-m 
m 
Cross products of inertia are zero. 
76.82 m 
108.2 m 
Figure 2.8.4. - ECMM spacecraft physical dimensions and properties. 
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Aerodynam1c coeffic1ents and symbols as presented 1n F1gure 2.8.5 are de-














Axial force coefficient, FA 
q A
ref 
Rolling moment coefficient, _-:-~~~ __ 
q A
ref Dref 
Pitching moment coefficient, MY 
q A
ref Dref 
Normal force coefficient, FN 
q A
ref 
Yawing moment coefficient. MZ 
q A
ref Dref 




Axial force (positive in the negative direction of X) 
Normal force (positive in the negative direction of Z) 
Side force (positive in the positive direction of Y) 
Rolling moment, i.e , moment about the X-axis (a 
positive rolling moment tends to rotate the positive 
Y-axis toward the positive Z axis) 
Pitching moment, i e • moment about the Y-axis (a 
positive pitching moment tends to rotate the positive 
Z-axis toward the positive X-axis) 
Yawing moment, 1 e • moment about the Z-axis (a 
positive yawing moment tends to rotate the positive 
X-axis toward the positive Y-axis) 
Dynamic pressure, l:itt v 2 
Components of the velocity in the direction of the 
respective X. Y. Z axis (positive in the positive 
direction of the coordinate denoted by the sub-
script) 
Longitudinal, lateral, and normal axes, respectively 
Velocity of the body relative the the surrounding 
atmosphere 
Speed of the body relative to the surrounding 
atmosphere, V 0 - ,v:,I 
Atmospheric density 
Moment coeff1c1ents can be transfered to an aerodynam1c body aX1S system w1th 




Cc~ = c'" + c~ ~c.p C Xc.p N-blicp' D'I'F 




ClCM :::. C~ + Cyc~cP eN Yep 
DR£Jr bREP' 
Aerodynamic moments about axes passing through the center of mass can then be 




The free molecular flow approach is indispensarle in problems where aerodyna-
mic forces, even though negligible with respect to the gravitational forces, 
are applied over long periods of time and, consequently, produce important 
effects on the nature of the resulting trajectories. A flow satisfying the 
condition MIRe» 1, ~ust be treated with the kinetic theory of gases. For 
this flow, the incident molecules are undisturbed by the presence of the 
spacecraft, and the reemitted molecules collide with the free-stream molecules 
only at a great distance from the body; hence, the aerodynamic forces are 
essentially governed by the interaction of the impinging molecules and the 
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~ 
surface. In the case of free molecu1pr flow the aerodynamic moment coef-
ficient are equal to zero. Then, equations (65) through (67) can be written 
as: 
T~ -= CO A~eF (CA ~c..p - c.~ )(c.p) (68) 
,. 
OAIZEF (-C-y )(~p - '-" Yc..p ~ T~y 
-
- (69 ) 




The velocity of the vehicle relative to the surrounding atmosphere js Qefined 
in the rotating reference frame as: 
The drag coefficient, Cn, in the rotRting reference frame for the vehicle 
and reference axes misaligned is given by: 
The force due to aerodynamic drag is then given by: 






., C~ 1> ArtEr;: al' FD)( --
(75) 
v c: CO ~~Fa&, FI)~ -
" C: ~ A~£FaSI (7f, ) ~I>~ --
'!j 
Equations (74) through (76) are now defined in terms of a general equation. 
Define the following equation; 
(77) 
where 3 defines the vehicle reference fraMe; 
j 1, 2, 3 vehicle fixed axes; 
1 1, 2, 3 c~mponent of aerodyramic force of the jth area; 
k 1, 2 designates the areas above and relow the c.m. of the vehicle; 
and 
(7R) 
define the direction cosines. 
The components of the aerodynamic forces in the vehicle frame are given by; 
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~ '! 
L L It=~~).f » 
tt,.CI '1-' 
which is the general expression for equations (74) through (76). The torque 
due to aerodynamic forces in a generalized form is given by; 
where L3 is the £ component of CM to center of pressure (CP) with 
cpjlk 
components given in the vehicle frame. The components of the aerodynamic 
torques in the vehicle frame, WhlCh are a generalized form of equatl0ns 
(68)through (70) are defined by: 
z. 3 




Table 2.8.2 is a summary of the data considered to be representative of the 
aerodynamic parameters of the spacecraft shown in Figure 2.8.4. Again, it 
must be noted that the existing code incorporates these data within the 
module. Thus, use of the module for other spacecraft will require internal 
changes to projected areas, drag coefficiants, and c.p. lever arm. The 
associated variables and arrays are defined and described through commentation 
internal to the code. 
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TABLE 2.8.2. - AFRODYNAMIC ~ODFL DATA PAPA~TFPS. 
Geometric Projected areas Drag Distance from c.m.to 
shape (Ajk ) m2 coefficient, c.p. of respective 
CP jk projected areas, 
(L3 ) m 
cpjkl , 
x Y z 
Cylinder All 1442 CDll 2.5 0 0 -23. 7~ 
Cylinder A2l 1442 CD2l 2.5 0 0 -23.7? 
Flat Circular A3l 7850 CD3l 4.0 0 0 -23.78 
Disk 
Flat Plate Al2 28 CD12 4.0 0 0 76.82 
Flat Plate A22 28 CD22 4.0 0 0 76.82 
Flat Plate A32 1.44 CD32 4.0 0 0 76.82 
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7.8.1.7 ~tmospheric ¥ass Density ¥odel 
The atmospheric mass density model used is the 1976 u.s. Standard Atmo-
sphere. The average mass density, P, is plotted as a function of orbital 
altitude, h, as shown in Figure 2.8.6. The data for the previously used 
atmosphere model terminated at an orbital altitude of 700 km, whereas the 
1976 data are available up to and including a 1000-km altitude. Figure 2.8.7 
illustrates the variation of the dynamic pressure with altitude for circular 
orbits using the 1976 average atmospheric data. The mathematical model used 
to generate the dynamic pressure for a circular orbit at a specified altitude 
is defined by: 
(82) 
In the module the value of P is obtained by performing a linear 
interpolation on the exponents as a function of altitude. Tbe exponent (~) 
is then used to calculate P from: 
a 
p = 10 
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Altitude, k.m 
Figure 2.8.6. - 1976 U.S. standard atmosphere, average. 
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I, 1 I J Dynamic pressure as function of altitude 
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Figure 2.8.8.-Mass density exponents vs. altitude. 
2.8.1.8 Torque Due to Solar Pressure 
The torque on a space vehicle due to solar radiation pressure is defined 
by (reference 3, 4): 
(absorbent body) (84 ) 
(85) 
where ~ 
~S = torque due to solar radiation, N-m; 
Ps = radiation pressure, 4.6206 x 10-
6 N/m2 for Earth-orbiting 
spacecraft; 
L = distance between vehicle center of mass and center of radiation s 
pressure, m; 
As = projected area of the vehicle normal to the Sun, m2 ; 
F = the angle the incoming radiation makes with the direction normal to 
the suface area, deg. 
The model developed to determine the solar forces and torques assumed the mem-
brane antenna to be a reflective body and E equal to zero degrees. Also in-
cluded in the model was the sun line as a function of the angle Beta (S), 
which is defined as the angle between the sun line and orbit plane. 
Figure 2.8.9 illustrates the spacecraft in a circular orbit for Beta equal to 
zero degrees. The angle x, which is used to determine the occulted region of 




The angle defining the occulted region is then given by: 
(87) 
The implication of equation (87) is that the greater the orbit altitude, h, 
the smaller the occulted region. There will exist times 0uring the mission, 
in the case of large orbit inclination angles, for which no occulted region 
exists. This case is illustrated in Figure 2.8.10. The inclination angle, as 
a function of orbit altitude, which will produce an occulted region is defined 
by: 
(88) 
Shown in Figure 2.8.11 is a plot of orbit inclination as a function of orbit 
altitude. Orbits with no occulted region are subjected to continuous solar 
radiation pressure force and torque over a long period. This presents diffi-
cult problems in a momentum management scheme if momentum exchange devices are 







s = 0 deg 
Detail A 
~====. .. ~ E = 0 deg 
y ... !:==:::; ... E 0 deg 
Detail A 




















































40 45 50 
Orbit inclination angle, I. deg 
Figure 2.8.11 - Orb~t inclination vs orbit altitude. 
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2.8.2 peD Module User Instructions 
The user session described in this section shows the user pro~pts and re-
sponses for execution of the module in the stand-alone modified mode. This 
latter mode is referred to as a stand-alone mode because it does not require 
prior execution of a model generator. The first input requested of the user 
is the definition of RCD module execution mode. 
I NTII.: () 1 II 1111 r (:,~: I"lfHIi 1<'; 
(110' () () fl flil (3 T r'1rHltd ONI 
'/ t) 
I fl lli 
t'H i) Ii-
lJ ~) I II 
l (, fO IIF lJ~;I- ft 
If the TTSS mode is selected the input sequence described in reference 4 will 
be followed. If the standalone mode is selected the following sequence will 
commence. On entering the RCD program the user is asked to enter the name of 
the input data base file. 
I N r I I.: Ntlt'll ()I 1 i'H'1I1 (1(, I f) t({)~)1 ~ II l-
o - [Ii I trl II r F fl 1- (I I'1S~:;IIl?l) 
I'~ N 1 'I "'i"j()j'~1 N '[ ~ II I Ntli"l1 
" 1,.'1 'jill hl 
For either mode the following input information will be displayed and the user 
given the option to modify items as desired: 










AFT FOR BOTH 
o 






























- ORBIT ALTITUDE (METERS) 
- ORBIT INCLINATION (RADIANS) 
- ORBIT ASCENDING NODE (RADIANS) 
- TIME BETWEEN REFUELING (YEARS) 
- SPECIFIC IMPULSE (NEWTON-SECONDS PER KILOGRAM) 
- AERODYNAMIC DRAG COEFFICIENT 
- ORIENTATION FLAG (= 1 FOR INERTIAL OR = 2 FOR 
OPSI - EULER ANGL~S (3) DEFINING ORIENTATION OF SPACECR 
OTHETA INERTIAL AND EARTH OPSI IS ROTATION ABOUT TH 
OPHI OTHETA ABOUT THE NEW Y AXIS, OPHI ABOUT X (R 
WM3(1) - SPACECRAFT MANEUVER RATE REOUIREMENT X, y, Z COM 
WM3(2) RESPECTIVELY (RADIANS PER SECOND) 
WM3(3) 
ALFAM3 - SPACECRAFT MANEUVER ACCELERATION REOUIREMENT X, 
Y, Z 
1 00000E-06 








18 E3(1) - INERTIAL ATTITUDE ACCURACY REQUIREMENT X, Y, Z C 
OHPONENTS 




























- AMCII PIVOT AXIS ANGULAR RANGE (RAIIIANS) 
- AMCD UNIT WHEEL RADIUS (METERS) 
- RATIO OF TOTAL TO DOUBLE WHEEL MASS 
- AMCD MASS SIZING PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR (METERS 








29 MACS - MASS OF ACS EXCLUDING AMCD ACTUATION ASSEMBLY (~ 
30 PACS - POWER REQUIREMENT OF ACS EXCLUDING AMCII SPIN AXI 
2 6800 31 LM(1) - MINIMUM LINEAR IHPULSE BIT WHEN CONTROLLING TORa 
If a change is desired, the following directions are given: 
OEN i I-r-: 0 fl 
1 10 
~~ f(l 
[iI, 9 In 
ItWlI'f [;) 01\, 
!:IIAN! I~ 11111 II r I I i'\~; :..) I fl 
1- t~ 11:1;: f~ NHl 1 [ fI 1:.-
1-:1- II,II-\I'~ Tll 1 HI I~ XI C 
After a change is made, the entire input section will he displayed again for 
checkout and further modification if necessary. 
The user is next asked if Category 2 (mass properties) inputs are to be 
checked. 
0")\ N111\ 1 H YCill "Jlt;t\ "10 j--:FtJIrl-J (i'dt)(~(I\C( ~' 11'11'1)1 I f\-rlh 
() ll- tHJ r 
') 
, / I 
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If it is desired to review these data, they will he displayed and optionally 
modified from: 
RCD CATAGO~Y INfUT ITEM~ 
6800 0 HJ~H 
o flXM 
o BYM 
- TnTAt WEIGHT OF THE SPACEC~AFT EXCLUI'ING RCD (KILOGRAMS) 
- ~PACFCRAFT rENTFR OF MASS FOR TWRH X Y. Z COORDINATFS 
~ESf'fCTIVELY (CENTIMUERS) 
307A 0 B7M 
1 21800[+07 5 XXM 
I 21800E+07 6 YVM 
9 ~9000E+06 7 llM 
o B F XVH 
o 9 PXlM 
o 10 fHM 
-I 0000 II KAL~ TK 
1 0000 12 NOF~OP 
- MnMENT OF INEnIA XX FOR TWRM (KILOG~AM-METERS SOUARED) 
- MOMFNT of INFRTIA YY FOR TWRM (KILOGRAM-METERS SOUARED) 
- MoMONT OF INFRTIA lZ FOR TW~M (KILOGRAM-METERS SOUA.FD) 
- F f;.O[IUrT OF INERTIA XV FOR T\oIRH (KILOGRAM-METERS saUARED) 
- P~OI'UCT OF INERTIA Xl FOR TWRM (KILOGRAM-METERS SaUARE[I) 
- PRODUCT OF INERTIA yz FOR TWRM (KILOGRAM-METERS SOUARED) 
- f~OP TANK M AND A FLAG ()O USER DEF • =0 fROP • (0 AUTO 
- NUMBFR OF n nr ELLANT MASSES 
6 0000 13 NHAHCD 
- NUMBER OF AMCD MASSES 
8 0000 14 ANBAVS 
- ANALYSIS NUMBER OF MYS 
123 00 15 NOGFA~ 
OENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK. 
- NUMBER OF GRlDPOINTS IN ANALYSIS (= NO OF ROWS IN GPAREA) 
I TO CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA 
2 TO ENTFR A NEW TITLE. 
THE t<EYEtOARII, 
OR 9 TO ~ETU~N TO THE EXEC 
7 0 
In the standalone mode, the following sequence will next be followed. The user 
will be prompted to supply the information requested from: 
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INPUT FOR SOLAR PRESSURE CALCULATIONS 
100 00 AIL - LENGTH OF A.[AI OF THE ST.UCTURE (METE~S) 
14 000 AIW - WIDTH OF AREAl OF THE STRUCTURE (METERS) 
21 000 3 A~L - LENGTH OF AREA2 OF THE STRUCTU.E (METERS) 
I 0000 4 A2W - WIDTH OF AREA? OF THE STRUCTURE (METERS) 
o 5 A3L - LENGTH OF A"EAJ OF THE STF\UCTURE (METEr..S) 
o 6 A3W - WII'TH OF AREA3 OF THE STRUCTURE (METERS) 
o 7 A4L - lENnTH OF" Ar..[A4 OF THE STRUCTURE (HE. TFfiS) 
o 8 MW - WIDTH OF ARFM OF THE STRUCTURE (METERS) 
107 00 9 DIS - DISTANCE. AREAl CENTER MASS TO AREA2 CENTER MASS (METERS) 
o 10 BBETA - BETA ANGLE (['EGREES) 
90 000 II ALF - VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK (['EGREES) 
OENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK. 
7 0 
1 TO CHANGE [lATA ITEMS VIA THE KEY(COAR[I, 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE. 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
After the desired values have been specified the following outputs will be 
calculated and displayed. 
() (IIF TnT M i"\(1MF Nll \f1 IN nw VF ~II r:u·- r':F r l~ I~l r·lf r- I 1,.'tii"W 
f'1LONG i HE \--fW J~, (N--i--t -<.,) -= t) 
fil f1i'JI, -(11;- Y-r.XI!=";(i\I fv\-~~)::- ~~"'4~"nJ:::~O[j 
1,)1 I!t~( I HI-: / -,'!oX 1 '-, \" N -M -~~, ::: 0 
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After the previous information is given, the remaining output is written to 
file LPRINT for each orbital point. Following is an example for F = 2. A 
hardcopy listing of LPPINT may be obtained using the following commands after 
the FeD module is exited: 
FFWIND, LPFUT'f. 
ASSIGN, MS, OUTPUT. 
COPYSFF, LPFINT. 
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In either mode, the user is now asked to give the name of the data hase file 
for storage of the input configuraton. 
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At this point FeD module execution will terminate. 
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2.8.3 RCD Module Programmer Information 
The RCD module has been modified to permit operation in the stand-alone 
mode and to permit analysis of effects of solar pressure on the spacecraft 
system. Following is a description of the pertinent changes and description 
of key variables and arrays. 
2.8.3.1 Common ~odifications 
Labeled common GENRL has been added to transfer data required for stand-
alone operation. It is found in Plock Data FCEL¥D, suhroutine I~~COM, subrou-
tine QUIT, and new subroutine SOLPR. SHEAD, SIWS, SVAF8, SDIM, SOLRH1, and 
SDSCRP are initialized in RCBLKD. They are used for transferrring stand-
alone mode data to and from the LASS data base. To subroutine INTCOM has been 
added the code to read, display, and modify these data. These changes are 
inserted between cards INTCOM 159 and 160. 
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2.8.3.2 New Subroutines 
Subroutine SOLRPR has been added to incorporate calculation of solar 
pressure-induced forces and torques and to permit independent calculation of 
torques due to gravity gradient and aero drag. The subroutine contains exten-
sive commentation of the program variables and processes. The output data 
generated during execution of SOLRPP are displayed with code integral to 
SOLRPR. 
The atmospheric pressure model has been changed to the 1976 U.S. 
Standard. Rather than calculate atmospheric density from empirical equations 
a linear interpolation routine is used to extract the logarithm (base 10) of 
the pressure as a function of altitude. Subroutine DVALT performs this func-
tion via a call to subroutine CVLN and then calculates density. The pressure 
versus altitude data are in DATA array PPVLT. 
2.8.3.3 Plotting 
To permit generation of total force and torque plots, SOLPPP contains cal-
culations to determine vector sums in DO loop 2035. For each of the 61 orbi-
tal points, the area external forces and external torques are stored in the 
arrays defined in Table 2.8.3.1. Each array is derived from the component 
arrays shown in the table. The component arrays (1, N), (2, ~), and (3, N) 
are the X, Y, and Z components respectively at the orbital point N. Defini-
tions of title arrays and other text inputs for plot generation are described 
in program commentation. 
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TArLE 2.8.3.1. - APRAY DEFINITION FOP OUTPUT PLOT GENERATION. 
Array Name Definition Component Array 
AMAG4 Total area exposed to solar pressure !<RFA (3, 61) 
AMAG5 Total force due to solar pressure FORC (3, 61) 
AMAG6 Total solar-induced torque TOPO (3, 61 ) 
AMAG7 Total gravity gradient torque TeG (3, (;1) 
M1AG8 Total torque due to all effects FITR0 (3, 61) 
AMAG9 Total cross product torque TVC (3, 61) 
M1AGIO Total torque in inertial frame FYTR0I (3, 61) 
AMAGll Total momentum in inertial frame NO}fPI (3, 61) 
AMAG12 Total momentum in vehicle frame NOMFV (3, 61) 
AMAG13 Total force due to aero drag FA33 (3, 61) 
M1AG14 Total torque due to aero drag TA33 (3, 61) 
For the modified model, the outputs generated will be as follows. If the 
original mode (TTSS) is selected, these outputs will not appear. 
(1) The first outputs will be the area perpendicular to the sun in each 
direction during one orbit. The variables for this set of output are: 
a. orbit point-N 
b. anomaly angle (radians)-PETA (N) 
c. area in the x-direction (meters-squared)-APEA (1, }l) 
d. area in the y-direction (meters-squared)-ARFA (2, N) 
e. area in the z-direction (meters-squared)-AREA (3, N) 
(2) The second set of ouput will be the force that the solar pressure 
exerts on the vehicle during one orbit. The variables for this set 
of output are: 
a. orbit point-N 
b. anomaly angle (radians)-RETA (N) 
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c. force in the x-direction (Newtons)-FCPC (1, N) 
d. force in the y-direction (Newtons)-FOpr (2, N) 
e. force in the z-direction (Newtons)-FOPC (3, N) 
(3) The third set of output will be the torque exerted on the vehicle due 
to the solar pressure force during one orbit. The variables for this 
set of output as seen from left to right are: 
a. orbit point-N 
b. anomaly angle (radians)-RETA(N) 
c. torque in the x-direction (Newton-meters)-TCRO (1, N) 
d. torque in ilie y-direction (Newton-meters)-TOPO (2, N) 
e. torque in the z-direction (Newton-meters)-TORQ (3, N) 
(4) The rest of the output is printed for each separate orbit point (N). 
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The output variahles appear as follows: 
a. The sum of the external torques (aerodyna~ic torques + solar 
pressure torques + gravity gradient torques - vehicle crosspro-
duct torques) in the x-direction, y-direction and z-direction 
(newton meters)-EXTR0 (1, N), EXTRQ (2, N), EYTPO (3, N) respec-
tively. 
b. The Euler angles generated (radians)-THETA, PSI, PHI. 
c. The Euler rates generated by differentiation of the Euler angles 
(radians/second)-TFETAl, PSIl, PHIl. 
d. The generated gravity gradient torques in the x-direction, 
y-direction and z-direction (Newton-meters)-TGG (1, N,) TGG (2), 
TGG (3, N) respectively. 
e. The generated vehicle cross-product torque in the x-direction, 
y-direction and z-direction (Newton-meters)-TVC (1, N), TVC (7, 
N), TVC (3, N) respectively. 
f. The error generated by calculations in the x-direction, 
y-direction and z-direction (radians/second)-DELWX(N), DELWY(N), 
DELWZ(N) respectively. 
g. The external torque in the inertial reference frame in the 
x-direction, y-direction and z-direction (Newton-meters) EYTPOI 
(1, N), EXTRQI (2, N), EXTPQI (3, N) respectively. 
h. The momentum in the inertial reference frame in the x-direction, 
y-direction and z-direction (Newton-meter-seconds)-~OMPI (1, ~), 
MOMHI (2, N), MOMHI (3, N) respectively. 
i. The momentum in the vehicle referencce frame in the x-direction, 
y-direction and z-direction (Newton-meter-seconds)-~OMHV (1, N), 
MOMHV (2, N), MOMHV (3, N) respectively. 
j. The aerodynamic force in the vehicle reference frame in the 
x-direction, y-direction and z-direction (Newtons)-FA33 (1, N), 
FA33 (2, N), FA33 (3, N). 
k. The aerodynamic torque in the vehicle reference frame in the 
x-direction, y-direction and z-direction (Newton-meters) TA33 
(1, N), TA33 (2, N), TA33 (3, N) respectively. 
1. The sum of the external forces in the x-direction, y-direction 
and z-direction (Newtons)-FXTFPC (1, N), FXTTFPC (2, N), FXTFFC 
(3, N) respectively. 
(5) The following totals are printed at the end of the output for N = 
1-61. They are: 
a. The total momentum in the vehicle reference frame summed for one 
complete orbit, in the x-direction, y-direction and z-direction 
(Newton-meter-seconds)-TMOMX, TMOMY, TMOMZ respectively. 
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b. The sum of the absolute value of the solar forces in th 
x-direction, y-direction and z-direction (Newtons)-TOTSLPY, 
TOTSLPY, TOTSLRZ respectively. 
c. The sum of the absolute value of the aerodynamic forces in the 
x-direction, y-direction and z-direction (Newtons)-TOTAPOX, 
TOTAROY, TOTAPOZ respectively. 
d. The absolute value of the sum of the solar plus aerodynamic 
forces in the x-direction, y-direction (Newtons)-TOTFCS, TOTFCY, 
TOTFCZ respectively. 
2.8.3.4 Hard Coded Spacecraft Area Definition 
Subroutine SOLRPR contains data that pertains exclusively to the'reference 
1 spacecraft. These data were defined previously in Table 2.8.2. To 
correctly calculate aerodynamic drag effects for other spacecraft the values 
of All through A32 and CDll through CD32 must be changed to reflect the new 
model of interest. Also, the values of Lll through L32 must be changed to 
reflect the new lever arm created by the displacement of the center of 
pressure with respect to the center of mass. 
2.9 APPENDAGF SY~THESIZFR McrVLE 
The Appendage Synthesizer (APSYN) allows the user to add interactively 
extra grids and elements to a structural model created by an automated model 
generator. The user may choose from several types of automatic element 
designers. The module creates an updated mass properties file for input to the 
Mass Properties Module and an updated dynamic analysis model file. 
2.9.1 APSYN Technical Description 
APSYN gets input from several sources. The model generators that 
interface with APSYN include the Box Ring, Radial Fib, Hoop and Column, and 
Contiguous Box Truss modules. These modules create two files used by APSYN: 
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(1) a mass properties file containing grid, element, and element properties 
data and (2) a NASTRAN dynamic model file. These data are read when APSYN 
begins execution. APSYN also reads data from a LASS data base and a dedicated 
input file. This special file contains four sets of data that specify the 
grids and elements to be added. The user reviews and alters this information 
as necessary. 
Six element designs are available: ratio tube, Euler column, isogrid, 
truss, cable, and lattice mast. Each automated designer is given several 
input variables and calculates element member sizes and performance 
parameters. Ratio tube designs are based on element length, length to 
radius-of-gyration ratio, and diameter-to-thickness ratio. Fuler tubes are 
designed with a minimum wall thickness and Euler column buckling load. 
Isogrids are long, circular elements composed of a mesh-work of small struts. 
A truss is a long, triangular element composev of three corner members and 
several connecting struts. 
The cable is designed as a solid rod under tension. The lattice element 
is similar to the truss except the lattice is deployed from a coilev or folded 
state inside a canister. Three types of lattice masts are available: (1) a 
coiled boom with continuous, elastic longerons; (2) a boom with articulated or 
folding longerons that rotates during deployment; and (3) a nonrotationa1 boom 
with articulated longerons. Figures 2.9.1 through 2.9.3 illustrate these 
types of masts. 
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Figure 2.9.3. - Nonrotational, articulated-longeron mast. 
Once all the elements are designed, APSYN updates the structural model and 
mass properties file to reflect the added grids and connectors. 
2.9.2 APSYN User Instructions 
The user directs APSYN during five major phases: (1) input file 
specification, (2) data base input, (3) APSYN file input, (4) element desing, 
and (5) output file specification. 
2.9.2.1 Input File Specification 
The user assigns the four input files through the following prompts: 
W[l em-It" TO Hlr fiPF'HW{)(:;[ ~1YN 1 HLS T?F t~ ({)I'f~YN) 
I jF':Sl, F'LEASE ~)F'ECTrY IHF" rOI UlIlJ1N(J INI'IJ1 r-TI t<-1 
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( .1 ell,'1I.: fl(1 X 0 LI\-I- (:,IIL r Ill" 1.1'1 (-) :':'1J n ) 
/ t~1 '~)( {I \ 
I I"~ r r 1\ NM-iF m flr'~\YN 1 NF-'I.n F-T1 E 
( ,1 C I I ttl,' 111'1)( () ':: )IEFr;1J1. r OF liSMX) 
'.? (:ll~i t~' 
I NT n,: JI Yt\)()1"\ 1 C Mml~ I ~ II ~ Nfli"iF 
(/ CHM..: Mi-l): ()::, lill ALII -r OF Tty Ni"lflll ) 
Nt r- r..: MM;H F'~\Clr·F~..: r I r- ~\ r III Nf'ri"iF 
(I Cllril~: 11,iX 0 -- (l1-:F r;\ II. 1 OF 11r'1~:lS TN) 
') j'j,,,!, ,', ': l( ~I..: 
After verifying each file exists, APSYN reads the structural model file 
and extracts needed information. 
2.9.2.2 Data Base Input 
Next, five variables are read from the data base: 
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PLEASE STANI' BY WHILE THE DYNAMIC MODEL IS READ 
NOW. PLEASE VERIFY THE FOllOWING INPUT [lATA 
1 
~ APPENDAGE SYNTHESIZER (APSYN) TEST CASE NO 1 - 10-23-61 






1 NOGRID - NUMBER OF GRID POINTS ADDED <12 MAX) 
2 NOCONN - NUHBER OF CONNECTING ELEMENTS ADD~D (12 HAX) 
3 NOMTl - NUMBER OF MATERIAL PROPERTY SETS A['DED <12 MAX) 
~ NOSEPR - NUMBER OF SECTION PROPERTY SETS ADDED <12 MAX) 
S EFLERA - END FITTING LENGTH RATIO 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK. 
? 0 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEHS VIA THE KEYBOARD. 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE. 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO EXEC 
EFLERA is used to add extra mass to the grid points at the ends of an 
element to approximate end connectors. This mass equals the mass of the whole 
connector times diameter divided by the product of length times EFLFFA. 
2.9.2.3 APSYN File Input 
The APSYN file contains matrices describing added: (1) nodes, (2) 
material property sets, (3) section property sets, and (4) elements. Each 
matrix is displayed and corrected sequentially. 
The nodes matrix is first displayed 












ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK. 
7 0 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEHS VIA THE KEYBOARD. 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE. 
3 TO CHANGE THF NUMBER OF ROWS IN NODES • 






The equivalent ID is found by adding one to the largest node number found 
in the structural mode. The coordinates are based on the system used by the 
model generator that first produced the model. 
Next, the materials matrix is shown: 
1 2 3 4 567 
ROW Y MOD-N/M2 THRMEX-I/K DEHS-KG/H3 STRES-H/M2 SHEAR-H/H2 L HOD-H/M2 LDEH-KG/M3 
1 1 38000E+1 1 0 
2 1 34000E+1 1 0 
15357 
1939 0 
7 14000Et08 2 06000E+10 0 
7 14000Et08 1 23799E+10 0 
o 
o 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK. 
7 0 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA THE KEYBOARD. 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE. 
3 TO CHANGE THE NUHBER OF ROWS IH MTRLS. 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
MTRL9 HATRIX 
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where Y.MOD Young's modulus of elasticity, 
THRMEX Thermal expansion coefficient, 
DENS Actual density, 
STIES Maximum design stress, 
SHEAR Shear modulus, 
L.MOD Young's modulus for truss lacing (element type 2), 
L.DEN Density of lace (element type 2). 
Each added element must have a set of material properties found in this 
matrix. 
The properties for a lattice mast (type 4) should not be filled in hut a 
separate row must be provided. 
1 
t 
The section properties matrix follows: 
APPENDAGE SYNTHESIZER (APSYNI TEST C,"S6 NO 1 - 10-23-81 
123 
ROW MIN THK-M MIN DIA-M L/ROO 
1 3 00000E-03 3 00000E-02 200 00 
2 ~ OOOOOE-O~ 1 00000E-02 300 00 
ENTER 0 IF IN' UT IS OK. 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEMS VIA THE KEYBOARD. 





3 TO CHANGF THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN SECTON. 
OR 9 TO RETURN TO THE EXEC 
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Minimum allowable wall thickness, 
Minimum allowable tube diameter, 
Length over radius of gyration, 
Diameter over thickness ration. 
SECTON MATRIX 
These design parameters are not required for the lattice mast designer, 


















ADD ~ASS/~ ~ATL ID 
o 1 0000 
o 2 0000 








DES LOAD-N PRE LOAD-N I NT NODES PIN FLAGS 
200000 0 3 0000 
1000 0 0 0 3 0000 
200000 0 3 0000 
ENTER 0 IF INPUT IS OK. 
7 0 
1 TO CHANGE DATA ITEHS YIA THE KEnOARD. 
2 TO ENTER A NEW TITLE. 
3 TO CHANGE THE NUHBER OF ROWS IN ELEHTS. 










First grid point; 
Second grid point; 
Connector type: 
0 = Ratio tube, 
1 Euler column, 
2 Isogrid, 
3 = Truss, 
4 = Lattice Mast, 
5 Cable, 
6 Pepeat previous row with different grids; 
Added mass per meter of connector (in addition to 
connector mass); 
Material property set number (row in MATRLS matrix); 
Section property set number (row in Section matrix); 
Axial compressive design load in N (not needed for 
lattice mast type 4); 
Cable tension in N (element type 5 only) 
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INT NODES Number of interal nodes; 
PIN FLAGS Connection flag: 
0 = Both ends fixed; 
1 End 1 is pinned and Fnrl 2 is fixed; 
2 End 1 is fixed and Fnd 2 is pinned; 
3 = Both ends pinned. 
At least one of the grids must exist in the structural model. 
This matrix completes the input section of APSYN. 
2.9.2.4 Flement Design 
The elements are designed based on the information just supplied. Those 
elements loaded with an axial load are designed first, followed by elements 
that can resist a torque. Ratio tubes, Euler columns, cables, trusses, and 
isogrids are designed automatically from the variables specified in previous 
sections. Several key parameters are printed for each element as shown: 
1RUSS 
PCR: 
CDUJi"'IN llf Sl GNElI IIY AX 1 fil I DAft-ME- I rn c 
60000E +04 L -= ~~OOOOE '-0 .. 3 
c'):~6~!4E -t 0;' H-· 19-/O~~E -t 01 




r<HOC -= 163JOEt04 EC~ 2~900E"1~ RH()[I-= 163301:": .. 04 ED--= 11000E H~' 
I.C -. ~~1978E -t 0 I 
f~C -= 36~~83E -04 
F<C 14631>E - 0:1 
fH[N I,Jf1LL 
L/F<=· ~~:I ;J~'8f t 03 
1ft ~:l63'<'~t0:1 
(~D -= ~~2~~~5E -O~) 
11ft -- J Ml~'1 [- O~~ 
SOL t D I:;:OLt 
l F-' ~~~i'~O[-tOJ 
AP -- ~1770E-04 
F<P::- 886:1 OF -o;~ 
Tin tJ 1,Jlil I. 
S(: ::: ~51~,5E+On 
SCR::: !J~j 1~j6E -t Oll 
[II r·- 7,H82E+0~' 
] ~)()Gr~JII CDLUMN ft[S 1 f-iNr II Ill' ()X]fil I UAII i"'ll- n, I C UUTf'11 r 
PCI:;: .::: 60000E \-04 IiI. ::: ~91 <JOE \-0,':; I:;: ::: ~49aOE+Ol 
A ;.'44tJ1EtOO 1.1 189BH·· O~ n 1 Bi' Jor --O~ 
1 BliR ::: ~jO,39 3E -04 ROD = ~148~:;E-0~~ W/L = 1~2916Et01 CPCF< - 60000F"-t04 Gfii"'IA .:- 1tJ110E-tOO E ::. ~'~J900E 1:1 ~ CFIX 
-- 17800Et01 HIHJ .:: 16,5301:": t 04 N -:: 14 F'Tm -. !J8699f-t04 ~nF< ::- ~;~~'64[-t on llfTfi 7750~F-0~ 






DESIGNED BY AXIAL LOAD ANI I MINIMUM DIMENSIONS-METnIC 
10000E~04LENGrH~ 10460E~03DIA = 30098EtOO 
~ 40000E-03AnEA AXIAL= 378~~E-03AREA MOM = 4~8~6E-05 
64604Et02 
lENSION CABLE DESIGNED BY LOAD OVEn STnESS ALLOWED-METRIC 
LOAD= 20000Et04LENGTH= 68990Et03STRESS ALLOWED= 11000Et09 
DJA~ 48114E-0~WT = 18402Ei02 
The lattice mast designer runs interactively by asking a series of 
questions. First, the user specifies the type of mast: 
NOW COMES THE DESIGN OF ADDED ROD ELEMENTS 
THIS IS THE LATTICE MAST DESIGNER 
SELECT TYPE or LATTICE MAST 
1 - CONTINUOUS LONGERONS, 
2 - ARTICULATED ROTATIONAL LONGERONS, 
3 - ARTICULATED NON-ROTATIONAL LONGERONS 
'") I 
These types correspond to those discussed in Section 2.9.1. The mast 
material is selected next: 
HfL[Cl LATTICE MAST MATERIAL 
1 - S GLASS, 
,., ,.. 
" 
~ - HTS GRAPHITE, 
3 - 7075 - T6 ALUMINUM, 
4 - TI - 6AL - 4V TITANIUM 
The maximum allowable diameter of the mast is input as: 
~NTER MAXIMUM STOWED DIAMETER (METERS) 
'/ I () 
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Next, a critical sizing parameter is chosen: 
f)l I I I' f 1 YI'~ PI F'I I~I (il':I'lllNU I 'td':1 11"11 II I,: 
1 - [ H) 1- [t r Mil- rl- I~: rY \ I r;, 
~\ elll CI, HF !'-HlI N() n 1 I ~ F NI ~;~~, 
,~ - UlFCt, CI-o: I i I Ltd ro- Nfl I Nn 11(l11U~ f " 
4 - ('Ill 1'1\ III I OI.Jtdn I 1,1 Jrll 'I~I ~;B I ON, 
~ I r'lll C'I\ 1-\fY~~~ 1-'1 I,' \ II'! 1 f I FNIi fH 
For continuous longeron masts, input of 1 instructs the program to proceed 
directly to performance calculation. 
Choices 2 through 5 require the corresponding quantity to be entered: 
FN1Ek ll~ NIIING STIFFNE-SS (E'J I N--M2) 
') II 4 
The mast diameter required for this performance is calculated and limited 
to the maximum allowable diameter. For articulated longeron masts 
(type 2 and 3), a choice of I instructs the program to request longeron sizes: 
I I'~ f I f.: I ('INnl l.:nN [,.In I I fill CI\NI m; (I"I J ('I - IlF I filII T 01- (, :~~J~ - 4 1"1) 
~ I I~) 
Choices 2 through 5 require input of the appropriate quantity in addition 
to longer on wall thickness: 
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11'1111,: I tl(Jf,lldlN (II ()!"II 111\ (i'!) 
',I 
, I 
For articulated masts, longeron diameter, not mast diameter, is sized hy 
these parameters and used to calculate performance. 
Finally, the resulting mast characteristics are printed: 
HERE ARE=" HIL r~1: SUI. T 1: NG MASl CHtlr«)C 11:F~ I S I I CS F cm A 
CONfINUOUS LONGERON MAST 
MAST DIAHE1ER (H) = 1000EtOl 
LONGEI:;:ON WALL TH [CI\NESS (M) :: 0 
LUNGERON DltlHEltR (M):: ~OOOE="-02 
MASf CROSS-SECfIONAL AREA (M2):: 589tE-04 
DEPLOYED L~NGTH (M):: 9873Ft02 
DEPLOYMENT FORCE (N) = 2466E+0~ 
SIOWErt LENGTH (M):::: 9429E.JOO 
CANISTER LENGTH (M) ~ 9429EtOO 
MASS PER UNll LENG1H (KG/H) ~ ~9J3EiOO 
TOTAL MASS (KG) ~ 2896E+0~ 
MODULUS or ELtlSTIC1TY (N/M2):::: 1340~i12 
BENDING SfIFFNESS (NM2) ~ 9866Et06 
SlUWlD Sf RAIN LIMIT (M/M) ~ 5000E-02 
ACl UAL Mtll ERltll. !IE.NSITY (I\G/M3)::- 1660E+04 
EFFECTIVE MATERIAL DENSITY (KG/M3) ~ 4980Et04 
tlREtl MOMENT or INERTIA (M4):::: 1363E-05 
TORSIONAL SlIrFNrss (NM2) ~ 9114E="i05 
SHEtlR ST r FFN[BS (N) =-. 7~~9~~[ +06 
CRtT[CAL BENDING MOMENT (NM) = 7789EtO~ 
EULER COLIIMN COMF'RE ssrON (N):::: <l990E+03 
ALLOWABLE COMPRESSION (N):: Jt16Et03 
SlllAR STr~ENGTH (N):::: 385~5[+02 
TORSIONtlL STRENG1H (NM) ~ j665fl02 
2.9.2.5 Output File Specification 
The user specifies the file names where the updated output is stored: 
I Nl u~ N{)f1~ or 1ll'IItl II II VA I Ii HM~r ~ II r: 
(/ Cllfih: MliX, 0 '" l.lI~I: fiUI r (J~ I.fiSBDJ·{) 
'/ ('II'~)(II~ 
I NTII.: I'hil"l1 OF lJF'l!td~ II ()I'!)YN ('\{)lInX I III 
(l CIIM< liti x ' 0 - TII:I- riU\'! rw ('Ii )ltO 
, l (II ~IYIX 
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NT I I'~ !'if'')!''\! (11 l no (Itlll (I II i'Nfltll C I~lfr(l~ I r II I 
0:;' !;IIAF\ i"lflX, () - 111 I (1111 I (11 IIYI''lI) 
II (', ': I! ,I,', I 
N I r I, i'Mi"lF (II l.lF'llri II \I i"l()~;~; l'h:OI-'1 I'~ 1 II ~~ I Il r 
(;' CHtd·~ 11riX} 0 = VI-I- r1UI. I 111- (·'iY~'~IJU I ) 
Once the files are updated, the module is finished. 
2.9.3 APSYN Programmer Instructions 
The APSYN program is divided into an input overlay (1,0), a computation 
overlay (2,0), and an output overlay (3,0). Each of these prime overlays is 
called sequentially by the main overlay (0,0). Table 2.9.1 summarizes the 
input and output files used by the program and Table 2.9.2 su~arizes the 
external routines needed. 
TABI,E 2.9.1 - APSYl-T INPUT AND OUTPUT FILFS. 
Local Permanent Function 
Name Name 
TAPE 8 ASMX APSYN matrices 
TAPE 11 DYML Update~ dynamic model 
TAPE 10 DYNMOD Input dynamic model 
rrAPE 49 INPUT Terminal input 
['APE 14 LASSDB Data base 
rrAPE 4 LFLAGS Certain program variables 
rrAPE 7 LPRINT Data base and APSYN matrix printout 
rrAPE 9 LPFINT Data base and APSYN matrix printout 
TAPE 9 NASSIN Mass properties input 
TAPF 9 MASSOUT :Mass properties output 
TAPE 50 OUTPUT Terminal output 
TAPE 
° 
- Dummy file required by TSFf-TD 
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TABLE 2.9.2. - RFQUIPED LIEFAFY POUTINFS. 
Routine I Library Function I 
name name 
ASBLKD APSLIB Block data initializer 
BILD1M APSLIB Add note to ~ ~atrix 
CABLE APSLIB Design cable element 
CALCH APSLIB Calculate truss mass 
CHKINP APSLIB Check input variables 
CHNGllf LASSLIB Ch~nge input roatrix 
CHNGIN LASSLIB Change data list 
CLOSE LASSLIB Terminate program 
CUBIC APSLIB Solve cubic equation 
ELDS APSLIB Element designer 
EUTU APSLIB Design Euler tube 
ISTU APSLIB Design isogrid column 
LATTICE APSLIB Design lattice mast 
LEFT LASSLIF Left-shift and zero-fill string 
LENGTH APSLIB Calculate element length 
LINE GP APSLIB Get array line in GPAREA 
LUTETM APSLIB Get array line in TM 
NEHTERM APSLIB Pause and clear screen 
PFM LASSLIB Permanent file manager 
PRNTGP APSLIB Print grid point matrix 
PPNTIM LASSLIB Print matrix 
RATU APSLIB Patio tube designer 
RDDTBS LASSLIE Pead data base 
FDINPM LASSLIB Fead input ITlatrix 
SECT APSLIB Get section properties 
SETELM LSSLIB Add element to IEJ,~ 
SETNOD LSSLIB Add node to GRIDD 
TRUS APSLIB Truss column designer 
WPDTBS LASSLIB Write to data base 
WRMBCD LASSLIB Write output matrix 
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2.9.3.1 Input Overlay (1,0) 
Overlay (1,0) functions to get file names; scan the dynamic model; ~isplay 
and alter information from the data base, APSYN input files, and mass 
properties file; and set certain node and element numbering variables. The 
dynamic model is scanned in overlay (1,1) and data base APSYN input and mass 
properties information is handled in overlay (1,2). The rest of the 
processing occurs in the primary overlay. 
The main purpose of reading the dynamic model is to determine what node, 
element, material, and property identification numbers are already used in the 
existing model. Thus, new items can be added independently of the present 
numbering scheme. The source code for overlay (1,1) thoroughly documents the 
variables extracted from the model. 
Overlay (1,2) reads, prints, and changes information from the data base 
and the APSYN input file. The APSYN file contains four sets of data: node 
locations, material property sets, section property sets, and element 
parameters. Also, node, element and property information is loaded from tbe 
mass properties file into local arrays. These arrays are documented in the 
programmer instruction sections of the automated model generators. 
2.9.3.2 Computation Overlay (2,0) 
Overlay (2,0) calls three secondary overlays: nodes are processed in 
overlay (2,1), elements are processed in overlay (2,2), and masses are 
processed in overlay (2,3). 
In overlay (2,1), external and internal nodes generated by the program are 
added to three local arrays (GPAREA, TM, and GFIDD). At least one of these 
nodes must be from the structural model or a fatal error will occur. New GRID 
cards are added to the dynamic model. 
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Overlay (2,2) calls ELDS, a library routine, which designs each added 
element. ELDS calls the appropriate element designer and adds PPOD and PBAP 
cards to the dynamic model. Overlay (2,2) writes CROP, CBAP, and MATI cards 
and updates the IELM and TUBP arrays. 
Overlay (2,3) transfers the partially updated dynamic model from TAPF 10 
to TAPF 11. As this occurs, existing concentrated mass cards, CO}¥2, are 
updated and new cards are added. This completes the dynamic model. 
2.9.3.3 Cutput Overlay (3,0) 
Overlay (3,0) writes program information to temporary files and transfers 
the temporary files to permanent storage. These files include the data pase, 
the four APSYN matrices, the dynamic medel, and the mass properties. The data 
base and APSYN information is also written to local file LPRINT, which can re 
copied to a hard copy device after the running of the program. 
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2.10 CONTR0L BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION 
This program computes the approximate control system pandwidth requirement 
for the rigid body case to meet specified pointing limits for an Farth-oriented 
mission similar to a radiometer. These data are useful as a Measure of the 
degree of difficulty of the control problem ann, when compared to the 
frequencies of the spacecraft structural modes, provide a good measure of the 
extent to which flexibility will be a problem. As a general rule, if the 
required bandwidth is less than the first mode of the spacecraft, then 
flexibility can be expected to playa minor role. 
2.10.1 Control Bandwidth Technical Description 
The distrubance sources considered in this program are slew command, 
aerodynamic pressure effects, and solar pressure effects. In calculating the 
bandwidth requirements, the spacecraft is considered to be rigid. The minimum 
fuel approach provides the widest bandwidth system and is used for the present 
program. 
The controls approach used in the bandwidth program is based on a second 
order system, and the bandwidth requirements are derived from these 
equations. The bandwidth expressions contained in the source code are for 
minimum fuel slew command, constant orbit rate terms for both aero~ynamic and 
solar torques, twice orbit rate aerotorques, and the step component of the 
solar torque. The bandwidth requirements for each contributing disturbance 
are calculated successively and compared with the previous bandwidth 
determination. The largest value of this comparison is replaced in the 
variable BMAX. The program then continues to the next bandwidth driver. 
Development of the bandwidth equations are presented in Reference 5. 
2.10.2 Control Bandwidth User Information 
The user inputs are entered after being prompted by the UIN subroutine. 
The first prompt requires selection of input mode from: 
110 YOtJ lHSH J () mw Ilr- F tllll l~; ()I~ J Nf'IJl I Nl [r~tlc 1 I VI I Y 
') I II I 
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If the default values are to be used the program will calculate 
and output the following. 
()LT,[TUfiE 
--
100000r-t04 CLm~F TI lOOP lIArlPT Nn ::.. 0 
X Y ,: 
~)I EWl 1 rlE 0 0 ~OOOOOE-t03 
DEStGNAfE I~NGLE 0 0 450000E "0',' 
I I rlTT ANGI t 500000E-0~) 500000E--02 500000E --O~~ 
INERTtA ~582000E +O{-~ 421000E .. 08 426000E+O:~ 
"flr<fi(J fDF<mJE (W=O) 0 200000[-t01 0 
DR~~G TORQUE ( W-=\,JORB) 0 .300000E+01 0 
lIr<AG TORQUE (w:::~'*wor<B ) 0 0 0 
SOLAR fORQUE (SfEP) 0 500000E .. 00 500000E+00 
~;()LI'IR TORQUE (SINE) 0 ~JOOOOOE tOO 500000E.-t00 
r'OlNTING BANDWIDTH 0 0 200000[-t00 
POINT1NG TORtlUE 0 0 14870:2E .. 04 
(,,)[RO BI'INl.IWID1H (0) 0 :233319E-01 0 
AERO BANDWIDTH (1) 0 285756E-01 0 
rl<OR n()NDWIDTH (~) 0 0 0 
SOLI~R BI~NDW1DTH (STEP) 0 164982E-01 164010E-01 
',OLAR BANIIW1Dl H (SINE) 0 116658E-O:l 1.15971E-O:l 
GRAV'[TY BANDW1DTH 11.3976E-03 0 0 
1<1 QUH<[l.1 FUGlfI BOflY ~w 0 456~~6 7f -0:1 3:1 9340EI-00 
If the defaults are not desired data are input interactively. 
Successful entry of data is required for advancement to the next prompt, 
otherwise the error message, "IMPROPER/INCOMPLETE ENTRY ••• TRY AGAIN", 
is printed and the data prompt redisplayed. Following is an example 
of the interactive input sequence. 
liD YOU WISH TO USE liEF AUL1S flF< lNF-'UT INTE.RACTIVrL Y 
') 1 N I 
1 NTER I'ILTJ1Ul.IE. IN MILES 
'"} 1000 
') 
r NT[R CLOSE II LOOP lJI'IMF'I NG 
I 
" 
FNTER SLEW TIME"- FClF\ EACH COOfWINATE I'IXIS 
(SEPERAfE EACH VALUE BY A COMMA) 
'"} 0.,0, 3()() 
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I NT r-I, IIr- ("311,~ TI IiNC)1 I".. ffJr.: r flCl1 coolon Nlill: t"IXH; 
(SI:-PI:Rfi fE EliCH W~LlJl~ BY tI COMM(~) 
r NTET, HIE l r M Jl fiNGL E F OR EArll CUnF,ItI NI'Il E IiX H; 
(S~PERtlf~ EtlCH VALlJ~ BY tI COMMA) 
') ()()~. I) ()()~.}) oo~ } 
LNTI::.f, Till".. I Nnn I fi nm [(lCH COOF,II] Nfi T E-_ fiXTS* 
(SEF'EF"i fE EACH VI~'-Ur. BY I~ COMt11~) 
'1 ,';' /) 41 /).<'), /) 
I NT I f, nlF C()N~~l fiNT ()I: fWiIYNf''Irll C JII,fi[, lorwur 
(SI::PEI:;:tI fE I-_ACH IhiUJE BY tI COMM,') 
'I 0) I) () 
I NTEF, HIE. llkIll 1 r<fl rr fiFrWllr,()G HHW\I~_ 
0: m I-'F ra) T [" t ()CH W)I \Jr HY () rOi"\i"lfi) 
'/ O. I) {.I 
r NT n, HII: HJI Cl" man 1 F,11 n tlrFW 1 orWU[ * 
(f.)t I'~ r,() 1 F-_ r tlCH V()I tit l!Y fl cm1rlrl) 
I Nl ~~, UFO! i -, l':(i T r C(lrW()NI- i'n (jF mll fll, -, Of,CH Ir 
(~3EPER(~T~ EliCH \)(~I.IJI~ BY Ii CDI'n"ltl) 
'i' {)} ~), .. , 'I 
I N frF\ T HF flOI fiF, m r F' TCH,'PlIE- *' 
(SEPERAfE EACH VtlLlJ~ BY tI COMM() 
Following the last question, the calculations are performed and both the 
input and computed output variables are displayed as shown here. 
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~ 
r-lL 1 ] TlHl F-. ::- 1 OOO()()[ of ()4 CL ()f)U' LO()f' J'Ai"If'TNG = 500000rofOC 
x y Z 
~"I FWllME 0 () 300000E+03 
DEStGNATE ANGLE 0 0 450000E I-O~' 
I IIHT f"INGLE 500000E-02 500000E--0~~ 500000E--02 
INERf U, 300000E+08 400000EI-08 400000E+OH 
m<r.G lOF<rWE (W-=-O) 0 100000E+01 0 
D I::': tiG TORQUE (W,::~JORB ) 0 100000E+01 0 
fll<fil, lOrWtJr ( W= ~~*~J()RB ) 0 0 0 
SOLAR fOI::':QUE (STEP) 0 500000EI-00 500000E+00 
(:;01 fiF< TOr.:rWE (SIN[) () 2()0000Et01 ~OOOOOE-. of 01 
r'OJN1TNG BANII~J r Til H () () ~OO()OOE+OO 
I'f) I NT I NG lOklWF.: 0 0 139b~bE.+04 
AERO Hr;N[I~JI DTH (0) 0 1 69~~57E -01 0 
ril f.:(J !1()NIIl"IJ III H (1) 0 1 b9~56E -·01 0 
IIWf< BMWWHIlH (~) 0 0 0 
SOLr;R Br;ND~J I D fH (STFP) 0 129071E-01 129071E-01 
nfll.r.F< Hr.NnW] Til H (SINE) 0 ~~3936~JE-O:l 239365E-01 
()1{f"IV tTY Hr.NIIW I 11TH 0 0 0 
REQUtREfi RtGtD BODY B~J 0 3B2194E-01 319..340E1-00 
The user is then prompted to terminate module execution or to perform 
another analysis. 
2.10.3 Control Bandwidth Programmers Information 
The bandt..rid th estimation program BNflFE0 consists of the primary program 
and three subroutines (UIN BNDWTH, UOUT). The main program acts as executive 
and calls the other subroutines as they are required. 
The UIN subroutine is a user friendly interactive routine that prompts the 











Altitude of spacecraft (miles) 
Closed loop damping 
Slew time for each axis (I = 1,3) (sec) 
Desired slewing angle for each axis (I = 1,3) (degrees) 
Limit or error angle (degrees) 
2 Spacecraft inertia (kg-m ) 
Constant, orbit rate, twice orbit rate term for x, y, z 
axis (N-m) 
Step torque due to eclispe (N-m) 
Solar torque, orbit rate (N-m) 
The data input is entered by the user, and is checked for reasonableness 
and out-of-bound conditions. The input variables are passed between 
subroutines in the common /IN/ block. If an error or invalid value is 
detected, an appropriate error message is printes. if CLDAMP = 0, its value 
is changed to V1/2 for critical closed loop damping. 
The subroutine UOUT is the user output routine. the subroutine formats 
and outputs the user input specifications and the resultant control bandwidth 
requirements as computed by subroutine BNDWITH. 
The BNDWTH subroutine computes the required pointing torque control 
bandwidths and maximum equivalent rigid body bandwidth. BWP~~R always returns 
an answer. If torque or bandwidth requirement comes back zero, it means that 
there is no requirement in this component direction. The output calculations 
are passed back to the main program BNDREQ via COMMON/OUT/. 
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3.0 DATA FILE DESCRIPTION 
This section lists and describes data files generated and used with the 
modules described in Section 2.0. These files fall into two categories, those 
using the LASS data base architecture and those using host computer (CDC) 
local files and file management. The files used with each module for initial 
test and acceptance runs are listed for each module in Table 3.1. To execute 
a module requires typing BEGIN" (procedure file name) with the procedure file 
name found in Table 3.1. These procedure files are on user ID 262597C on the 
CDC system. 
Table 3.1. - MODULE FILFS USED FOP TFST PU~TS. 
Procedure Input Output 
Module file file(s) file(s) 
Box ring BRPROC GR28BOX GR28BOX, DY28GR, MAS28GR 
Contiguous truss LSSCTPR ASSACT ASSACT, DYCT, MASSCT 
Radial rib RRPROC ASSARHF ASSAFHF, DYFIBHF, ~RIEHF 
Hoop & column HCPROC ASSAHC ASSAHC, DYHC, MASSHC 
Mass properties MPPROC GF28BOX DYASSA, MASASSA 
DYAPS 
MASSOUT 
Orbital transfer OTPROC none none 
Rf analysis RFPROC none none 
RCD LASSE RCDTEST FCDTEST 




The dynamic model files are written for interfacing with NASTPA~. Pecords in 
different files have the same general format. Fxamples of dynamic model files 
are found at the end of this section. 
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The mass properties matrices files contain element and grid information con-
sisting of arrays IELM, GFIDD, TUBP, and single variables NFL and NG. The 
data written to these files is unformatted and listings are therefore not 
1ncluded here. The data is sim1lar to that contained in the associated 
dynamic model file. 
Listing of the other files listed in Table 3.1 can be obtained at LaRC by 
r~trieving files from User ID 262597C on the LaRC CDC computer system. 




If a hardcopy is desired from a printer (as might be the case when using a 
CRT) the procedure is: 
GET, (file name)/UN=262597C 
ASSIGN, MS, OUTPUT 
COPYSEF, (file name) 
ROUTE, OUTPUT, DC=PR 
Following are listings of the procedure files and the formatted dynamic 
model files for each of the model generators. The file DYASSA is the 
final result of the Box Ring model. It is created by adding to DY28GR in 
both the mass properties and appendage synthesizer modules. Listing 
DY28GR or DYAPS would be redundant. 
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PROCEDURE FILE LISTINGS 
COI'Y,III..:I'I,OC 
F'ROC, RREX 






I J BRAF<Y , NMACF 1 N 
ArTACH,LrBFTEK/UN~LIBRARY 
nLr,LASSBR 
F rN, [=LASSBR, L=T 
I 1ISET,LIB=LASSLIB/FORTRAN/AVIDL!B/RAUSYS/LIBFTE~,PRESETA=O 
LGO 









[,f)l 'Y, Ilel 'I,DC 
r'F.:oC, m~EX 
GET,LASSLIB,AVIDLIB/UN=403180N 




L 1 BRAF<Y , NMACFl N 
A flACH, L lBFTEK/UN=LIBRARY 




II!-iYF] LE, OP=I, DAY 
REPU%CE, DAY 








(,()I'Y, I nm: 1I 'I~ 
F'Roe, LSSeTf'r~ 
In LIVE.R IIERYr~lIE.R j 23~·' 
GEr,I.ASSL[B,AVIDL!B/UN=403180N 





BEl cor~E, ZERO 
GET,NMACFrN/UN~LIBRARY 
I 1 BRARY , NNACF 1 N 
ArTACH,L[BFTEK/UN=LIBRARY 













(:( IPY, AI '~;I='I-<:( If: 
f'Fwe, Rr~EX 
RETURN,*,XEDtT 
(3rT, LASSLIB, AVIIILIB, RAUSYS 
MAP,OFF 
~:~ 1 CORE. ZERO 
GEf,NMACFTN/UN=LIBRARY 











IIr.YFILE, Op::::I, lIAY 
REPLACE,DAY 




( 01 'y, I ..... BHI 
r 'ROC, F\F<E X 
GEf,LASSLIB,AV(DLIB/UN~403180N 
I~I WINlI, * 




I 1 Hr~M~Y , Nt-1ACF TN 
AffACH,LIBFTEI\/UN=LIBRARY 
tiE 1, F~r,flL IB, MfI] Nr~CII 
FfN,I-=MAINRCD,I.=T 












COI"Y, I <I ~I 'I{()e 
------. F"ROC, r<F~PROC 




m 1 CORE , ZEr~O 
GET,NMACFIN/UN-=LIBRARY 
I 1 BRf'lRY , NMACr 1 N 
ATTACH,LIBFfEK/UN~LIBRARY 
m. f, F~AlIr<J B 
F fN, (=RADRIB, L==T 
I IISE1,LIB=Lf'lSSLJB/F"ORTRAN/AVIlILJB/RAUSYS/LIBF1EK,PRESETA=O 
U30 




II(WF lLE, op::] ,lIf'lY 
REPLACE,DAY 
I:;:LVERT, rmE:X 
EOI ENCOUN n:':RED 
/ 
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( :( )I-'Y , MI 'I 'I ~( )(: 
F'RDC, f~f<EX 
RETURN,*,XEDIT 




1 1 I1RtlRY , NrltlCFTN 
AflACH,LrBFfEK/UN~LIBRARY 
(Jf I, rlIiSN[Wl 
FfN,t~MASNEWt,L=f 
1 liSE 1 , L J ll=LASSL [II/FORl RANI AV !IlL J H/RtlUSYS/L T llFTFK, F-'RrSET tI- 0 
LGO 




IIAYf LLE, OF-'=I, lIt1Y 
REF'LACE,DAY 
I~~ VEFn , RREX 
EO'( ENCOUNTERED 
I 
( ;()I 'Y, 1 \1 I-'r,()(; 
~'R()C, rmE-_X 
G~T,LASSLIB,AVIDLIB/UN~403180N 
I~I WJNII, *. 
GI l,RAUSYS/UN~727850N 
SEfCORE,ZERO 
(:;1 T, NrltlCF fN/UN=L I llF<ARY 
L t BRARY , NMr~CFTN 







1,1- PLtlCE, lIAY 
EXIf 
r~1 WINII, flAY 
[lfWF ILL DAY 
W f'LACF" , DAY 
REVERT,RREX 
I:. 01 ENCOUNTEf<ED 
./ 
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END OF PROCEDURE FILES 
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~\ r fir, I (ll L WI INn ql (ry fi~;~;A 
-
, 
Gr.:) n 10 0 O(lOO 0 0000 / 0000 1 ~34~,6 
GRID 101 0 0000 60 0000 ltl 0000 456 
or, T II j O~·' 13 3~,1 3 ~,El 495/ :14 0000 -l5b 
GRID 103 ~~6 0,530 54 0581 14 0000 4~j6 
clinn 104 3/ 4094 46 9099 14 0000 41:.- , ~'b 
GRID to~) 46 9099 ~5 7 4094 14 0000 456 
Gr,IlI 106 ~J4 Ot,O:l ~'b 0330 14 0000 4:,cl 
GIHD 107 58 4957 13 ,3:51.5 14 0000 -l56 
(/1.:[11 100 60 0000 0000 14 0000 4t,cl 
GIHD 109 58 49~5;-1,5 3513 14 0000 456 
(,I.: rfl 1:10 54 O~,B:I--~·'b 0:'~30 14 0000 4~,6 
GR[[1 ttl 46 9099 -:57 4094 1 'l 0000 456 
(lIn 11 11~ :'~7 4094-4b 9099 :14 0000 4!J6 
GRILl 11,3 ,., , 
-- (:> 0,530-54 0581 14 0000 45ll (31.:In 114 13 ,~~i 1 ~~--~i8 4957 14 0000 456 
(.!I, III 1 15 0000-60 0000 14 0000 4~d) 
GR[It 116 -- 1.5 351.~ -58 49~57 14 0000 4~56 
(jl.:J!1 117 r, ' - • b 03,~O- 54 0~,81 14 0000 4~,6 
GI:;:ID lU3 -,51 4094-46 9099 14 0000 456 
(II': fIl j 1 <1 --46 90 179- :.~/ 4094 14 0000 4~.,6 
GRID 120 --54 0~58t -~6 0,530 14 0000 456 
(.;t.: j II l~' 1 -:i8 49tJ7--13 3S13 14 0000 4::',6 
GRID 12;2 -60 0000 - 0000 14 0000 456 
nl.:HI 1 ~3 -58 4ni7 13 3513 14 0000 4::',6 
GR1D 1~4 --54 0~)81 26 0330 14 0000 456 
(dUll 1 r,,::-
... " 
--46 9091) 37 4094 14 0000 4~,c) (lInn j ~'b -<~7 4094 4b 9099 14 0000 4~J6 
GIUD 127 -26 0330 54 0~)81 14 0000 456 
(;1, HI 1 ~'8 --1 :.~ 3tJ1 :~ ~,8 'In,/ 14 0000 4~j6 
(:;In n ;'OJ 0 0000 60 0000 0 0000 4~i6 
m<Ill ~"OL" Lli ~~:J 1 :.~ :-,8 49~i' 0 0000 45~) 
G\:;:ID 20,5 26 0330 54 0~81 0 0000 456 
m,TII ~'04 :'~7 4094 '16 9099 0 0000 4~,b 
(,I,TII ~'()~J 46 9099 37 40<14 0 0000 4~,6 
G\:;:ID ~~06 !54 0581 ~~6 0 .. 330 0 0000 456 
(iiO It 20/ ~jH 49!:Ji' 13 :'~~,13 0 0000 4~i6 
GR1JJ ~OB 60 0000 0000 0 0000 41:/. J\:> 
(IlUD ~'O9 ~jD 'W~-i7 -j 3 :'~~-i 1 :.~ 0 0000 4~,6 
GI:;:ID ;210 54 0581-~6 03.30 0 0000 45{:> 
UI..:Ili 211 46 <1099--3/ 40 r;4 0 0000 45b 
GI:;:IIt ~1 ~~ ~51 4094--46 9099 0 0000 456 
(;I.:ID ~'13 ~'6 0:.nO-~i4 0581 0 0000 456 
GRID ~14 13 ,55 L5 -:.)8 4957 0 0000 456 
(jl.:HI ;;. 15 0000--(.0 0000 0 0000 4~,6 
GIHfI ;'~16 -- 1..5 ,3~5L3 -58 49:5; 0 0000 456 
(;!,TII ~'17 " ' (l,nO--::',4 0~n1 0 0000 4~i6 -. (') 
GHID ~~18 -,57 4094--46 9099 0 0000 4:,)6 
(;I,HI ~'1 9 -46 9099 -:.r? 4094 0 0000 4~5c) 
(,I\JD ~ .. ~O "-~.14 0:,81- ~6 O:'BO 0 0000 4:'Jb 
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GIUD ~21 -58 4957-13 3513 0 0000 456 
GRID 222 -60 0000 - 0000 o 0000 456 
(';I\ID ~~3 -58.4957 13 3513 0.0000 456 
GRID ~24 -54 0581 ~6 0330 0 0000 456 
c.·mID 1'"\,. .. 1::"' .... ,:..1 -46 9099 37 4094 0 0000 456 
GIUD ~26 -37.4094 46 9099 0 0000 456 
Gr<ID 227 -26 0330 54 0581 0 0000 456 
GRID ~28 -13 3513 58 4957 0 0000 456 
rmlD 301 0 0000 51 5000 0 0000 456 
GRID 302 11 4598 50 2088 0.0000 456 
UlaIt 303 22 3450 46 3999 0 0000 456 
GI(HI 304 32 1097 40 2643 0.0000 456 
GIUD 305 40 2643 32 1097 0 0000 456 
GI(JD 306 46 3999 22 3450 0 0000 456 
Gr~ID 307 50 2088 11 4598 0.0000 456 
GrUD 308 51. ~JOOO 0000 0 0000 456 
GRID 309 50 2088-11 4598 o 0000 456 
GI:;:ID 310 46.3999-22 3450 0 0000 456 
GRID 311 40 2643-32 1097 0 0000 456 
GIHD ~H2 32 1097-40 2643 0.0000 456 
GI~I D 313 22 3450-46 3999 0.0000 456 
GF(ID 3:14 1:1. 4598-50 2088 0 0000 4~6 
GRID 315 0000-51 5000 o 0000 456 
nf\ID 316 -11 4598-50 2088 0 0000 456 
-----
GRID 317 -22 3450-46 3999 o 0000 4:56 
m~ID 318 -32 1097-40 2643 0 0000 456 
GRID 319 -40 2643-32 1097 0.0000 456 
Gf~ID 3~0 -46 3999-22 3450 0 0000 456 
GIUD 321. -50 2088-11 4598 0 0000 456 
(31~ID 3 .... r •• ""l_ -51 5000 - 0000 0 0000 456 
('-,I\ID 323 -50 ~088 11 4598 0 0000 456 
GR1D 324 -46 3999 22 3450 0 0000 456 
cmID 3~5 -40 ~643 32 1097 0 0000 456 
nrun 3~6 -32 1097 40 2643 0 0000 456 
GIUD ,327 -22 3450 46 3999 0 0000 456 
Gr,ID 328 -11 4598 50 2088 0 0000 456 
GRID 401 0 0000 51 5000 14 0000 456 
nl<ID 40~ 11 4598 50 2088 14 0000 456 
GIUD 403 ~2 ,3450 46 3999 14 0000 456 
(31(ID 404 :'~2 1097 40 ~643 14 0000 456 
GRID 405 40 2643 3'"' ,- 1097 14 0000 456 (mIn 406 46 3999 ........ 3450 14 0000 456 L."" 
GR1D 407 50 2088 11 4598 14 0000 456 
( d\lll 408 51 5000 0000 14 0000 456 
GI'UD 409 50 2088-11 4598 14 0000 456 
(·lIn n 410 46 :5999-22 3450 14 0000 456 
GRiD 411 40 2643-32 1097 14 0000 456 
r;r(ID 412 3 r • ~ .... 1097-40 ~643 14 0000 456 
nldD 41.3 r ..... L.': :)450-46 3999 14 0000 456 
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(;1, I I I 414 1 1 4~,yB ~,o ~~OOB 14 0000 4~,6 
GI;:'[ D 4 1~) OOOO--~:; 1 5000 14 0000 4~)6 
(-lIn II 416 - 1 :I 4!':,<JO- ~,O ~~OBB 14 0000 4~6 
GR,[D 41J "2~~ :54~)0-46 ,S999 14 0000 456 
(",Ill 4:1H - 3~~ 10<Ji'--40 ~643 14 0000 4~j6 
Gli:'[ D 419 -40 2643--:5~~ 1097 14 0000 456 
0ln1l 4~'0 - 46 ,~999- ~'? :~4~,O 14 0000 4~;6 
GI-«D 4~1 -50 ~088 -11 4598 14 0000 456 
(o)\\] II 4'"'''' •• - ~, 1 ~,OOO -- 0000 14 OO()() 4~'() 
GI:;:'[[I 4~,5 -50 ~~088 11 4598 14 0000 4~)6 
( nOli 4~'4 -46 :599<J ""1",, :~4~,O 14 0000 456 •• (11, III 4 r >r L.d --40 ~~64~~ ~~~~ 109i' :14 0000 456 
GnID 426 --3~ 109J 40 ~~64,3 14 0000 4::;6 
(11\111 4~'i' -~~~.\ ,~4~JO 46 3999 14 0000 4~':;6 
(';I\TII 4~~B --1 I 459B ~,() ~~OBB 14 0000 4:16 
1'1,011 100 ~,OO j 46r --03 3i'i'r --06 0 0 
MliT1 ~JOO 1 ,58E ~1 1~~ 06EHOO 19,39 :SO 0 
tIl(; 0 0 0 
PIi:QII 150 501 128E-0:5 ~~::;~~E -06 0 0 
\)'Mt-.l1 ~011 :mr-t:l1~~ 06[t100 1939 505 0 
+HC 0 0 0 
1'1"\011 ~()O 50~~ :I 09\=.- O:~ 1!':,<}E.- 0c) 0 0 
i'IAl 1 ~;O~' I 3BF-t:l~? 06Etl.OO 19:~9 30 0 
+HC 0 0 0 
I'~,ml 300 ~i03 ~~511- - 03 ?991::-06 0 0 
nAl1 5031 3{)[t11~ Obr-tl00 :l9:~9 30 0 
H<C 0 0 0 
1'\\011 400 ~!04 2:Bi: --04 0 0 0 
Nt') 11 ~!()41 38E-t 1:1.~) 061:-tJOO :1.939 30 0 
+He 0 0 0 
CI{()ll :10:1 100 101 102 
CROll 10~~ 100 201 20~ 
cl\On 103 :I !':,O :~Ol. 302 
CF\On 104 150 40:1 40~ 
CIi:OD 105 200 101 401 
CI,DII 106 ;'00 ;~01 301 
CI;:OD 10J 300 lOt 201 
CI\oD lOB :~OO 401 3()1 
C Ii: 0 I.I 109 400 101 3()1 
U\oII 110 400 ;~01 40:1. 
CROll 111 400 101 ~~o~ 
cl\On 11~' 400 201 102 
cl,un 11:~ 400 ~'O 1 30~~ 
Cli:on 114 400 30t ~o~ .. 
CI\OD 11~, 400 :~01 4()2 
CIi:OIl 116 400 401 30~' 
(;1\011 117 400 401 102 
CIi:OD 118 400 101 40~_' 
c~\On 201 100 10~ 103 
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-~ 
CI<OD ~02 :I 00 202 ~\03 
CROD 203 150 ,302 30,3 
CI<OD 204 :150 402 403 
CROD 205 ~OO 10~~ 40~ 
C~<OD 206 ~'OO ~'O2 302 
CROD 207 300 102 20? 
C~-;:OD 20fJ 300 40~ :~02 
CI~OD 209 400 102 30~ 
CHOD 210 400 ~O2 402 
CROD ~lt 400 10~~ 20,-S 
CI<Oll ;~l~ 400 ~~O2 l03 
CROD ~~L3 400 ~~o~ 30 . .5 
C~<Oll ~"'l4 400 302 203 
CROD 215 400 302 403 
Cf<OD ~16 400 40;~ ~503 
CROD ~11 400 40~~ 10.5 
CI-<OD 7'18 400 102 403 
CROD 30t 100 10,3 101 
(;1-<011 302 lOO 203 ~04 
CROD ,30,3 150 303 30'l 
n<OD 304 :150 403 404 
CHOD 305 200 103 40~~ 
CF<OTI :-S06 200 203 :~03 
CROD 301 ,300 10,3 20,3 
CI<OTI 308 300 403 303 
CHOD 309 400 103 :~03 
CROD 310 400 203 403 
CI<OD :u t 400 103 204 
CROD 312 400 20,5 104 
CROD :313 400 ~03 304 
C~<OD 314 400 :503 204 
r:f<OD 315 400 303 404 
CF<Olt 316 400 403 304 
CROD 311 400 40,3 104 
CHOD 3:18 400 103 404 
CROD 401 100 t04 t05 
U<OD 4()2 100 2()4 205 
CI<OD 4()3 150 304 305 
CI~OD 404 t50 404 40::-, 
CF<OD 405 200 104 404 
CROD 406 200 204 304 
CF<OD 407 300 104 204 
CF<OD 408 300 404 :~04 
CROD 409 400 104 304 
CI..:OD 410 400 ~04 404 
CROD 411 400 104 20:::; 
C 1-< Ofl 4:12 400 204 10~i 
CFWD 4:13 400 204 305 
CROD 414 400 304 20:':-' 
CF<OD 415 400 304 405 
CROD 416 400 404 30::' 
CI<OTI 417 400 404 105 
CROD 418 400 104 405 
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U\oD ~01 100 105 106 
CI:".:OD 50~~ 100 20~5 :20/) 
(:1<011 503 1 ~o :505 :~06 
CI:".:OD ~504 150 40:5 406 
CkOD 505 ~OO 105 405 
CI:".:OD 506 :200 20:5 300:. 
CFWfI 507 :-'00 10~ ~05 
CIi:OD :508 300 40:5 30'-J 
CfWD 509 400 105 :~05 
CROD 510 400 205 40::) 
CF<OD 511 400 105 ~~06 
CI:".:OD ~1 ~~ 400 ~~O~) 106 
C~WfI 5:13 400 ~>O~ 306 
CI:".:OD :)14 400 30~ 206 
( ~WfI 5:15 400 :505 406 
C I:".: OD 516 400 40~j 306 
CI<OD 51"/ 400 405 106 
CROD 518 400 10~ 406 
U«)lI 601 100 106 1.07 
CI:".:OD 602 100 206 207 
UWD 603 1.50 ~06 :~07 
CI:".:OD 604 150 406 401 
C~\o1I 60~1 ~'OO 106 406 
CROD 606 200 206 306 
CIWD 60"/ :~OO 106 ~'06 
CI:".:OD 608 300 406 306 
CIWll (,)09 400 106 306 
CROD 610 400 206 40l) 
CF<OD 6:11 400 1.06 ~'07 
CROD 61~~ 400 206 107 
C~<OD 613 400 ~'Ol) 307 
CI<OD 614 400 306 ~'07 
CIWD 615 400 ~~06 407 
CROD 616 400 406 :507 
CfWD 617 400 406 107 
CI:".:OD 61.8 400 106 401 
CI-::OD 701 100 107 lOR 
CI<Oll 702 100 ~o"/ ~08 
CROD 70,3 150 307 ,308 
c 1-:: 011 704 :150 40"/ 408 
CI:".:OD 70:5 200 107 407 
CI<Ofl 706 ~~oo ?07 307 
CI<OD 707 ~OO 107 ~~07 
CROD 708 300 407 307 
C~<O[l "/09 400 107 :~07 
CROD 71.0 400 207 407 
CIWD 711 400 107 20R 
C~<OD 712 400 ~07 108 
CI:".:OD 71-5 400 207 30B 
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,~ 
cr~on 714 4()() 30/' 208 
CHOD 71 I) 400 ,307 40:'3 
f:~<OD 716 400 407 308 
CHOD 717 400 407 108 
C~WD 718 400 107 408 
CHon 80t 100 108 109 
C~<OD 80~ JOO ~08 ~09 
CHOD 80,5 150 308 309 
r;~<OD 804 150 408 409 
CHOD 80~-) ~~OO 108 408 
r;~wn 806 ~OO ~08 308 
CI:;:OD 807 300 108 208 
Cf<on 808 300 408 308 
CHOD 809 400 108 30:~ 
Cf~OD 810 400 ~08 408 
CHOD 81t 400 t08 209 
(,f~OD 81? 400 ~08 109 
CHOD 813 400 208 309 
r;~<OD 814 400 308 ~09 
CHOD 81~ 400 308 409 
CHOD 816 400 408 309 
CROD 817 400 408 109 
Lf~OD 8t8 400 108 409 
CROD 90t 100 109 1tO 
CF~OD 90~~ 100 ~09 ~10 
CROD 903 t50 309 310 
r;I<on 904 150 409 410 
CI:;:OD 90~) 200 109 409 
CI~OD 906 ;'00 ;~09 309 
CI:;:OD 901 ~500 109 209 
r;t<OD 900 300 409 309 
CF~on 909 400 109 ~~09 
r;r~OD 910 400 ~09 409 
CI;:OD 91t 400 109 ~tO 
r;~Wll 91? 400 ~09 110 
CI:;:OD 91,3 400 209 310 
r;~~on 9t4 400 :~09 ~10 
CHOD 915 400 309 4tO 
u~nn 916 400 409 310 
CI~OD 917 400 409 1tO 
cr~OD 918 400 109 410 
CIWD 1001 :I 00 110 tlt 
CROD t002 100 210 ~t1 
C~<Oft :I 003 150 ;:-510 31:1 
CROJJ t004 150 4tO 411 
Ch:OD t005 ;~OO 110 410 
CHOD 1006 ~OO 2tO 3tO 
r;~<OD 1007 300 1:1.0 ;~ 10 
CROD t008 300 410 310 
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U\oli 1009 400 1.10 :~ 10 
CROD 1010 400 210 4tO 
cl~on 1011 400 110 211 
CROll tOt ~~ 400 2tO 1 t 1 
c~~on 1 () t :~ 400 210 311 
CIi:OD 1014 400 310 211 
CIWD 1015 400 310 411 
CIi:OD 1016 400 410 :51 t 
U\oII :lOti' 400 4tO 111 
CIi:OD 10U3 400 110 4tt 
cl~on 1101 100 :t 11 1 :t ~~ 
Cli:on 110~~ tOO 2tt 2t " 
CI~OD 11 O:-.~ 150 :Hl 312 
CIi:OD lt04 150 41t 41 ~' 
CI~Oll 11 O~j ~'OO 1 1 1 411 
CIi:OD lt06 200 2tt 311 
cr\olI 110i' :-.~OO 1 11 ~'1 1 
CROD 1108 JOO 411 311 
clwn 1109 400 111 311 
CIi:OD t110 400 211 411 
Cl\oll tl11 400 ltt ~~l 2 
CROD 111 ~~ 400 211 it? 
CI\oD 111~ 400 211 :~ 1 ~. 
CROfl 1114 400 Jl1 21 ;' 
('I<OD :1115 400 ~11 412 
CRon ltt6 400 411 3t? 
C~;:()D t117 400 411 1:12 
CIi:OD 111(3 400 11t 4L' 
CI\oII 120t 100 11:ZO 11 :-.~ 
CROD 120~~ 100 ~~12 21,') 
c~<on 1203 1 ~JO 312 313 
CI<OII 1~~04 1 ~JO 412 413 
cl<on 120~ ~'OO 112 412 
CIi:OD 1206 200 212 3t~ 
cl,on 120i' :-.~OO 112 212 
CROD 1208 ,300 4 t ~~ 3:12 
1'1<011 1 ~)09 400 11;.' 312 
CIi:OD 1210 400 21 ~~ 4t z· 
('«DB 1~' 11 400 11? 213 
CIi:OD 1 ~~12 400 ~~ 1~: 1 t 5 
cl\On 1?13 400 212 31 :-.~ 
('I<UII 1 ~~ 14 400 :-'H;.' ?13 
CF<DD l~~l~J 400 :-'H~' 413 
CIi:OD 1216 400 41~~ 3t3 
('I<on 1~~17 400 412 1 1 :~ 
CROD 1218 400 112 41,5 
cl<on j ,~O 1 100 j 13 1 j 4 
CI<Oll 1:-'~0;.' 100 ;.'13 214 
CIi:OD 130,5 t:"50 31:5 3t4 
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~~ (:I,ore 1304 :150 413 414 
cl~ore 130~) ~OO 113 41.5 
(;~\1111 130c) ~\OO ~\:I ~~ 3:1 :~ 
CROO 1307 ,300 113 2L~ 
CI,l11l j :~on 300 413 313 
CROfi L509 400 113 31-3 
Ch:UlI 13:10 400 21:~ 41:~ 
C 1:-':0)' 1 1311 400 113 214 
CI\oII 13:1 ~ ... 400 ~'13 1:14 
CROO 1313 400 ~~ 1 ~5 314 
CI\l11l :1314 400 313 214 
CROD L31:=i 400 313 414 
u\Ore 1316 400 413 314 
CROD L517 400 413 114 
( :~\Oll 13:18 400 11:~ 414 
CROO 1401 100 114 115 
cl\On 140:2 100 :2:1.4 2:15 
CROD 140:5 150 314 3:15 
(;1<01:1 1404 150 414 415 
CROD 140~) 200 114 414 
CI\Oll 1406 ~~OO 214 3:14 
CROD 1407 300 114 214 
C~,orl 1408 300 414 :~:l4 
CliOD 1409 400 114 314 
n\l11l 1410 400 ~~14 414 
CI:-':OD 141t 400 114 21!5 
--
/ 
crwlI 141:2 400 214 1:15 
CliOD 14L5 400 ~?14 31 :", 
cl\On :14:14 400 314 :2:15 
CROD 1415 400 3t4 41::. 
(;1\011 1416 400 414 3:15 
C~<OD 1417 400 414 115 
CROll 1418 400 114 415 
CROD 1501 100 115 116 
C~<OIl :1502 100 215 216 
CROll 1503 150 315 316 
C~<Oll 1504 :150 415 416 
(";1<011 1505 200 115 415 
CROll 1506 200 21~; 31:=i 
(";kOIl 1507 :~oo 115 215 
CROD 1508 300 410 315 
c~<orl 1509 40<), 115 315 
CI\Oll 1510 400 :215 415 
C\:-':OIl 1511 400 115 216 
(";f.:DD 151~ 400 215 116 
CROD 1513 400 215 316 
CI\OD 1514 400 315 2:16 
C 1-.: 011 1515 400 315 416 
C\iOD 1516 400 415 316 
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r:1~orr 1~j11' 400 415 U6 
CI:;:OD 1~)U3 400 11 ~-i 41.~ 
('I~OD 1 b01 100 116 117 
CI:;:OD 1 60~~ 100 216 211 
cl\Orr 1603 1 ~O :U6 317 
CI:;:OD 1604 150 416 411 
CI~OD 160!:-i ~'O () 116 416 
CI:;:OD 16~~(~ ~~OO ~~16 .H6 
CI~nll 1607 300 116 ~~ 16 
cr<o1l 160B .500 416 .H6 
CI-..:DD 1609 400 116 :q6 
CHOD 1610 400 ~~16 41.S 
U~OD 1 bl 1 400 1.16 ~1.7 
CROD 16 1~~ 400 216 111 
CI\oD 1613 400 ~~16 317 
CROD 1614 400 .516 211 
('I~OII 161~1 400 :U6 417 
CI=<OD 1616 400 416 317 
('I~OII 1611' 'lOO 416 11.7 
cl:;:on 161B 400 116 411 
LI<llll 11'0 J 100 111' 118 
CROD 1 70~~ 100 ~17 210 
(,1~DrI 170:~ 150 317 :~Hl 
CROLl 1104 150 417 411.3 
CI<OII 170~j ~'() 0 117 417 
CHOD 1706 ~~OO ~~1 1 .511 
C~\o11 1107 :~OO 117 ~17 
Ch:OD 170B .300 411 .311 
CI~nD 1109 400 I 1 I' :U7 
CI-<OD 1710 400 211 411 
CI~nfl :1711 400 117 ~'j 8 
f~l<llrr 1/1? 400 :.:'11' 1 L8 
(;1\011 1713 400 ~~1 I 318 
CROD 1714 400 317 210 
r:1~OD 1715 400 .HI' 418 
CI:;:OD 1716 400 417 31B 
CI~OD 1717 400 411' 118 
r:IWD l11H 400 117 4:1.8 
CI:;:OD 1801 100 1 U3 119 
CIWD :1.802 100 ~18 ;'19 
CI=<OD 180:5 150 ,318 319 
CI\oII 1004 150 418 419 
n~r)1l lEI 05 ;~OO 118 418 
CI=<OD 1806 200 218 318 
CI~ml 1 fJOI' :~OO 118 218 
CROD 1808 .500 418 :HB 
cl~orr 1809 400 118 318 
CI~OD 1810 400 ?18 418 
CHOD 1811 400 1 U3 21<J 
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-- CI<OD 181~ 400 ;'18 119 
CI~OD 181.3 400 218 -519 
CF~OIl 1814 400 31B 2:19 
cr.:OD 1815 400 318 419 
('I<OD 1816 400 418 3:19 
CROIl 1817 400 418 119 
CI-.:01t 1818 400 118 419 
CROD 1901 100 119 120 
CI<OII 190:2 100 219 220 
CROIl 1903 150 319 3:20 
U<OD 1904 :150 419 4:20 
CROB 1905 200 119 419 
CfWB 1906 200 219 319 
CROB 1907 300 119 219 
C~<OD 1908 300 419 319 
CROB 1909 400 119 319 
Ct<oII 1910 400 219 419 
CI~OB 1911 400 119 220 
CROD 191:2 400 219 1:20 
CROB 191.3 400 219 320 
U<OD 1914 400 319 220 
CRO[t 1915 400 319 420 
CF<OD 1916 400 419 320 
CRO[t 1917 400 419 120 
C~<OD 1918 400 119 4~'0 
CROB 2001 100 120 121 
CF<OD 200:2 100 ~\20 2~1 
CRO[t 2003 150 3:20 321 
CI<OD 2004 150 420 421 
CROB 2005 200 1:20 420 
CF<on :2006 200 220 3~~0 
C~<OII 2007 300 120 ~20 
cr-<OD 2008 300 420 320 
CRO[t 2009 400 120 320 
CkOD ~010 400 2~~O 4~~0 
CI~OD 2011 400 120 2~1 
<.;I:::OD 201:2 400 :220 :I ~~1 
CROIl 2013 400 ~~~o 3;'1 
CF<OD 2014 400 3~~0 ;~~:'1 
CROIl 2015 400 ·320 47.:1 
CF<OD 2016 400 420 321 
C~<:OD 2017 400 420 1~~1 
CF<OD 2018 400 1:20 421 
CROIl 2101 100 121 1;'? 
cr-<OD 2102 :100 ~21 222 
CRO[t 2103 150 3:21 32;' 
O<OD 2104 150 421 422 
C~<OD 2105 200 121 4~'1 
CROB 2106 200 221 3~~ 1 
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CIWD ~'1 07 ,~OO 1 :;' 1 ~~'11 
CI;:OD ~~108 ,~OO 4'~1 321 
CI.:flll ~'109 400 1 ~~ J ~~~~ j 
CI;:OD ~~1. 1.0 400 ~~~ 1 421 
CI\O[I ;'1.11 400 1;'1 r .. , ... r\ .L. J. .. L. 
CI;:OD 211~~ 400 ~~2 t 1 '">-' • .( 1-
CI\oD ~~11.~~ 400 ~ .. ~~ :J -'""I'" -:> ... .:. 
CI;:OD 21.1.4 400 ~5~~ 1 2~"? 
Cl\olI 2115 400 :~21 "l~~~ 
CHOD 21.1.6 400 421. 3'''''-' '\ I I. 
CI.:(llI 21.17 'l00 4~~1 1 ,. .. ,. .. , ,. 
CI=(OD 211.8 400 121 4 '-.-, · , 
CI\O[I ~20:l :100 1'"''"' A ... :I ~':~ 
CI;:OD 2~~O~~ 100 '"lr')'''' '-'''"l l I-t-I. .. '-~ .. J 
(;1\0[1 ~~'O~ 1 ~'j0 32~> 3~~3 
CI;:OD 2~~04 1.~)O 4~~~ 4~~ .. ~ 
£:1\0[1 ~~~~O5 ;'00 1 ~.>'"' A. A 4~,r, 
A " 
CHOD 2~~O6 ~~OO ' ... " ... ' ... :5~"",-1 I. .. 1-1._ 
('~\o[I 2~~07 300 127 r ... ,."~,., L. A 1._ 
CI;:OD ~~~~OB 300 4~~~ ,3'">'-' I. .. f .. 
[,1.:0[1 2~~0<J 400 11'","" .. .",. .. '"1 , .. ~')L .:. 
CHOD 2~~tO 400 ''''''''") 42;\ 1. .. .( .. ,-
CI.:O[l ;:'~~ 11 400 j ~;,", A Lo ~ .. ~ .. :~ 
CHOD ~~~~ 1 ~~ 400 ' ... ,.'" .. t~' ~ I .. L. 1._ 
( I\oD 2~~ 1 :~ 400 ''II',''" .... ' .. -... .< A_A .. ~'). ,,) 
CHOlJ 221'1 400 ~/''''' .... 1. .. 1. .. ~~ .. '\~ 
CI\O[I ?~., 1 ~J 400 3'"'~'> LoA 4~~:~ 
CI;:OD 2216 400 4'''''''' 1. .. 1. .. ,3~~ -5 
c~.:ml :;'~'1 7 400 4~~~~ 1~'3 
CHOn ~~~t~3 400 t ..... '"11 I. .. ' .. 4" • · .') 
(.1\011 L'~:SO :I 100 1 ;'~-) 1~'4 
1:I\oD ~":5(}~~ 100 ~~~~3 ~~~"4 
('I\oD ~"30~~ I ~IO :~;..':-) 3:;'4 
CI;:OD ~~,304 1.50 42,3 4 '"> It ~ .. "I 
C~<OD ~~:';O~.I ;' () () :1;'3 4;~:~ 
CI=(OD 2306 200 2~~3 '\3~\ 3) 
CI<Oll ~':-)07 :-)00 1 ~" 3 ' .... ,. .. -~ J. ~~ 
CI<Oll ~"-)OB :~OO 473 :~~ .. ~~ 
CHaD 2309 400 . 12,5 3~" ~ 
('IWII :;'310 400 ~'r~~:'~ 4~':~ 
CI;:OD 2,31 1 400 1 ~~,5 ""'''.1 1._'-.. 'I 
CI<ClII ~:~ 1 ~~ 400 ~\~~:~ 1 ;'A 
CI\oII ~31 :~ 400 ~\~\3 :5;~A 
CHOD ~~,3 14 400 ,32,3 22/~ 
CI\o1I ~':H5 400 :~~'r:~ A;'4 
CI=(OD 2316 400 4~~,5 3~~4 
cr<ClII 2:H7 AlOO 4~~~ :I ;'Al 
CI<()l1 31B 400 1 ;~~~ 4~'A 




CIWfI ~40;- 100 ?24 ~~25 
CROD 2403 150 324 3~5 
Cf~OD 2404 150 424 4~5 
CI~OD 2405 200 1~4 424 
(;I\oD 2406 ~'OO 2~4 324 
CROD 2407 300 124 224 
C~WD ~408 ~~OO 4~4 3~4 
CROD 2409 400 124 3~4 
CFo:Oll 2410 400 224 424 
CROD 2411. 400 1~4 ..... 1"' C" .... OJ 
C~WD 2412 400 2~~4 125 
CROD 2413 400 224 325 
cr~OD ~414 400 324 225 
CROD ~415 400 324 4 .... '" 
'" ,J 
C~~orl 2416 400 424 3~)5 
CROD 2417 400 4~4 125 
('I,OD ~'418 400 124 4'")'" L~
CROD 2501. 100 125 126 
(;1<011 ~502 100 225 ~~6 
CROD 2~jO,3 150 325 3~~6 
CI<Ofl 2504 150 4~5 4~6 
CI~OD 2505 200 125 4'"\C" I...,J 
C~<OD ~506 ~'OO 225 325 
CROD 2507 300 125 2~5 
---
r,1~OD 2508 ~~OO 425 3~5 
CROD ~509 400 1~5 3'"\C" L.J 
CI~OD 2510 400 ~25 425 
CI~OD 2511 400 1,,0::-l.,J 226 
CF<OD 251~ 400 225 126 
CROD 2513 400 '"111"'",::-...... ,J 326 
CkOD 2514 400 325 2~~6 
C~~OD 2515 400 325 426 
C~WD 2516 400 425 326 
CROD 2517 400 425 126 
CI<orl 2518 400 125 4~)6 
CROD 2601. 100 126 127 
C~<:OD 260~~ 100 ~~t) 2;-7 
CI<OD 2603 1.50 326 327 
CROD 2604 150 426 427 
Cb:OD 2605 ~~OO 1.26 4~6 
CROD ~~606 200 226 3~~6 
U<OTl 2607 ~~OO 126 ~26 
Cf<01I ~608 300 426 3~6 
CRon 2609 400 1.26 3~~6 
C~\Ofl ~610 400 226 4~6 
CI~OD 2611 400 126 2~1 
n<OlI 2612 400 226 1;-7 
cl~on 261:~ 400 ~~~6 3~7 
CROD 2614 400 QH326 2~~1 
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u~nfl ~61 ~J 400 3~6 427 
CI:::O[l ~~616 400 426 ,3~' I 
CI\DII ~~(, 1 I 40() 4~'6 1 ~'7 
CI:::OD ~~61n 400 1~~6 4~~1 
CI~n1l ~'701 JOO j~i' 1~8 
CROD ~~10';',. 100 ~~27 ~~'8 
CI~r)ll ~'i'0~ j 50 ,5~'7 3~'8 
CHon ~104 150 427 4~O 
c~mD ~' I()~; ~'OO 1~1 4~~7 
CRO[l 2706 ~OO ~~~~ I ~~~~ 7 
rl\On ~~i'() i' ~~OO 1~7 ~~~7 
C I:;: 0 [I ~IOB ,300 4~1 3~~1 
CI~r)ll ~"'709 400 12i' :~~7 
CI:::OD ~710 400 ~'21 4~~1 
(;~\oII ~"7 1 1 4()() 1 ~'i' ~ .. ~ .. u 
CfWfI 271 ~~ 400 ~21 l~B 
Cl<Clfl 271:~ 400 ~~)/ 3~'8 
CROD ~~714 400 ,321 2~8 
(;~~()n ~'71 ~J 400 327 4~'8 
CROD 2716 400 4~~7 3~~8 
CI<01I ~717 400 4~~7 128 
CRO[l ~~718 400 127 4~8 
C~<Clll 2801 100 1 ~)8 10l. 
CROD 280~~ 100 228 201 
CI~()D 2803 150 328 :~01 
CROD 2804 150 4~~B 401 
CI~UD ~'80~J ~~OO j ~~A t~'=I\: 
CI:::OD 2B06 ~~OO ~~~~8 3~~O 
CI~l1f1 280i' ~~ 0 0 1~~8 riB 
CROn 280*3 ,300 42B 3~~8 
CI<f}D 2809 400 1 ;~fl 3~~8 
C~~OD ~'n l. 0 400 ~~·"8 4~'8 
cl~on ~B1 1 400 1 ~~8 20l. 
CI:;:OD ~~812 400 ~28 101 
CI\DD ?813 400 2~8 :~01 
CI:::OD 2B14 400 ,328 201 
CI~Ofl ~'B1 :J 400 328 401 
crwlI ~'8l. (, 400 428 :~01 
CI:::OD 2811 400 428 101 
CI<OII ~~81B 400 128 40j 
CONM~~ 10~~ 10~~ 340 908 
CONM~ 103 103 908 
CONM2 104 104 908 
CONM~ 10~ 10~) 15 908 
CONM2 106 106 90S 
CONM2 107 107 900 
CONM2 j OS lOS 459 40S 
CONM2 109 109 908 
C()NM2 110 110 908 
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('ONM2 111 111 1~ 908 
CONl1~~ 1 1~~ tt ~~ 908 
(:ONM2 LI3 113 90B 
CONM2 114 114 340 90B 
CONM2 116 :116 340 908 
CONM~~ 117 111 908 
CONM~ 118 118 908 
CONM~~ 119 119 15 90f3 
C()NM~ 120 120 908 
CONM~~ 121 1 ~~ 1 908 
CONM~ 122 j .... r;o • A. 4~,9 000 
C()NM~~ 12,5 12,3 900 
CONM? 124 124 908 
CONM~~ 1 .... , .. .. ,J 125 15 90n 
CONM2 1~~6 1~6 900 
CONM~~ 1~7 127 9013 
CONM~ 128 120 ~40 908 
CONM~~ 201 201 908 
C()NM~ ~~O2 ~~O2 908 
CONM~~ 20,3 ~~0,5 90H 
CONM~ 204 ~~04 908 
CONM~~ 205 20~5 908 
CONM~ ~06 20(, 908 
CONM~~ 207 207 900 
CONM2 208 20B 908 
CONM~~ 209 209 900 
C()NM~·' 210 ;~10 908 
CONM2 211 211 .908 
C()NM~ 212 2j~ 908 
CONM2 213 21,5 908 
CONM~) 214 ~~14 908 
CONM2 21~5 215 908 
CONM~ 2:16 ;~16 90B 
CONM~? 217 217 900 
CONM~~ 218 ?18 908 
CONM2 219 219 900 
CONM2 ~~~O ~\~O 908 
CONM~~ ~~21 221 908 
CONM2 ~2~ ~~2 908 
CONM~~ ~~~,5 223 901~ 
CONM~ 224 2~4 908 
CONM~ 22!;j 2~5 900 
CONM~ ~26 ~26 908 
CDNM2 ~27 227 900 
C()NM~ ~~8 ~28 908 
CONI12 301 301 1~ 4~-.10 
CONM2 30~ 30~~ 15 450 
CONM2 ,30:5 303 15 4~jO 
CONM2 ~~04 304 15 4!'",0 
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CONrl~' 30~ 30~, 1 ~, 4~,0 
CONM~~ ,306 ,~O6 1 ,.:-,J 4~-,O 
CONrl~ 307 307 1~ 4~,0 
CONM~~ ,308 308 1'':-,J 4~)0 
CONrl2 309 ,309 1 ~, 4~,0 
CONM2 310 310 1"'" ,J 4~jO 
CONM2 311 :Hl 1~ 4~,0 
CONM2 312 31 ~~ 1 ~) 4~)0 
(,(}NM2 ~H3 :H3 lS 4~ .. O 
CONM2 ,314 ,514 15 4~-,O 
CONrI~~ ~H~, ~H5 1 ,-~, A~,O 
CONM2 316 316 1~) 4 !.-J 0 
CONM~~ 3J7 317 1::'. 4~.0 
CONM2 ,518 318 1~) 4~)O 
CONrlc' 319 319 1.5 A~,O 
CONM~~ 320 ,320 11:" ,J 4~)0 
CONM~ 32:1 ~'")~~1 15 4~,0 
CONM~~ 3""'''' "-"- ,5~~ 15 4!50 
CONM~ :~~3 :~~~:.~ 15 A~,O 
CONM2 324 324 15 4~jO 
( ONM2 -,...c:-,"l,_J 325 1~, 4~jO 
C()NM~~ 326 326 15 4~50 
CONrl? 321' :~27 15 4~ .. 0 
C()NM~~ 328 328 1 ~) 4!50 
CONrl2 401 401 1~ 450 
CONM~~ 402 402 1"'" ,) 4!50 
C()Nrl~ 403 40:~ lr::" ~, 4~,0 
CON112 404 404 1<:" J 4~:'0 
CONM~' 405 40~! 1.5 4~,0 
CONM2 406 406 15 4!50 
CONM~ 407 401 1~ 4~!0 
CONM2 408 408 1.5 4!.-jO 
CONrl2 409 409 :15 4~0 
CONM~~ 410 410 15 4~JO 
C()NM~~ 411 4:11 1~, 4~,0 
CONM~~ 412 412 15 4~50 
CONM2 41.3 4:13 1~ 4~jO 
C()NM2 414 414 15 4~)O 
CONrl2 41~, 41.5 15 4~.() 
C()NM~~ 416 416 10:.-,J 4!50 
CONM2 411' 417 l~! 4~,0 
CONM~~ 4U3 418 15 4~)0 
CONrl~' 417> 419 1~ 4:jO 
CONM2 420 420 10:.-d 4 ::)0 
C()NM~~ 421 421 1~, 4~,0 
CONM2 42~~ 4~~~ 15 4~50 
CONM~~ 423 42:5 q 4~0 
C()NI1~~ 424 424 1.1:" ,J 4!50 




r;(}NM~ 4~6 4~6 15 4!'.',O 
CONM2 4~~7 4~7 15 4~JO 
CONM~~ 4~8 428 15 4~,O 
FORCE1 30t 301 4:5 410 30t to 
I OF<CE.1 302 ~~02 'l:, 4:10 30~ JO 
FORCE1 30:5 ,303 4t::" ,J 410 ,303 to 
1 ORCEl :~04 304 4~! 4:10 304 10 
FORCEl 305 305 41:.-,J 410 ~505 to 
HmCFl :~06 ~06 45.4:1.0 306 10 
FOIi:CEl 307 ,307 4:5 410 307 10 
I ORCEl :'~08 :~08 4~, 4tO 308 10 
FORCEt 309 309 4'--,J 4tO ,309 10 
r OF<CL 1 310 310 45 4:1.0 3:1.0 10 
FOIi:CEt ,31t 3tt 45 4tO ,31t 10 
I OF<CE 1 3:12 31~ 4'::-~, 4:10 ~ 1 ;~ 10 
FOIi:CE t ,3t :5 31,5 45 4tO ,313 to 
1- ORCF 1 314 314 45 410 :~l 4 10 
FORCE1 31!:5 315 4'':-.J 410 315 to 
r ORCet 316 316 4::" 410 316 qO 
FOR 
1- ORC[1 318 :~18 4 t -~, 410 3t8 10 
FORCEt ,319 ~5t 9 45 410 -51? to 
I OF<Cel 320 :~~'O 45 410 3~0 10 
F (mCEl 3~t ~5~'t 1 4:", 410 3;~t 10 
nmCE1 3"'''' ... 1._ j 3')"" ~"L 45 410 3""'"\ '\. J. I. .. 10 
1 or<CF.:l 3~~3 ~;~:~ 4~ 410 323 10 
FORCE:t ,524 3;::4 45 410 3~4 10 
I ol<cn :~~~~J .., " .. 1:;-,,"'}.c.. ,,' 45 4:10 :~~ .. ~; to 
FO\i:CE t 3~~6 3;::6 4':'j 4tO 3~~6 to 
\ OHCF.:1 :~~7 ,~;'7 4~ 4:10 ~;'7 10 
FORCEt 32B ,5~~8 4t::" ,J 41.0 3~B to 
1 ORCE.l 40l 40J 4~, 4tO 401 10 
FORCEt 40~~ 402 4'"5 410 40~~ 10 
I-URCE 1 'H):~ 403 4~ 410 40:~ 10 
FOIi:CE t 404 404 4t::" ,J 410 404 10 
nmCE1 405 40~, 4:=i 'l:l 0 405 :10 
1 ORCF 1 406 406 4~J 410 406 :10 
I Ot<C[:I 407 407 45 410 407 10 
FO\i:CEt 408 408 45 4tO 408 1.0 
1 (H<CE:I 409 409 4~, 4:10 409 :10 
\ URCE1 410 410 4~, 410 4tO 10 
r or,CEl 411 411. 4~, 410 411 10 
FORCEt 41~~ 41~ 4 L -.J 410 4t~~ to 
I ORCEt 4:1 :~ 41 :.~ 4~, 4tO 413 :10 
I-(mcr:l 414 4t4 4~1 410 414 10 
1 (mCt 1 41 :, 4 t ~j 4:, 4tO 41~, 10 
FORCEt 41b 4t6 4~"5 410 416 10 
\ OI<Cf-. t 4Ji' 41i' 4:-, 410 417 10 
I Of<CL 1 4t8 4tl) 4'-d 4to 41H 10 
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r ORCEl 419 419 4~ 410 419 10 
FOI~CE 1 4~~0 420 45 410 420 10 
I-ORC[l 421 4~'1 4~ 410 421 10 
FORCEt 422 422 45 410 4'"'" L.l. 10 
I OF.:CEl 423 423 45 410 423 10 
FORCEt 424 424 45 410 424 to 
I or-':CEt "125 425 45 410 42~ 10 
FORCEt 426 4?6 45 410 426 to 
I OF.:CEl 427 4?7 45 410 • 427 to 
FORCEl 428 428 45 410 428 to 
(,I~ I II 429 0 000 1:1 500 tOO 000 45<!) 
GIUn 430 0 000 -11 500 100 000 456 
I'I\OII 401 50~} 59E--04 74E-()5 
PI~OIl 402 506 t6F.-04 80E-06 
l'I<OIl 403 ~07 59E-04 74E-05 
MATt 505 13EH2 t2E+l1 4980 00 
1'1t1 fl ~}06 13E-t 1~~ 12E+11 1939 00 
MrHt 507 13E+t2 12F.:+lt 4980 00 
U\Oft 2B19 401 101 429 
CROLl 2820 402 429 4:50 
U.:Oft 28~~1 403 430 115 
CONM~~ 101 tOl 15 97,l., 
CONM2 115 115 15 976 
CONM2 429 42~;> 376 000 
CONM2 4:~0 430 376 000 
ENDDArA 
-EOR- -
I NIl or DYABBA 
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t;lf'lld or 11STlNG 01 IIYI.:1IIHI 
HLGIN Ielll K 
'I> Dtt r Ii FOH H/iDIttL HIB CONF ((JURA fION 
'I, rNCllJD1NG C U:ClIMn- r,E N 1 r iii HOOP 
~) tNCI.lJIHNG CENfRAL FEED M/~ST 
'I> 1 NCLlJlIINfJ F- [1:-0 fI sur-r'OF\l SHWS 
'I> NO OF RH-cS I [I (fiME n-::RI FOCAL LENGfH/D1A - 24 100 00 1 00 
(iinD 10 0 00 0 00 0 00 
GIUD 11 0 00 0 00 100 00 
-I, em (111 lCf'lr, EI EMEN181 MESH Mf'lSS FOR rOIl t 
mnn tot 0 00 8 :5-5 17 
(I~, rIl :I O~' 0 00 16 67 69 
GI;: 11.1 103 0 00 25 00 1 ~':;6 
(';ln11 104 0 00 ~:~ 33 r, 78 L 
G\;:IlJ 10!-J 0 00 41 67 4 ,34 
(';I~ [II 106 0 00 ~o 00 6 ~~5 
CD/il;: 101 101 10 101 11 ~:-
CI-eAF, to~-' l02 101 t02 11 2 
CBM< 10,~ 103 102 103 11 ,.., • 
CI:!AF, :104 104 103 104 11 2 
CBAI~ to~ 10!-j 104 10~j 11 ,.., , 
CHAr< l06 106 l05 106 11 " ~o 
CONM~~ 101 101 1 821 
CONM2 102 10~~ 3 6~H 
CONM~~ 10,5 103 ~_~OO 
CONM~~ 104 104 7 3"17 
C()NM~~ 105 105 9 291 
CONM~~ 106 106 5 1~~9 
-~ mODI liAr, ELn'IENTSI MESH MASS FOF< RJI:! 2 
G\;:tD 201 2 16 8 05 17 
(-lInn ~\O~ 4 31 l6 10 69 
GRID 203 6 47 24 15 t ~-) .L, 
(~I, fIl 204 B 63 32 20 '") ,. 78 
Olnrl 205 10 78 40 25 4 34 
OI<III ~~06 12 94 48 30 6 25 
CBAI::: 201 101 10 201 It ,.., .. 
CleAI, ~O~\ l02 20l ~O~ :11 2 
CleAr< 203 :103 ~· .. O~ £'03 II ~~ 
CBAR 204 104 203 204 11 ,.., .. 
CHAr, 205 105 204 205 11 2 
CHAR ?06 :106 205 206 II ,., ,~ 
CONM2 201 201 1 82l 
C()Nt-I~' 20~ ~'O2 3 6~1 
CONM2 20,5 203 I::-;:;J 500 
CONM2 204 204 7 ~"l7 
LONt-12 205 205 9 291 
COm1~~ ~~06 206 5 1~9 
,~ GrOIl1 liAr, ELEMENl SI MESH MASS For, RUe ,~ 
GRnl 301 4 17 7 ,..", L. '0 17 
(H,IfI 30~ 8 33 14 43 69 
GRILl ,303 1 ~~ 50 21 65 1 56 
~ (;In II 304 16 67 ~'8 87 2 78 
/ (11.:1[1 305 20 83 36 08 4 :~4 
<31011 306 ,..,.,. 1. .. ,1 00 4~ 30 6 r,.,. L ... 1 
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CBAt:;: 301 101 10 ,501 11 ~ , 
ClIAR :~O~ 1 O~ 301 30~ 11 " J~ CIlfiF~ ~~03 103 ~;;()~' :;;O~~ 11 ' > l_ 
CHAt:;: ,304 104 :5 () ,3 ,304 11 ~ , 
CfIAF~ :~05 10!:J 304 305 11 ,> l_ 
Cfll-iR :~()6 106 305 :~Of> 1 1 " l~ CmH1~~ ,301 ,301 1 8~~1 
C()Nrl~ :50;2 :~O~' :~ 6~, 1 
CONM~~ 30,3 30,3 t::" oJ 500 
C()Nrl~' 304 :~04 7 :~/7 
CON112 :~05 :~O!"i <) ~<}1 
C(JNM~~ ,506 ,~06 ,-,J 1 ~~.,. 
<I, DRJII, Fll-ir~ [I F.:MFN1S, MHHI MAGS ~ nr~ R I II ~~4 
()I~ [Tf ~'40 1 --2 16 El ()~ .. ; 17 
GI:;:ID ~~40~~ -4 31 16 10 6'J 
BinD ~'403 --6 4/' ~'4 11::-.oJ 1 ~,6 
(lIn Tf ~'404 - f3 f>3 _Ol''t ~~o r, 18 .. '). A_ 
(JI~ I D ~~405 -10 78 40 r.,c: ... J 4 :~4 
GI:;:ID ~406 - 1 ~~ 94 48 30 6 I't .. l .' 
CIIAF, ~"'4()1 1 () 1 10 ;'401 Ll '") l_ 
CIIAr~ ~4();' 1()~ ;'401 ;'40;.' 11 ' > ,-
CHAI, ;~40,5 10:5 240~~ ~~40,5 11 ." , t 
CIIAF~ :"404 104 ~'40~~ ~'404 1 1 ~~ 
CIIM~ ~'40~J 1 O~i ~"\04 ;'40~, 11 r) A_ 
CBAR 2406 106 ~'\O5 ~~40,S 11 .-, , 
(,ONM2 ~401 ;'401 1 B~'l 
( ONM~~ ;'40~ ~'4 0;' :~ f>~, 1 
C()NM~ ~"'40~ ;'403 ~, !:,OO 
C(JNM~ ~~404 ~~404 7 71 
('ONM~' ;'405 ~40!-, 9 ~.,<) 1 
C()NM~~ ~406 ~~406 ~) 1 ~~,; 
t· CONCENl r.:A 1 Ell rll-iSS rcm HUll 
U)NM~ 10 10 ll73 911 
<I. I:;:IB PROPI::RTIL-:S, MI~ rEI:;: [I~LS 
l'nAr, 101 1004 <};~F- (4) 01E--0f>4 94f-0f>1 ~"'or - O~i 
"llAR 1 0;2 lO04 n,l: - 046 8~~E--064 ~~~E-061 lH-OS 
I'IIAF~ 103 1004 ~jElE - 041) 64F.:-Of>3 !"J1r-061 O~~ - O~i 
PBM;: 104 1004 421::-046 46E-06~ 791::-069 ~~7E--06 
I 'Ill-ir~ 1 O~, 1004 ~'5E--04f> ~"'ElF.: - Of>~~ OB[--OMl :38E-06 
"!II-iR 106 1004 081:-()4f> 09r --Of> 1 .~t')[--067 49[-06 
MIH1 1007 OOF. I-t 0 1 OOEHO 1 94E1 O:~ 
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'to HOOP GFnrl, ELEME.Nl ~), PF<OPFF< 1 TEE; ANI I MAlnUALS 
GHID L!" ,J 0 00 0 00 6 25 123456 
(,In D 150 6 53 49 57 6 "\1:-L.J 
CBAr.: 100001 200 106 150 :s '" -
CHAF.: 100002 ~~oo 150 206 1:.-~) · ) A_ 
(,Inn ~'~o 19 13 46 19 6 I"\r-• ,J 
CBAI;: 100003 ~~oo 206 250 !j .... , 
Clef"lF-: 100004 ~OO ~~o :~O6 ~! '") .. 
(';Inn :~50 30 44 39 6/ 6 .... t-
· " CHAR 100005 ~~oo 306 350 ~- '" ,J .. 
CleAR 100006 200 350 406 5 '") A. 
('I.:IlI 4!10 39 67 :~o 44 6 '"\e" L ~) 
CBAR 100007 200 406 450 L!" ,J .... 
Cllf"lR 100008 ~OO 450 506 5 · ) < • 
Ginn ~50 46 19 19 1 :5 6 ....... • ~I 
CBAR 100009 200 :,"j06 550 .... '" ~.I , 
CHAF-: 100010 700 ~,50 606 5 r) .. 
('Inn 650 49 57 t., 53 b r,'" 
• .. I 
CHAI=< 100011 200 606 650 :s 
,.., 
, 
Cllf"IF.: 10001~ 200 650 706 5 r) .. 
(lInn 7~0 49 57 -6 ~j3 t.) ,'\£ .. 
• ;;J 
CHAI;: 10001.3 200 706 750 ~5 r, , 
Cllf"lR 100014 ~OO 750 806 5 .') ,. 
('I.:1D 850 46 19 . 19 13 6 r, ... "_",,J 
CBAR 100015 200 806 850 5 '" .. 
CIIAR 100016 200 850 906 5 .') A. 
OI.:1D 950 39 6/ ·-30 44 6 rHO': 
• .. I 
CBAR 100017 200 906 950 0::' ..... ,J ~ 
CIIAR 100018 ~'OO 950 1006 ~ ., .~ 
nrnn 1 o !,;'i 0 30 44 -:W 67 6 r' .... L..I 
CH~~R 100019 200 1006 1050 0::- ... ,J I.. 
('~eAF< 100020 ~OO 1050 11.06 0: ''> ,J ,. 
(-;1.:1 D U50 19 13 ·-46 19 6 25 
CBr;R 100021 200 1106 1150 5 '" I.. 
CIIAR 1000~~ ~OO 1150 1 ~06 ~ r, l. 
ol.:Jn 1~~50 6 53 -49 57 l> ~~ 
CHAt;: 10002,3 200 1206 1250 I.. ,) ~;.. 
CIIAR 100074 ~OO 1 ~~~,O 1306 ~J .') l. 
(.;lnD 1350 -6 5:~ ·49 57 6 "'\1:" /.',.J 
CHAt;: 100025 200 1.506 1,550 0::' '" ,J , 
CIIAF< 1000~~6 ~~OO 1350 1406 ~J · ) l. 
OI.:1n 1450 -19 13 -46 19 6 r't ,,_, J 
CBr;R 100027 200 1406 1450 :s '" I 
CIIAR 100028 200 1450 1506 !1 · ) A. 
HInD 1550 -30 44 - 3<) 67 6 r .. t .. •• ,J 
CHAr.: 100029 ~~OO 150/:> 1550 0::' .... ,) ,. 
CIcAF< 100030 ~oo 1550 1606 ~ ''> ,. 
OI<IrI 1650 -39 67 - 30 44 6 ~\5 
cnAH 100031 200 1606 1650 ~:j .... I 
CIIAR 100032 ~oo 16~0 1 -J{\' :, '") .I ~ V\JI , . 
(';Inn j 750 --46 19 .- j 9 1 :~ 6 .... t-L .. I 
CHAt;: 1000:53 200 1706 1750 0::' '" ,J , 
CHAR 100034 ~~OO 1750 1806 1:.-.J • .> .. 
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(';!~ III 1 El!"JO --4<; ~7 - 6 ,- ~ ~,~ 6 rH::-l_ .... 
CBAI~ 1000,35 200 1806 18:"50 5 ..... , 
CHAr.: 100036 200 1850 1906 5 " 
.-
(·'HID 1950 - 49 ~)7 6 ~3 6 ""11:." L.-.' 
CBAR 100037 200 1906 1950 0::-.... e 
C{<f'\H 100038 700 J950 200b 5 2 
(;:OD ~'050 -46 19 19 13 6 '''It .. .c_ .• J 
CBAR 100039 200 ~~006 2050 0::- r, d '. 
CI<Ar.: 100040 ;'00 ;'O~jO ~'106 ~ ! ., 
.-
flr.:ID 2150 <1,9 67 :~O 44 6 ~~ 
CBAR 100041 200 ~~ 10<'-> ~?150 ,::-'-' .-. ,: 
CI<f'\H 100042 ;'00 2150 ~'20b 5 ' > .,-
()!,HI ~~~~O -30 44 39 b7 b ""E"· ._ ....
CBI~R 100043 ~?OO 2~206 ~~250 ~:j .-, ,. 




(';I~ [lI 2:~~!() --19 13 46 19 6 ..... 0::-._ .... 
CJ<Ar.: 10004~) 200 ;'306 2350 ~:; 
I NIl OF lI"YI~ll<llI-
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f) r AI-;: 1 01 flYC 1 
X-{CGIN HULK 
'Ii TITLE == MF'TEGT 
(31nll 100000 0 00 0 00 .. , 23 1~3456 A_ 
$ GRIDWORK 
ornn :111111 0 000 0 000 0 000 1~~34~6 
GRID 111112 4 457 0 000 281 1~3456 
Ol<HI ~111.12 -4 457 0 000 ~8t 1~3456 
Gr.'HI 11.1113 8 841 0 000 1 105 1234~6 
OI<III ~1111.3 --0 841 () 000 1 105 123456 
GRID 111~11 0 000 4 457 281 123456 
rmIIt 21.1211 0 000 -4 457 281 123456 
GRIIt 111~1~ 4 457 4 457 562 123456 
(";1< III 211~'1 ~~ -4 457 4 457 56~ 123456 
GRID 31121~ --4 457 -4 457 562 123456 
(.;r<III 411~12 4 4~,7 -4 457 562 123456 
GI~"[D ltlZ!13 8 841 4 457 1 386 1234~=j6 
(,1< III 211213 -8 841. 4 457 1.386 123456 
(11< III 311~'1 :5 -8 841 -4 457 1 386 1~3456 
GIHn 411~13 8 841 -4 457 1. 386 1~3456 
(IInIt 1.11:511. 0 000 a 841. 1 105 123456 
Gr<In ~11311 0 000 -8.841 1 105 1~3456 
GIUD 11131~~ 4 457 8 841 1 386 1234~56 
GI<In ~1131;2 -4 457 8.84:1 1 386 1234~,6 
(:)1 < I It 311.~12 -4 457 -8 841. 1 386 123456 
GI~ I D 411312 4 457 -8 841 1 386 123456 
01<] n 1~11.11 0 000 0.000 8 840 123456 
tmIn 1~~111~' 4 457 0 000 9.121 1234~6 
GRID 2~1112 -4 457 0 000 9 121 1234~i6 
nl<HI 121113 8 841 0 000 9 945 123456 
OlUIt 221.113 -8 841 0 000 9 945 1~3456 
GRID 1~~1211 0 000 4 457 9 121 123456 
(jlnD ~21:211 0 000 -4 457 9 121 123456 
(:;I<ID 1~1.21~ 4.457 4 457 9 40~ 123456 
GI~"[ D 221~1~~ -4 457 4 457 9 402 123456 
OI<ID :~~1~12 -4 457 --4 457 9 40~ 123456 
W<IlI 4~~1.~1~ 4 457 -4 457 9 402 123456 
GRID 121213 8 841 4 457 10 2~{) 123456 
C11<ID 2~1.:213 -8 841 4.457 10 2:26 1~3456 
(31<IfI 3~~1~~13 -8 841 -4 457 10.~~6 1~~3456 
GIUD 421213 8.841 -4 457 10 226 1234~6 
(31 < III 1~1.311. 0 000 8 841 9 945 1.2:~456 
OI<ID 2:2133.1 0 000 -8 841 9 945 1:23456 
GRHI 12131:2 4 457 8 841 10 226 1234~j6 
nrnn :2:2131 ~~ -4 457 a 841 10 2~6 1:23456 
GI<In 3~~:I:51:2 -4 457 -8 841 10 2~6 1:23456 
GIi:HI 42L31~~ 4 457 -8 841 10 226 123456 
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C flAI.: 110001 999911 Jl1L11 11111~1 0 0 0 0 0 
t 1 j 0001 ~ic) 4~}6 
(; I If'll.: 11 OOO~' 9(1991 :I 1:11112 :I 1:1 :113:1 0 0 0 0 0 
+110002 56 4~)6 
C {1f'lF.: :I 1 OOO:~ 999911 1:1:1;'11 j1121~:1 () 0 0 0 0 
t 1 10()O3 !'.',c) 4~j6 
Cllf'lF< 110()()4 99'i9:1t 11:1~~:I;' 11121:51 0 0 0 0 0 
+110004 ~)6 4:56 
(; 11 f'lF< 1 1 0 0 () ~:} 9S)991 j 111:511 11 :I ::1.;'1 0 0 0 0 () 
+ 1 1 O()O~j 56 456 
Cllf'lR 1JOO06 999911 n1311 111;~111 0 0 0 () 0 
~110006 56 456 
ClIAF.: 1LOO07 9999:11 :I J :I ;~:I :I 1113113 0 0 0 0 0 
t 11 OOOl 51) 4::,c) 
C 11f'lF': 11000B 999911 :l1111.~ 1112121 0 0 0 0 0 
+110008 !56 456 
(,I1f'lR 110009 999911 11.1;,'1~ 111:H21 0 0 0 0 0 
+t10009 56 456 
ClIAF< 11.00:10 999911 :111113 111;~131 0 0 0 0 0 
H 10010 56 456 
CHf'lF< 1lOOJ1 9(J9911 111111 ~111t~1 0 0 0 0 0 
I '1100J 1. 4::,6 ~,6 
CBAR 1100t~~ 999911 ~~tt11~~ 2111131.0 0.0 0.0 
t 'I 100 1 ~; 4~6 56 
CJIAF< 110013 999911 111211 ;~11~1 ;~1 0 0 0 0.0 
-, 
+11001-3 4!56 !56 
Cllf'lR 11.001-l 999911 ;~:I:I~'12 2112131 0 0 0 0 0 
+110014 456 !56 
(,,11f'lR :l1.00:l~, 999911 111311 2:1131;'1 0 0.0 0 0 
tJl00:l5 4::,6 ~,6 
CIIf'lR :110016 99991.:1 ?11112 21:1 ;~1;~:I 0 0 0 0 0 
+110016 456 !56 
CIIAr< 1 100:17 99991:1 ?1 121~~ 21131?1 0 0 0 0.0 
+110017 456 56 
C Hf'lF< 11001B 999911 ~1Jll:5 211 ~131 0 0 0 0 0 
+110018 456 56 
CI-IAF< :1.10019 999911 ~11211 3112:1~1 0 0.0 0 0 
t110019 456 56 
CHf'lF< 110()~0 999911, 311;~12 311~1:'H 0 0 0 0 0 
+110020 456 56 
CHAR 1100;'1 999911 211311 31131;~1 0 0.0 0 0 
+110021 456 56 
CllAR 1:100~~ 999911 111111 ;~112111 0 0 0 0 0 
+110022 456 56 
CHAF< 110()23 999911 ~t:I~~11 ~11311l 0 0 0 0 0 
+11002,5 456 56 
CHf'lF< 110024 999911 211112 31121~1 0 0 0 0 0 
+110024 4'56 56 
CflAR 110025 999911 311212 311:5121 0 0 0 0 0 
t :I 1 ()0;~5 456 56 
CHAF< 1100?6 999911 211:113 31:1 21,31 0 0 0 0.0 
+110026 456 56 
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--... 
CleAr< 11 ()()~'7 999911 ;'11~:ll 411;~1 ~~1 () () 0 0 0 
+110027 4~56 56 
CleAr.: 1100~~B 999911 411~1? 411 ;~131 0 0 0 0 0 
+1100213 456 56 
CleM.: 1100~9 999'111 ;~11311 411~~121 0 () 0 0 0 
tl10()~9 456 ~j6 
CleM.: l10030 9'19911 11111;~ 411?1 ;'1 0 0 0 0 0 
+ t 100,50 '4~J6 56 
CleAr< 110031 999911 411 ;~1~' 41131~~1 0 0 0 0 0 
+tt0031 456 56 
(;Ietlr< 11()03~·' 999911 11111.3 411~1 :~1 0 0 0 0 0 
H t0032 456 56 
CleAr< 120001 999911 1~1111 1~'t11?l 0 0 0 0 0 
t 1 ~0001 ~6 456 
CleAn 12000~~ 9(}9911 1;~111~ 1~'11131 0 0 0 0 0 
+t2000~~ 56 4!56 
ClItlR 120003 </99911 1 ~';1;'11 1~~12:1~~:I 0 0 0 0 0 
+t2000.3 56 456 
ClItlr< 120004 99991:1 121 ;)1;' 1~~12131 0 0 0 0 0 
+t20004 56 456 
ClItlr< 120005 9999:1.1 1213:1:1 12131 ~)l 0 () 0 0 0 
t 1 ~~0005 56 4~!6 
CleAr< 120006 9'19911 :I~~:l111 1~~1211 :I. 0 0 0 0 0 
--
+120006 56 4~6 
(,leAn 12()007 999<J11 1~~1;~11 1;'13111 0 0 0 0 0 
+t2000; 56 456 
CHAR 12000B 999911 1~~111.;~ :I.~'12121 0 0 0 0 0 
+1200013 56 456 
CIeAr.: 120009 999'111 :I ;'1;~:l.2 1213121 0 0 0 0 0 
tl20009 56 456 
CleAR 120010 99991.1 1;'1.11:~ 1;'1?:I :~:I 0 0 0 0 0 
+t20010 56 456 
CleAr< 1;.'0011 999911 :I 21.:1 :1.:1 ~2:1 1:1 ~t 0 0 0 0 0 
H20011 456 56 
CleAR 1;~0012 9999t1 2;>:1.:1 12 ;'~' 1. :1.:1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
+t2001~~ 456 !56 
CleAr< 1~'OO:l3 999911 1;'1211 221~t21 0 0 0 0 0 
t1~0013 456 56 
CleAR 1 ~~0()14 999911 ;~~t?12 2212131 0 0.0 0 0 
+120014 456 56 
CElAf.: 120015 999911 12t~H1 ;·'213121 0 0 0 0 0 
+12001~) 456 56 
r:leAn :120016 999911 ~21112 2212121 0 0 0 0 0 
+t~~0016 456 56 
CleAR 120017 999911 2~~1~1~" ;~;'131;~:I 0 0 0 0.0 
t1;~OO17 456 ~!6 
CleAR 1~0018 999911 ~;~1113 2~:l2131 0 0 0 0 0 
I-t200t8 456 56 
CleAn 12()O:l9 99'1911 ~;'1;~11 32:1.2:1 ;~:I 0 0 0 0 0 
+120019 456 56 
CreAR 120()~;0 999911 3~1~:l2 3;~1~'L5:1 0 () 0 0 0 
+:120020 456 56 
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CI-IAH 1~'00~1 999911 ~)21~11 :~213121 0 0 0 0 0 
t1~'0021 45b ~,6 ... 
CHAR 120022 999911 121111 2212111 0 0 0 0 0 
t 120022 456 56 
ClIAF< 120023 99991 :I 2~12:11 2213'111 0 0 0 0 0 
+120023 456 56 
Cllf-"'lH 120024 999911 221112 3212121 0 0 0 0.0 
+120024 456 56 
CHAF.: 120025 999911 ~~21212 ~~~13121 0 0 0 0 0 
t I 2002~J 456 ~J6 
CHAR 120026 999911 221113 3~12131 0 0 0 0 0 
+1~~0026 456 56 
CHAH 120027 999911 221211 4212121 0 0 0 0 0 
+120027 456 56 
CHAR 1~0028 999911 421.~12 4212131 0 0 0 0 0 
+120028 456 56 
CHAR 1~'0029 999911 2~~1311 4~~1~H21 0 0 0 0 0 
tl20029 456 56 
CHAF< 120030 999911 121112 4;"12121 0 0 0 0 0 
+120030 456 56 
CHAR 120031 99991 :I 421212 4~13121 0 () 0 0 0 
+120031 456 56 
CIIAR 120032 999911 1.~1113 4212131.0 0 0 0 0 
+ 1 ~~00,)2 456 56 
"'t> VE.R1ICAL BE.AMS 
CHAR 120033 999962 :111111 1211110 0 1 0 0 0 
+12003,) 56 456 
CllAR 1~0034 999962 111112 12:111~~0 0 1 0 0 0 
+120034 56 456 
CHAR 120035 999962 211112 2211120 0 1 0 0 0 
+120035 !56 456 
CHAF, 120036 999962 111113 1211130 0 1 0 0 0 
+1~~0036 56 456 
CIIAF< 120037 999962 211113 ;~2:111~0 0 1 0 0 0 
+120037 56 456 
CIIAR 1;~OO~~8 999962 111211 1?12110 0 1 0 0 0 
+120038 56 456 
Cllf-"'lF.: 1200~~9 999962 211211 2~~12110 0 1 0 0 0 
+120039 56 456 
Cflf-"'IR :120040 999962 1 11~~1;~ 1 ;'12120.0 1 0 0 0 
+120040 56 456 
CHAR 120041 9999b2 2:1121~~ ~~2121.20 0 :I 0 0 0 
+120041 56 456 
CIlf-"'lR 1 ~'0042 999962 3112:12 3~)1 ;~ 1 ?O 0 1 0 0 0 
+120042 56 4~)6 
CHAR 120043 999962 411212 421~~120 0 1 0 0 0 
+12004:5 56 4::56 
CIIAH 120044 9999/);~ 11121~~ 1;~1;"130 0 1 0 0 0 
+120044 56 456 
Cllf-"'lR 120045 9999b2 ?11213 22121~~0 0 1 () 0 () - ~ 
+120045 56 456 
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CI{AR j ~~OO46 99996';' 311;~13 3~~12j30 0 1 0 0 0 
+120046 56 456 
CHAR 120047 999962 4112:13 4;:1';'1~0 0 1 0 0 0 
+1~0047 56 456 
Cf{AF< 120048 999962 111311 1213110 0 1 0 0 0 
+120048 56 456 
CBAR 1~0049 99996~ 211311 2~13110 0 1 0 0 0 
+120049 56 456 
CDAR 1200~0 99996~ 11131~ :1213120 0 1 0 0 0 
+120050 56 456 
CHAR 1;~005:1 999962 2:11312 2213120 0 1 0 0 0 
+120051 ::56 456 
CI{AF< l.~0()5~ 9!J996~ 3l.1~5j2 3;~1:~:l20 () 1 0 0.0 
+1~~005~ 56 456 
CHAR 1~0053 999962 41131~ 4~1..3120 0 1 0 0 0 
+12005,3 56 4~'5(:> 
1> HORIZONTtal TlTAGONtaLS 
CI::':OD 140001 888811 111111 111~1~ 
CI<Ofl l.4000? 8888:1 :I 11 1211. 111:1.12 
CROD 150001 888811 12111t 1~~12t;' 
CI,Ofl l.50002 888811 :I ;~1~11 1~~1:11;~ 
CROD 14000.3 888811 11 t 112 tlt~1) 
Cf<Ofl :140004 8888:1:1 :111212 1111:1.3 
CROD 1!50003 88881t 1211t2 12t~1.3 
Ci<OD :150004 8A8Ell.l :I~"'l;~l~ l. ~ l. l. :1.3 
CI::':OD 140005 888811 111211 11131.2 
c~<ml :l400()6 888811 111311 11.1~j2 
CHOD t50005 88881t 1~1211 12131~ 
CI<OD :I ~iOO06 8888:11 1~13jl 1 ;~1212 
CI-:01l 140007 888811 :lJl111 ~':ll~:l2 
CI::':OD 140008 888811 211112 111~11 
CI<OD 1 4000S> 888811 :I ~~:I :111 ~~~~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 
CHOD 140010 888811 2~1 11~ 121211 
CI<UfI :14001:1 88El8:11 1:11111 3:11~12 
CI<OD 14001~~ 80BBll 2:1111~ 2:1121:1 
CHOD 140013 888811 121111 .3~1~1~ 
CIWD 14001-l BBElBl t ~,~-.tl 12 ~~~'12:1 1 
CHOD 14001~J 888811 111111 411~1? 
CiWD :1400:16 888011 1:111 1~ ';':112:11 
CI<OD 140017 B8El811 1;'1111 4~':l212 
CF<OD 140018 888811 1~111~~ ~~12l1 
crWfI 140019 808811 ;'11112 ~~1 1~:I 3 
CI::':OD 140020 888811 ~11113 ~11~1 ~. 
CI<f)ll 1 400~' 1 AB8Al:1 ~~;'Jll~ ;~21213 
cl<on l400~~~ 8n88ll 2~1113 ~'?:l212 
CI::':OlJ ' 1 400~~.3 888811 ~~11t1~~ ,51 1~1,~ 
Cl<OfI :I 400~~4 8Bfl81:1 ;'11113 311~1~ 
CHOD 140025 888811 221112 .32121 "5 
CI\o1I 1400~6 8888:1l. ~';'l.11:~ 3~"j ~"1 ~ 
CI<OfI 1 400~i' B888:11 11111~' 411 ~1:~ 
CHOD 140028 888811 11111.3 41 1~1 ;' 
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CfWfI 1400~~9 088811 12111~' 4~1213 
GIi:OD 1400-50 888811 1~111~5 42121~_' 
Cf\oII 140031 888811 111211 ~~11312 
CIWfJ 14003~' 888811 ~11~12 111311 
GROD 140033 888811 121211 22131? 
CI~OD 140034 888811 ~2121~ 121311 
GROD 140035 888811 ~11211 31131~ 
C~~Oll 140036 888811 31121~ ~11311 
CI~l1D :140037 888811 ;~~~1~1.1 3~131~ 
GROD 140038 888811 ~521212 ~21311 
Cr~OD 140039 888811 ;'11211 411312 
GROD 140040 888811 41121~ ~1 1311 
CI\oD 14004l 888811 ~-'~'121 1 4~1312 
CI<OLl 14004~ 888811 42121~ ~~1311 
$ t,.'ERTICAL D I AGON~~L S 
cmm 160001 888811 1~1111 111112 
GI"\OD 16000~ 888811 121112 111111 
CI~nfl 160003 888811 121111 111211 
GIi:Ofl 160004 888811 121211 111111 
CIWD 160005 888811 1~111~ 1:11113 
GIi:OD 160006 888811 121113 1111:1e' 
CI\oD :160007 888811 1~1211 111311 
GIi:OD 160008 888811 1~~131 1 111211 
CI~DII 160009 888811 1~1211 11121;~ 
CIi:OD 160010 888811 12121~ 1 1 1~1 I 
Cr~OD 16001'1 888811 1~1112 111~12 
CIi:OD 160012 888811 1~1212 11111 ~ 
CI~DII 16001.3 888811 1~1~1~ 111~13 
CROD 160014 888811 121213 11121~' 
cr\ofI 160015 88B811 12121;' 1l131;~ 
GROD 160016 888811 121312 11121~ 
C~~Ofl 160017 888811 :I ;'1311 :111312 
GROD 160018 888811 121312 111311 
CI~OD 160019 DU8811 1~~1113 1:I.1~13 
GROD 160020 888811 1~1~13 111113 
CI\oD ~60001 888811 1~1111 ~11112 
CIi:OD ~60002 888811 22111~ 111111 
CI~OD ;' 60()()~~ B88811 ~~111~~ ~11113 
CROD ~60004 888811 ~~21 113 ~1111 ';' 
(,fWD ;"60005 B88811 lc'1211 211~12 
CROD 260006 888811 2~1~12 11 1~11 
(;I,OD ;"60007' 888Bll ~';~1112 ;.'11212 
CIWD ~'60008 888811 ~~~"1.~1~ 2111:12 
CIi:OD 2/.>0009 888811 2~~ t 21 ~~ 2112U> 
CIWD ~'60010 BB8Bll. c'~ l. 21 ~~ 21121~ 
CI:::OD ~60011 888811 ~~~1~12 21131~' 
CIWD ;.'6001~ 888811 ~'~~131~~ ;~1 1212 
C~<OfJ ~'60013 888811 121~Hl ~113l.2 
GIi:OD ~60014 888811 2~1312 111-311 
C~~OD ;"600 1 ~j 888811 2;.'1113 ;'11213 
GROD 260016 888811 2~1213 21111:~ 
cr\On ~~60001 888811 l~'llll. ~1l.~1:1. 
CI\oD 36000;~ 8B8811 ;~;.'1211 11.1111 
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CI~O[l 360003 888811 221211 2113t1 
rl~OD ~60004 888811 ;'~'t311 211~'11 
CHOD ,560005 8BB811 ~;~~1211 ,31t21~ 
U<OD 360006 888811 3;'1;~12 211;~11 
CI<OD 360007 808811 2~111~~ ~11~~1;~ 
CHOD 360008 888811 3~~ 1 ~~ 12 21t11~' 
C~~OD 360009 888811 321212 31:1 ~~13 
CI:;:OD ,360010 8888tl 321 ~~ 1.3 ,31121;:-
CI~OD 360011 88881:1 :~;'1212 :H 1312 
rl~OII :5600 1~' 880811 J~·'1312 311;>1 ;~ 
CI,OD .. ~60013 888811 221311 ,3t131~' 
CI,Ofl 360014 8OB811 3;~1312 211311 
CI:;:OII 360015 888811 22111.3 31121.3 
crwlI :~c)0016 888811 3~~1;.'13 ~1:Il1.3 
CI~Oll 460001 B80811 ;;'2121.1 4:1 1;~12 
CI:;:OD 460002 888811 421212 211211 
cl~on 46000~ 888811 1;.'11:1~) 41 1~~1;~ 
CI~OD 460004 888811 421212 11111~' 
Cl-~url 460005 888811 4;~12j 2 411213 
CI<OD 460006 880811 421213 'l1121;~ 
CI~OD 460007 888811 421~212 4113];' 
(,1~0l1 460008 8B8811 4;~1312 411.2:1 ;~ 
,--.. CROD 460009 888811 221:51 1 41131 ~' 
Cf<On 460010 8888:1.1 4;'1312 ;;':1:1.311 
CI~OD 46001:1 8888:1.1 :I;~U.l:5 411;~:l3 
CHon 460012 888811 421213 l111L~ 
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, BEAM PROP[R1TES 
1'lJEAM 999911 911 3 9E-04 j ~E-07 1 ~~-07 0 ~ 5E --07 0 +99991:11 
.... t<J999111 +9999:1 1 ~\ lJ1 
+:- t9999112NO o 5 3 9E-04 1 2E-07 1 2E-07 0 2 5E-07 0 +9999tt~ 
t9999113NO 1 0 3 9E-04 1 ~E-07 1 2E-07 0 2 5E--07 0 
1"IIEAM 999912 91l 0 0 0 0 0 0 of 9('1991~1 
t9999121 -t 99991~\~ 
t <J999122NO o 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 +99991 ~~3 
t<J999123Nn t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MATt 911 1 4Etl1 2 tEtl0 3 OE-01 t 9Et03 0 0 0 
1-'l{EAM <J9996t 91~ ~ 1r-04 1 ~E-09 1 5E-09 0 3 OE --09 0 +9999611 
t9999611 +9999612 
t<i99961~NO o 5 5 1E-04 1 5E-09 1 5[-09 0 3 Of --09 0 -t99996:13 
t<i999613NO 1 () 5 1E-04 1 5E-09 1 ~E-09 0 3 OE-09 0 
1'!lEAM 99996~ 912 9 9E-04 5 7E-09 5 7E-09 0 1 1E-08 0 1 99996~\1 
t <J9996~1 1 99996~\~~ 
t<i999622NO o 5 9 9E-04 5 7E-09 ~ 7E-09 0 1 1 E--08 0 +99996~~:~ 
t 99996~:~NO 1 0 9 9[-04 5 7[-09 5 7[-09 0 1 lE-08 0 
I 'Ill::. AM 999963 912 0 0 0 0 0 0 +999963:1 
t9999631 of 999963~~ 
t 999963;"NO o ~I () 0 0 0 0 0 -t 99996~~3 
t9999633NO 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MATl 912 1 4E+l1 2 lEttO 3 OE-Ot 1 9E+03 0 0 0 
• Ron PROPERTIES 
l'l<on 8888:11 811 1 3E-04 2 7E-09 0 0 
PROD 888812 811 0 0 0 0 
MAll 81:1 1 4E111 2 lE+l0 3 OE-Ol 1 9E+03 0 0 0 
HATl 812 t 4Etl1 2 lE+l0 3 OE-Ot t 9Et03 0 0 O. 
) 
! 
<~ CONCf"NTf<ATElI MASSES FROM SURFACE ARRflY 
CONM2 111111 11t111 00::' 
CONM;~ 1:I11t2 111112 O()~, 
C()NM~~ ~~11112 .2t111~~ O()~-j 
CONM2 111:113 111113 005 
CONM2 211113 211113 005 
CONM2 111~~11 111211 005 
CONM2 211211 211211 005 
CONM2 11t212 111212 0()5 
CONM~ 211212 ~~11212 005 
CONM~~ 311212 311212 005 
CONM2 411212 411212 00::' 
CONM2 111213 111~13 005 
CONM~; 211~~13 21121,3 .00':' 
CONM2 311213 311~13 005 
CI)NM~ 411213 411213 005 
C()NM~~ 111311 11 1~H 1 00::' 
CONM2 211311 211311 005 
CONM2 111312 111312 005 
CONM2 211312 211312 005 
CONM2 311312 311312 OO~) 
CONM2 4113t2 411..312 OO':J 
CONM2 1~1111 121111 4 6Ell 
CONM2 121112 12111~~ 4 681 
CONM2 221112 221112 4 6Ell 
CllNM2 121113 1211.1:~ 4 6Ell 
CONM~~ 221113 221113 4 681 
CONM2 :121211 1;~121 1 4 6Ell 
CONM2 221211 221211 4 681 
CONM2 121212 121212 4 681 
CONM2 221212 221212 4 6Ell 
CONM2 321212 321212 4 6n1 
CONM2 421212 421212 4 6Ell 
CON1-t2 121213 121213 4 681 
CONM2 221213 221213 4 681 
CONM2 321213 321213 4 681 
CONM2 421213 421213 4 681 
CONM~~ 121311 121311 4.6Ell 
CONM2 221311 221311 4 681 
CllNM2 121312 :121312 4 6Ell 
CClNM2 221312 221312 4 681 
CONM2 321312 321312 4 681 
CClNM2 421312 421312 4 681 
$ GRAVITY LOADINGS 
Gr(AV lOO 0 00 0 00000 0 00000 0 00000 
GI~AV 200 0 00 0.00000 0 00000 0 00000 
$ PARAMETERS 
I-'()RAM ORDPNT 100000 
ENDDATA 
I-NIl OF !IYCT 
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L ,t.:; I I NU 01= DYHC 
JII GIN BULK 
'I, llATA FOR HOOP AND COLUMN CONFIGUR{)fJON 
$ INCLUDtNG FORE STAYS, BACK sr,ws 
--t. tNCLUfilNG CENTF,{)l ST()YS 
<I, HOOF' III flMETEF" COL LINN HEIGHT = 100 00 100 00 
$ COLUi1N GR I D, ELEMENTS AND PROPERTIES 
Gf<IfI :10:1 0 00 0 00 0 00 
GRID t02 0 00 0 00 10 00 
CHflR 101 10:1 101 :102 501 
PHAr, tOt tOOl t7E-Ott 08EI-00l 08E+002 15E+00 
(lI<ID 103 0 00 0 00 ~~O 00 
CBAR t02 102 tO~~ 10,) 501 
I'HAF< 102 1001 50E-017 _ 25E--017 25E-Oll 45E.+00 
GRID 104 0 00 0 00 30 00 
ClIAR 103 103 103 104 501 
PBAR 10,3 tOOl 83E-013 75E-Ot3 75E-Ot7 50E-Ol 
f1r<IfI 105 0 00 0 00 r:~ ~,.:> :n 
CBAR t04 104 104 105 501 
I 'I.I fiR t04 lOOt 40E-O:l8 25E-018 ~':=,E-Ol t 6~E+00 
GRID t06 0 00 0 00 .76 6.7 
CHAR :105 105 105 l06 50:1 
F'BAIi: tO~':; :1001 07E-Ol1. 18E 1-00t 18E+002 35EI-00 
("11;:111 t07 0 00 0 00 100 00 
CBAIi: t06 t06 t06 to.7 501 
I 'lIAR t06 1007 38E-0~~1 ~j3E+00l 53E1003 05E100 
$ CONCENTRATED MASS FOti: COLUMN 
C()NM2 10107 107 ~OO 000 
CONM2 10tOl tOt tOOO 000 
(:ONM2 10104 104 ~3!:, 619 
MrHt loot 32E+ltt 5tEI-10 1 90E 1-0 ~ 
<I· HOOF' GF, 111, ELEMENH;, PROPE:.RTH.B fiND MATERIALS 
GRtD ,: ,J 0 00 0 00 "'")1_-I..,J 00 123456 
(~I-<ID 501 0 00 50 00 25 00 
CBAIi: 501 500 501 50~ 
.' 
CONM2 8501 ~IOl ~'~\ 907 
o Ii: I D ~:i02 1 '-' ,- 94 48 30 25 00 
CHAR 502 500 ::,02 ::,03 ~. ~I 
CONM~~ 850~~ 50~~ -">'-' 907 '( .. l. .. 
(tlnTl 503 ~,,:-l ~, 00 43 :~() ... ,~ A .... 1 00 
CBAR 503 500 ~:i0,5 504 -j 
(,()NM~' 850~ 503 ,.,,'\ 907 A_A 
GR[D 504 3!5 36 35 36 -">t.:-,;',J 00 
CHAr, ~O4 ~OO ~J04 50~1 c· 
" CONN~~ 8504 504 '-'-"> 90.7 I.. ,. 
(,InTI 50!'.! 43 30 ~\r. L ~, 00 ~r.: , d 00 
CBAR ~O~ 500 ~"50~j ~j06 
C;()NMZ' 8::,0~J 50~) -"> .... ';)07 ... ,-
Gli: I D !:i06 48 30 1~ ':14 '""i 1:.-1 __ 1 00 
CHAR 506 500 ~,06 ~,07 c-d 
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C()NM~~ 8506 ~06 ~''"' 907 L.'_
GRID 501 50 00 00 ~~5 00 
CI{M~ 507 500 507 ~08 ~j 
CONM~~ 8507 507 22 907 
(-ilnll 508 48 30 1 ~, - L. 94 ~,C" L .. I 00 
CBAI~ 508 500 508 509 c-.J 
C()Ntl~ 8;;08 ~J08 '"'~ • L. 907 
GlnD 50? 43 30 '"'c:--L...J OO 25 00 
CI{Ar~ ~,09 500 ~J09 510 c-,J 
CONl1~~ 8509 509 '",'"' 907 t._l. ... 
(lIUfI 510 35 36 -:~5 :~6 25 00 
CBIiR 510 500 510 511 ':J 
C()NtI~' 8510 510 ~''"' 907 L.L. 
GI~ [D 511 25 00 -43 30 25 00 
CI{Ar~ ~'jl1 500 511 512 ~) 
C()NM~~ 8:511 511 22 907 
('Jl\IfI 51~ 12 94 --48 30 25 00 
CBAI~ 512 500 51~ 513 '~ 
CONM2 8~J 1 ~~ 512 1'""''"\ 907 L.l_ 
(;1\ I D 513 00 -50 00 '"\J:.,-L>J 00 
CHAR !':Jl3 500 513 514 ~5 
CONM~~ 851~5 :'-j1.5 22 907 
mUD 514 -1~ 9'l -48 :~O ~5 00 
CBIiI~ :514 500 514 515 '" .J ,----- C()NrI~ 8~114 ::114 ~2 907 
GIULt 515 -25 00 -43 30 '"'I: t:- ... J 00 
CHAR 515 ~JOO 515 ~16 c-d 
C()NM~ 851~5 5 t~"5 ~2 907 
(:1-:TfI ~Il (, -35 36 -35 36 ~\5 00 
Cl{Ar~ ~" 6 ~OO ~16 51i' r-d 
cmH1~~ 8516 516 ~~ 907 ... <-
(lInD ~17 - 4:~ 30 -~5 00 ~,C" , >J 00 
CHAF\ 517 ~OO 517 518 c-d 
C()NM~ 8~,1-1 ~17 ~'"' 907 LL. 
Ginn 518 -48 30 -1~ 94 25 00 
Cl{M~ ~ol 0 500 518 519 ~ 
C()NM~2 8518 ~)1 B '""-' 907 L. ,_ 
(lInD 519 -50 00 - 00 ~,C" L. ... J 00 
C 1-< ,;1..: :519 :500 519 520 .: •• J 
( ()NrI~~ 8519 ~J19 7~ 907 
(jl\ tIl 5~~0 --48 ~50 12 94 25 00 
( :I<AF< ~J~O 500 520 ~12j c-d 
C(JNM~~ 8520 ~)20 '""", 907 1. .. 1. .. 
(31n II ~121 --43 :~O ~5 00 ~,,::. , >J 00 
CBAR 521 500 521 1::"1")'''' ..J.: 1_ ",. .J 
(:()NM~~ 85~'1 521 ,.\'\ 907 '.L. 
GI~I [I I_"-'~ ..... f l- J: .. -35 36 35 36 '")1::-l. .... J 00 
CHAR 1:-""'-" ~'( .. A_ ~JOO c."""r') ,,"'-<:'J... 523 ... .. I 
C()NM~~ 8'::-~'-' .. J,-,,_ 5~2 '-',", .c .. ,,:' 907 
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01, fll ~J7' ~~ .... ~\~J 00 43 :~O r\C l ,.1 00 
CW~I, !5 ~~~5 ~)OO ~5~J 5~~4 ') 
CONM;' 8~;;':~ ~,~\:~ '"or, 90'l l_ • 
GI:;; [[I 5~~4 --12 94 48 30 2~5 00 
(,({M, ~,~\4 ~ .. ;OO ~J~~4 ~,Oj r-
" CONM~~ 8~)24 ~)~~4 1""1'-' 901 1.-1.-
l'I{{)f, :'"100 ~,004 GO[-O~W 60E ··061 07L··0~,1 ~'H.· OS 
MtlTt ~j007 01E HOl 01EHO . ., OOE "0,5 ,. 
'I. STAY I-ll 1 I-lCH SYS1EM emlll, ELE"t'lf Nl S 
~, DAfA FOR HOOF' PfHN f 1 
(lin II ;::01 0 00 :';,0 0 00 
PL01EL 1 ~~01 101 201 
r,f{G' ~~20j j OJ 1 ~~:H~)(1 201 
GrnD ,301 0 00 2!5 ,30 00 
I'L 01 EL 130:1 104 301 
RBE~~ ~301 10412,5456 301 
(;1\111 40:1 0 00 :'"10 100 00 
PLOfEL 1401 101 401 
I'l{r.:~" ;::401 1 Oi' 1 ;':54~,() 401 
CROD 12001 200 201 501 
CI\oII 14001 400 40J r,Ol 
~, rrATI~ FOR HOOP POtNT OJ ,. 
(lIn II ~o~ .. 13 48 0 00 
PLOTEL 120~~ lOt 20~~ 
I\lW2 ~20~'I 101 1 2~~4~6 ~~O2 
Gr, HI :50~~ 06 24 ,30 00 
I" llll:-.1 1 3()~' j04 ~~02 
RBF.~~ 2,502 10412:5456 307' 
01<111 4()~' 1 :~ 48 100 O() 
PU) fEL 140~~ 10l 40~~ 
I WE 2 Z'40~' 1 Oi'l ~'34!'.j6 402 
cl:;;orr 1 ~~OO~~ ~~oo 20~~ 50~" 
CI,OII 14002 400 40~~ ~,O2 
<I, rr,irA FOR HOOF' POINT .5 
Olnll ~.'O:~ ~~5 4~~ 0 00 
PLOTEL 1 ~~O:~ 101 ~0,5 
I ,l{[ ~' ;'~03 :I 0:11 ~'34~d) ~~O,~ 
GRHI 303 1 :5 2~~ ,30 00 
I" OTrL 1 :~o~~ :104 ~~03 
RBE~~ ~~,30:5 104 1 ~~:5456 30:l) 
(,I\In 403 ;'5 43 100 00 
PLOTEL 140:~ 107 403 
1'1{E.~ 240~l) j 0'l12~~456 403 
CI:;;OD 1200~ 200 203 50,.,> 
CI<O[l 1400:~ 400 403 503 
~ DAfA F(m HOOP POINT 4 
GI,tll ;~04 35 3£.· ,.1 0 00 
I'IOTEI 1?04 101 204 
RBE~~ 2204 101 1 ~,3456 204 
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(:;lnD ~~04 HI :18 :~O 00 
PLOfEL 1,304 104 ,304 
I,H[~ ~:~04 1041 ~'3456 304 
GI~HI 404 3!5 ~5!) 100 00 
1'1 OTE: L 1404 10i' 404 
RBE2 ~404 1071~~3456 404 
CI,OD 1 ~'004 ~~OO ~~04 ~,J04 
CHO[l 14004 400 404 504 
'," 
llr.Tr. I-flr< ~IDOP POINl ~J 
GI~ID ~O~j 43 ,.,c:-A .. ,.J 0 00 
l'IOTe!. 1~'05 l01 ~~o~, 
RBE2 2205 1011~3456 2()':J 
(-;In 11 305 ~, .... 13 30 00 • .<.. 
PLOfEL L50~) 104 30~) 
I,Ilr;,' ~~50~J :1 041:.:'34:=;6 ~50~j 
GI~rrl 40~) 4,5 ""'t-" & .... J 100 00 
1'1 OTE:L 140!:, 107 405 
RBE2 ~~40~) 107123456 40':' 
Cl<Oll :1~005 ~'OO ~)O~; 50~5 
CHOD 14005 400 40!,"j 50':} 
'I. llr.1A f OF< HOOP f-'O [NT 6 
(11\Ill ;"06 40 1:~ 0 00 
PLOfEL 1206 101 206 
I\ll[~" ~~06 10:1l ~":~456 ;;'06 
GI:;:UI ,506 ~4 06 ,30 00 
1'1 01 EL 1306 104 306 
RBE~ 2,306 10412~5456 ~506 
nl< HI 406 40 13 100 00 
PUJ fEL 1406 101 406 
I\IIE~~ ~'406 1 07l ~'~~4::j6 406 
CI~nD 12006 ~~OO ~~06 506 
Cf<OD 14006 400 406 ~,()6 
'to DATfi FOR HOOP PO [N f 7 
("jl<HI ~~()i' ~jO 00 0 00 
PLOfEL 1~~07 101 ~~07 
I.: I I E:.~' ~"~'07 1 011~~~4~6 ~'()7 
81:;: £D ~501 ""'1_-I. ..... J 00 ,50 00 
1'1 nlfL 1:~01 104 307 
RBE~~ 2307 104123456 30l 
(')I\ID '107 ~O 00 100 00 
PLOfEL 1407 107 407 
I.:IIE~~ 2407 1071~'3456 407 
CI<OII 1~007 700 ~07 ~O7 
CROD 14007 400 407 ::501 
<I. DtlfA rOR HOOP POINT 8 
(31< I 11 ~'08 48 - 1:~ 0 00 
PLOTEL 1208 101 208 
IWE2 ~~208 1 011~~3456 208 
GIHD ,308 24 -- 06 30 00 
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I'LOTE-.! :I :~08 :104 .. ~08 
RBE2 2308 1.041.23456 308 
()Inn 408 48 - 1:~ 100 00 
PLOfF.:L 1408 107 408 
I\I<E~"' ;'408 :I 07:1 ~~~456 408 
CI:;:OD 12008 ~OO ~~08 50a 
CI\o1I :14008 400 408 ~:i08 
'I, DAfA FOR !-lOOP POINT 9 
(31.:IJI ~'09 43 - '"\i:!" L. .. ' 0 00 
PLOfEL 1~09 101 209 
IW[;' 2~~09 101 :I ~~~4~j6 209 
GR,{D ,509 '"''"' - t3 30 00 4. .. 1 .. 
1-'1 OTEL 1309 :I 0" 309 
Rr-{F.:~~ ~~309 104123456 309 
('11,TlI 409 4:~ - r>J::-£ ... J 100 00 
PLOTEL 1409 101 409 
I<He' ;'409 1.071;'3456 409 
CHOD 12009 200 ~~09 509 
CI.:OD 14009 400 409 !:J09 
t, DAft.t FOR !-lOOP PO[NT 10 
(-)ln1l 2JO :~~"5 - 3~, 0 00 
PLOTEL 1 ~~10 101 ~~10 
1\l(F.:~ 2;'10 101 1~~3456 210 
GRILl :51.0 18 - 18 30 00 
1'1. OlE:L 1310 104 310 
RBE~~ ~310 104123456 310 
(3lnn 410 ~5 -- 35 :100 00 
PLOfEL 1.410 1.01 410 
I\l{E~' 24:10 :I 0i'1.2J4!':,c) 4:10 
CI:;:OD 1.2010 200 ~~10 51.0 
CI.:(lD 1401.0 400 4:10 ~J1 0 
1, Dt.tTA FOR HOOP POINf 11 
(,Inn 21.1 ~\!) - 43 0 00 
I'IOTE:L 1~\11 :101 ~~ 1:1 
RBE2 ~211 101123456 ~21 1 
(lInn ~11 1.3 -- r' .... :~o 00 L. 
PLOTEL 1~51 1. 104 3t1. 
1~1l[2 2311 ·104123456 3:1 :I 
("([II 41:1 r>J:: .( .. \.01 - 43 :100 00 
PLOTEL 1411 107 41t 
r\l(E~ 24 :1:1 1 071. ~34::,c) 411. 
CHOD 12011. 200 21.1 51.1 
crwn :140:11 400 411 ~:I:I 
,t> nr.1A FOR HOOP POINT 1 r, .L 
(31.: I [I 21~ 13 - 48 0 00 
PLOfEL 1212 tOt ~~ t ~~ 
I..:HE~ ~~~12 :I 01 :I ~'34~6 ~'12 
G\:;:ID :512 06 - 24 30 00 
l'UllEL 13:1~ 104 :~:l2 
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1\1IE2 ~:H2 104:1234~6 3:1 ~~ 
GRID 41~~ 1-3 - 48 100 00 
1-'1.01 EL :141~' 107 41~ 
RBE~~ 241~~ 107123456 41 ~:.' 
CI,OD 1;~01~' 200 ~\1;\ ~:J2 
CROll 1401~~ 400 412 ::51 ';.' 
,t> ItAl A F OF, HOOP POINT 13 
('Inll ~1 :~ 00 - 50 0 00 
F'LOfEL 121,3 lOt 213 
I<HC? ~~\ 1:~ 1 0:11 ~'3456 ~:l3 
Gr<ID 3t~5 00 - rat:" ... ,j 30 00 
I-'J Oll::L *313 104 313 
RBE~~ ~31,3 104123456 ~5:1 3 
(3\, [It 413 00 - 50F'hl00 00 
F'LOTEL 1413 107 413 
I<HF.:? 241:~ 1 071~~3456 413 
CI,{OD 1201~5 200 21,5 ~j:l :5 
('fWD 140:13 400 413 513 
<J; DA fI'~ FOR HOOP POINT 14 
nlnlt 214 - 13 - 48 0 00 
F'LOfEL 1214 101 214 
1\lIE~' 2~~t4 1011?:5456 2:14 
--, GIUD 314 - 06 - 24 30 00 
r'l OTEL 1 :~l 4 :I 04 3:14 
RBE~~ ~~,H4 1 0412~54~j6 314 
(JI<IIt 4:14 - :1.3 -- 48 100 00 
PLOTEL 1414 107 414 
1<IIE ~~ ;'414 1 0/12:H~)6 414 
C I=\: 0 D 1~~01 4 200 ~~14 511 
(,I<OD 14014 400 414 5:14 
<\> DAftt FOR HOOP P01NT 1"0-,j 
(,I,IIt ~1~ - ~"~J - 4~~ 0 00 
F'LOfEL 1~~1!5 101 21!:j 
I\HE~ ~\~~l~ 10:1 1~':~4J6 ~"1 ~i 
GRIft 31!5 - 13 - ")', 1, ... 1 .. 30 00 
1'1 Ol[L 1 :~ 1 !j 104 ~:I~ 
RliF.:~~ 2~15 1041~34!56 ,3 1 ':.'J 
(lInD 41 ~i -- ~!:J -- 43 100 00 
F'U) fEL 141!:j 107 41!:; 
I WI: ~~ 241~! 1 071 ;~:~456 41 ~i 
CI=\:OD 1201~) 200 ~~ t~j 51 :J 
C~<()lt 01401 ~! 400 415 ~, 1 ~; 
1, nATA FUh: HOOr" POTNl 16 
(,!<Ht ;~1 6 - ~!) -- -. t ,')d 0 00 
F'LOfFL 1 ~~t6 t01 216 
I <lIE:'" ?216 10 11 ~"':~4~J6 ;~ 1 <'> 
Gf<ID ,H<'> - tn - 18 30 00 
I'IOTLL 13:16 104 :Hb 
RBE2 ~~316 104t~~:54~56 ,31 . ..., 
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GrnD 416 -- 35 -- 35 100 00 
PLOTEL 1416 107 416 
IU(E~ ~416 107123456 416 
CIi:OD 12016 200 216 516 
CkOD 14016 400 416 5:16 
1> DATA FOR HOOP POINT 17 
GlnD 217 -- 43 -- 25 0 00 
PLOTEL 1217 101 217 
F<l(E2 ~~17 101123456 ~17 
GRID 317 - 2~ -- 13 30 00 
PtOTEL 1317 :104 31,7 
RBE2 2317 104123456 317 
(,Id Tt 417 -- 43 -- 25 100 00 
PLOTEL 1417 107 417 
I\HE~ 2417 107123456 417 
CROD 12017 ~OO 217 517 
CFWD 14017 400 417 517 
1> DATA FOR HOOP POINT 18 
<1lnD 218 -- 48 -- 13 0 00 
PLOTEL 1218 101 218 
1<l(E~~ 2:.:"18 1011~3456 ~18 
GRID 318 -- 24 -- 06 30 00 
I'LOTEL 1318 104 318 
RBE~ 2318 104123456 318 
BInD 4:18 -- 48 -- 13 100 00 
PLOTEl 1418 107 418 
RBE~ 2418 107123456 418 
C~WTt 1~018 ~OO ~18 518 
CROD 14018 400 418 518 
~~ [I{\T{\ FOF{ HOOP POINT 19 
mnll 219 -- 50 -- 00 0 00 
PLOTEL 1219 101 219 
r,HE~ 2~19 101123456 ~19 
GRID 319 -- 25 -- 00 30.00 
I-'L OTEL 1319 104 319 
RBE2 2319 104123456 319 
GI\JD 419 -- 50 -- 00 100 00 
PLOTEL 1419 107 419 
1\l(F.2 2419 1071~3456 419 
CRO[l 12019 200 219 519 
crWD t4019 400 419 519 
<\> [lATA FOR HOOP POINT 20 
f.1I'nD :.:"~o -- 48 13 0 00 
PLorEL 1220 101 2~O 
1,1" ~~~o 101123456 2~0 
GIUD 3~0 -- 24 06 30 00 
1'\ OTEL 1320 104 320 
I\IlE~ 23~0 104:123456 3~0 
GRID 4~0 -- 48 13 100 00 
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-, 
1 'I 01 L-.I 14~'0 101 4~'0 
RBE2 2tl20 10 71 ~~..34~jt> 4~tO 
CI,ClII 1 ~~O~~O ~'OO ~\~ .. O I .. ,~ .. O 
CI~OD 140~~0 400 4~~0 !'5~~ () 
<I, flfll A F OF-: HOOP F'CHNl ~~ j 
(11\111 ~\~ 1 - 4~5 • '0::-l .. d 0 00 
PI.OfEI. 1221 101 221 
1':(IE2 ~")~"~\1 1 0 11 ?:~456 ~~~) 1 
Gh: (n .. 321 - ",." ... ,- 1 :5 30 00 
r'l 011 L 13?1 :104 :i~~ t 
RBE~~ 2 .. 5~~ t 10412,3456 -3~" 1 
(~I\J II 4~"1 - 43 ',r 
I.' '"' 
:100 00 
PLOfEL 1 4~"1 107 421 
I\I{E~' ~4~1 :I ()71~:~4~,6 4~~j 
CI~OD 1 ~~0~1 ~~OO ~~2 t 5~.,t 
CJ..:ClII 140~~1 400 Al~ 1 ~~\1 
<.to DATA FOI~ HOOP POtNf ":'I'') 1_1._ 
UI,111 ~.,~~~ ... -- 3~j 35 0 00 
PLorEL 12~2 101 ""'''''',", ,,:'l:' I._ 
J.:Hf ~~ '"",... ,..,,.. .. j ()1 1 ~':~4~d) ,. .. ,. .. ,.... J. I. /.. 1._ .coot. L. 
GIUD 3'''''''' .. 1...1._ -- 18 18 ,30 00 
I-'LOTEL 1:~~~ 104 3~:'2 
RBE2 2 .. 5~~~~ 1041~~3456 3~'-;:-
(';I\ID 4'\'-' , . -- :~~ :~5 :1.00 00 
PLorEL 1422 107 42~~ 
I,IIE~~ ~'''4~~~ j 071 ~~:54~,6 4"" .. ,.· .. A A_ 
CROD 12022 ~~oo "")', ...... 1.-1. .. '- 5~ ... ~ ... 
C~,Oll 14022 400 4"''''''' A A_ ~,~~2 
$ DAfA FOR HOOP POrtH ~~3 
(';1, fll ~~~\3 -- ""1:." 
.... ,,' 43 0 00 
PLOfEL 122:5 101 22 .. 3 
1\lI[~~ ~~~"2~~ j 0 j 1. ~"34~j6 ~~~"3 
GIUD 3~~,5 - 1-'5 ''''''", 1,:,,:- ,30 00 
l'IOTn 1. :5~~3 :104 3~~3 
RBE~~ 2 .. 3~ .. 5 1041~~34~6 3~"3 
(-lInD 4~~3 - ... :: ........ 43 100 00 
PLorEL 1 42~5 10l 42,~ 
I((IE? ~4~3 :l071~34;,6 4~"3 
CROD 1 ~~O2~5 200 22,5 5~"~ 
CI,Oll 140~~ 400 4~:~ ~;~~3 
1> DArA FOR HOOP POINr 24 
(,;1, HI ~"~~4 - 13 48 0 00 
I'LOTEL 1.~'24 101 ~"~"4 
RBE~~ ~~~24 101 t~~34!56 ~~ ... 4 
(lInD 3~'i\ -- 06 ~~4 :~O 00 
PI.OfFL L5~~4 104 ,324 
InlF::~~ ~'3~4 104 j ~':54~t> :~~~4 
OI,HI 4~'4 -- J3 48 100 00 
PLOfEL 1424 101 424 
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l\llr~' ~'424 :I 07:1 ~~.~4~J6 4~~4 
CI:;;OD 12024 ~~OO 224 5~~4 
( 1<011 14074 400 424 524 
PF<OD 200 2001 50E--060 
1'1\011 :~OO :5()01 :I OE--060 
PROD 400 4001 10E--060 
JvI(, T 1 2001 27E. 1111 53f-ll0 1 91l+03 
Mli r1 :5001 38E t1 1~~. :50E HO 1 94E "O~~ 
Moll 4001 30E-l111 ~,OE"10 1 91[+03 
1. MISCEI LANEOUS {lArA 
I·I .... H~M DRIIF'Nl 1.01 
SPC1 10012.5456 101 
OI~AV 1 9 81 01 0 00 0 00 
GRAV ' ... .~ 9 81 0 00 01 0 00 
r;1~~V 3 9 81 0 00 0 00 01. 
ENDLIAIA 
- EOR--
1 NIl or- IIYHC I ] BTl NO 
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